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-poost cbllege e¼1!2Jl!!!..t@.is
·ton, dean of academic services at
:By RICHARD WILSON
tional students, but acknowledge
Western Kentucky Uniyersity.
Staff Writer
that current and future state budget
:
cutbacks for. higher education could ·
·Another facet of the enrollment
picture, Sutton said, is that more
; MOR)':HEAD, Ky. ~ Clarence Brown·
complicate the situation.
women thari men.are attending col· dropped out of Morehead State University
"One .of the decisions we may
_lege. Women now constitute 60 perin 1978 because he was tired -of school, and
have to make is limiting enrollcent of Western's enrollment, com·got a job "making real good: monef' as a
.ment," .said David Jorens, Northern
pared with only about 50 percent a
railroad signalman in his native Floyd
Kentucky .University's vice presidecade ago, Sutton said. He and of.County. But this fall he's pursuing the coldent for academic affairs. Jorens
ficials at other schools attribute the
Jege education he walked !\Way from years
also fears that NKU may have to
rise · to increased employment op·ago.
.•
use more part-time faculty memportunities for women that require
: Brown, 38, lost his railro_ad job and began
bers, who are less expensive .to hire·
more educatio_n. ,
,
'.working in electronics. After an automobile
but •often less-qualified than full,
Some officials believe that bur.~accident earlier this year, he decided it was
·time professors.
, geonlng undergraduate enrollments
;time to go back to school, especially since
• Between 1981 and 1990, the perJlis new field changes so fast. ·
centage of non-traditional students
will not continue, primarily because
·
··
I h
d
d
If
at state schools - students 25 and
the
pool of filgh school graduates is
., _"I Just fee t e nee to e ucate myse · older _ increased from· 35 to 40:
declining in Kentucky· and nation- ·.
'.more in electronics," said Brown, who exwide. But if college enrollments
-'pects to earn an associate degree next : percent of total enrollment:
continue to increase and if budgets
:spring and a bachelor's d~gree later.
At Eastern Kentucky University,
remain tight, many of the schools
: Former nurse Mary Jaynes, 43, of Volga
for example, ·the number of students
, may have to raise admission. stan'.in Johnson County, entered Morehead four· . 25 and older , has doubled since
years ago after arthritis forced her to give
1985, from 2,769 to 5,832, said John
. dards to avoid larger class.es.
'.UP nursing. "I'd like to go into hospital ,ad- .
Rowlett, EKU's vice president for
UK, the first state ,university in
'ministration if I can find a job in that area. . academic affairs.
·
Kentucky to •initiate an across-the:; .. But a job in a bank wouldn't .be too · . · Rowlett said he believes older
. · board selective admissions program
bad," said the mother of
s<ii!S,\vhitwil(
people, who come back to school
. for undergraduates:in.19_84, .has exgraduate next montli with busjness-manthink education .will help improve
. perienced little · ·, undergraduate
. agement degree;
.
"their lots in. life.". Nursing and
growth on its Lexington campus in
Brown and Jaynes are "non-traditional"
?ther health-_rdelatedEfields arhe gro:,vd·
recent years.· However, enrollment
students - older than the typical 17-·to 22mg most rap1 1y at astern, e sai .
is
up about 5 percent this year Id
h h"
· all h
The·growth of the UK community·
the largest increase in more than a ·
ye_ar-o s w o 1stonc y · ave dominated
colleges· is another reason that en: decade.
college campuses. Their growing number at
rollment is increasing; Rowlett and
Kentucky's state-supported schools is a maothers said.
: Joseph Fink, associate vice chanjor reason for continuing enrollment in. The total enrollment at : state
. cellor for academic affairs at UK's
crease1,, officials say. •
.·
. ·
Lexington campus, attributes the inPreliminary figures gathered by The Couschools grew by 28 ·percent from
crease to more aggressive recruiting
rier-Journal. show that full-time and part1981 to 1990 - but only 12 percent·
of top-level students. The message
time enrollment at the eight universities
of it at four-year universities, according to figures from the Council
that UK has been attracting better
and 14 community colleges is up 5.3 percent
on Higher Education. Meanwhile,
students in recent years;.· Fink said,
this fall over last year. It. is the sixth straight
enrollments at two-year community
11
•
is getting out."
·
year that enrollments. have risen.
co_l_leges increased by 50 percent.
. This year's increases · ranged from less
That boom in community-college
than I percent at Kentucky State University
enrollments may be part of the reato more than 10 percent in the University of
son· that some universities are seeKentucky's comm11nity college system.
ing freshman enrollments drop.
The University of I:.ouisville's enrollment
Continued overall· increases at the
dropped by 35 students, but U of L spokesfour-year schools als_o may reflect
woman Denise Fitzpatrick said that was
an increasing• number of transfer
--aueto increased admission· §tanstudents, many of whom are gradu• dards insonie programs.
ates of two-year college programs
. In addition to the non-traditional
"or of other off- ~-=·= " · ' - ' ' ' - ' - - " - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ ~ students,. officials say more -high
campus. centers UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT$
school graduates are going directly·" ' operated· by ·the •Figures for 1991 are preliminary.
to college, and that the number of
·state's regional ·
off-campus courses is· growing.·
· universities.
'·
Pct:
1990 · 1991 chg. ·
. The Southern Regional Education
· Kentuckians
Board recently reported that Ken- ' will continue to Eastern Kentucky Univ. 15,371 · · 16,525 +8
tucky led the· other 14 states in the
get better access Kentucky State )Jniv.
• 2;s12 2,534
o
. rh~gih·on bin the pdercentagehof publidc.
t? higher educa- Morehead State Univ.
,
,
.
+
2 ._
8 622 8 812
· 1g sc oo1 gra uates w o en_tere
- tioil ''as commu- .
.-college in 1988, the most recent year
_, nity colleges and "M"'u"-rrc::a,_y...;S:.:t=at,_,_e_U:.:n;_;i,;..;v._ _ _. :8:.c,0:.:9,_,_7.:. .__,8:,:.,3:.:2:.:8:__+c..•=-3
,for which comparable statistics
universities alike Northern Kentucky Univ. 11,260 11,540 +3
were available. Ke_ntucky's 58 perare able to offer University of Keniucky
23,081 24,200 · +5 ·
cent -was 7 percent_.above the recourses closer to
Community colleges
40,758 45, 1oo +11
gional average and.5,percent above·
where people
the national average. Two decades ·
live and work," "'U"'n'-'iv.::e:..:,sc:ity:,__:o::.f.,:L=o=u=isc:.vi"'lle=--·-=2=3"''6:::1c:O,_._:2::3"',5:::7c:5:__--=...0
ago, fewer than 40 percent of Kensaid Ronnie Sut- Western Keniucky Univ. 15,240 15,767 +3
'tucky's high school graduates en.
Total
·•
148,551 156,38\. +5
·tered college immedi~tely. -A service of the Office of Media. Relations-
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WKU enrollment
at record 15,767 .
BOWLING GREEN - Fall
enrollment at Western
Kentucky University
increased 3.46 percent this
year, marking the sixth
consecutive fall enrollment
increase for the university.
The Office of University
Relations announced
Monday that a record 15,767
students registered for fall
classes, an increase of 527.
Fall enrollment figures,
which have been s4bmitted
to the Council on Higher
Education, also show a 10.64
percent increase in
minority students. This fall,
853 minority students
registered, up from 771 in
the fall of 1990.
The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky Thursday, November 28, 1991
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LEXINGTON - A
$150,000 endowed
professorship at the
University of Kentucky law
school in honor of Edward
T. "Ned" Breathitt was
announced Tuesday at a
surprise birthday
party-reception for the
former Kentucky governor.
The party, held at UK's
Spindletop Hall, celebrated
Breathitt's 67th birthday
with the Edward T.
Breathitt Professorship.
Norfolk Southern, along
with the UK College of Law
and friends and colleagues
of Breathitt, established the
endowed professorship, one
of 15 in the law school.
Breathitt is senior vice
president, public affairs, for
Norfolk Southern.
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UK announces
professorship

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky
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He_ was a retired professor
at Morehead State University.,

He was a member of Silver
Star Christian Church in OrlandoatldanArmyveteran.
Surviving are his wife,

Anne Genevieve Caudill
Whitt; two sons, Edward Whitt
of Clearfield and Greg Whitt
of Salt Lick; and two grandchildren'.
.
·
The funeral will be conducted at 10:30 a.m. Saturday
at Farmers Christian Church
by the Rev. Thomas Caudill.
Burial w!ll be in Lee Cemetery.
Friends may call after 4 p.m.
·Friday at Northcutt &. Son
Home for Funerals in More•
head.·
Military graveside rites will
be conducted by members of
American Legion Post 126 of
Morehead.
·
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,iry. I'm not ~ying it's going. to
happen but I think we need to be
prepared for it," Moloney said during taping of WLEX-TV's ."Your
Government."
, ,
The show airs Sunday at 11:30
a. m.
Moloney, D-Lexing1on, said that
the way things stand now there will .
only be $54 niillion in new money
for the next fiscal year, which starts
July I. That means there will not be
enough funds to pay .for increases
in state programs, including ed~ca-

Money to cover shortfalls Will not
come from new taxes, he says
By John Winn MIiier

chief, said an action by Gov. Wal.lace Wilkinson. to cover a $155
million shortfall might: not · be
enough. The governor, who leaves
office next month, ordered $85 million in cuts from the state budget to
cover most of the tleficit. ·,
·. ''We could very. well be looking.
afanot_her cut,inJanuary or Febru-

Herald~Leader Frankfort bureau

State Sen. Michael Moloney said
yesterday that further cuts might
be needed in the state budget but
there was no possibility that it
would be balanced with higher
taxes. ·
·
Moloney, the Senate's budget

- ..

-·--~--

'
lion refonn.
"There will be absolutely nothing in the way of tax cuts," he said,
, which 'means spending will have to
· be reduced.
He also said it-was unlikely the
legislature would go along with any
tax increases following the record
$1.3 billion, two-year increase
passed by the 1990 General Assembly.
"I think the next governor will
have to go through four years
without raising taxes because
they're not going to be raised."

. He said the only possible excep,
hon would be for money to make
~P for lost. funds ca~sed by changes
m Med1ca1d regulat10n.
·.
,
On other issues, Moloney said:·
• Governor-elect_ Brere~on Jones
would be better off 1f he did not try
to collect. the $1.7 million t~at Jones
lent to his 1987 race for !1e~.tenant
governor. However, he said I take
the man at face value" when he
says that state contracts and appoin~en_ts will not be traded for
contr1but1?ns.
. • He 1s. c<_mcerned that Educa110n Co!'l!"'SSIOner Thomas Boysen
ts_ wastmg an opportunity by hiring
too many people from previous
.l!l B 'g ~ -'ii al . _THE COUR_IE_R-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1991
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administrations for too much money.
.·
. .
•He is not interested in running
for Congress against U.S. Rep.
Larry Hopkins, . . . .
· · , .
.
• T~e. cha.nctls' of his proposals
for partial public financing 'of governors an~., lieutenant governor's
~c~. appear, good despite oppositio~'m, the ,House. .' :
·
. •·. Wilkin~n, his longtime foe
showed "courage" in raising tax~
an&_ had ,a 'positive effect on econ~"!!C devel~pmerit. But pis fundratsmg and bickering with the legis. lature was not good for the state
I Moloney said.
·
'
/ _ "Wilkinson has done more in
, ht~ four years as governor to
, strengthen the General· Assembly
-:-- although that wasn't his intention - than any governor in histo, ry," Moloney said.

·

·

proach th\)Se of_Btjdgeport's. But 2,
.c:Jep~ent qliµrmen wrote a_ lette
The Uruvers1ty of Bndgeport Is to administrators this month threat
nea,fy broke and is cutting many of e..ning to resign· their leadersJ:ti1
its ilbera) a,ts ~IOgI"llf!lS- T_op ~acu)- posts lf the Ivy. League universi~
ty ~t Columbia_ Uruversity have cuts Arts and Scrences spendjng.
threatened to. qwt their posts over
In a statei:nent ~erday, Colu!II
possible b11dget cuts. Those !Ire b11t bla spokesll\llll Fred Knubel lnsiste<
two-of many private colleges across tmit no budgetary· decision,s hac
the country swamped in red ink.
been reached.
an"dgeport··~ sumv
· a1 wa,s on the
ll11"dgeport' ~ ~d eo1umb"1a.••
line yesterday as officials of the 64- money woes mirror tliose at public
year-old .college ~ought court per- tµtd pl'MJte ··cpueges , across thE
mission to use $2.5 million in re- coun~ "this year. But private instf.
strict¢endowment_fundstom~t.a,·tutioris&re·espec1a11y~nerilblebepayroll and continue operating Cl!-use.of th_eir heavy reliance on tuthrough early Janul!I}'-. .
:· , ltion at I! time when students' famThe cuts will eliminate many ot ilies are increasingly strapped.
Bridgeport's liberal arts classes and I. Comp6Wlding the economic difflfollowed the Connecticut university · cullies, private schools have suftrustees' unanimous rejection-, last fered blows to their images with
mon~ of a $50 million takeover of- . federal investigations into possible
fer from an arm ?f'. th_
.. e Rev., Sun collusio;11 on student aid levels, and
Myung Moon'fi Unifi~tjon Church... _. accusatio~ .of·waste and misalloca•
Columbia's money woes dO!J't BP' !Ion of federal resel!t'Cti fuqds.
AsSl>Ciated

Press
•• •

•
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1Layoffs, 1
class cuts·
loom· for:·~
UofL
LOUISVILLE (AP) - The
University of Louisville will
lay- off some employees and
eliminate some classes becaus_e of budget cuts.
At. a meeting of the school's
board of trustees on Monday,
U of L President Donald
Swain presented "preliminary
budget cuts" . that will mean
laying off up to 30 employee~.
eliminating 50 vacant posit ions and cutting some
classes.
U of L is making $6.8 million in budget cuts to help
cover an estimated $155 ·mil-.
lion shortfall in state revenue
this fiscal year, which ends
June 30.·
"It does not constitute· a
major crisis for U of L,''
Swain said. "I urge the public
and staff to guard against
·overreacting."
Swain said Monday that he
hoped Gov .-elect Brereton
Jones and the 1992 General
Assembly would re-examine
funding for higher education
in the next bien_nual budget.
He said the 1990 General Assembly awarded U of L an
unusually large amount of
money to make up for years of
under funding.
That means .that U of L _received disproportionately deep
cuts because· the budget cuts
were allocated so that the -institutions with the largest
budgets . bore a larger percentage of the cutbacks, Swain
said.
U of L was at 84 percerit of
the money it needs for full
funding even before the budget cuts, according to Swain.
The cuts drop the university
to 79 percent of full funding,
he said.
· Swain has come under fire
because he recently received a
22 percent pay raise - increasing his salary to $155,000
a year - at a time of firings
and cuts in programs.
Asked about this on Mon. day, Swain replied, "I feel no
guilt whatsoever. The trustees
establish my salary. They did
what they thought was right,
and I was pleased."
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.Wethington
credits Hable:-.
for financing:
By ROGER ALFORD
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND _:_ University of
Kentucky President Charles
Wethington said Friday the
new learning resource center .,
at Ashland Community Col- .
lege will help meet the rapidly
growing demand for higher
education in northeastern
Kentucky.
· '
Wethington, on hand for the
formal dedication of the- ·$3
million expansion that opened
this fall, said comm unity col- ,
leges will be the centerpiece of'
higher education in the '1990s
and beyond."They're vital both to ed- ·
ucation and economic development i n

t h i s c o m-

monwealth," he said.
Wethington, former president of Maysville Community
College and former chancellor
of the UK Community College
System, credited Ashland native Kevin Hable with securing state funding for the new
building.
Hable, former budget direc. ·tor for the Wilkinson Administration who was· recently
appointed secretary of the Fi. nance Cabinet by newly
elected Gov. Brereton Jones, is
a graduate of Ashland Community College.
Wethington said Hable sold
Gov . .Wallace Wilkinson on
the importance of the Ashland
expansion and had it includedas a top priorty in the executive budget.
From there, local lawmakers
were able to win support for it
in the legislature, said Ash'
land Community College
President Anthony Newberry.
The learning resource center has been on the drawing
board since the 1960s, but
booming enrollment at the
·college ·during the 1980s
pushed it to priority status.

"The road from those early
plans was a Jong one, with
detours and disappointments
along the way," said Newberry, who was promoted to
academic dean of the comm unity college system effective Nov. 1.
Completed this fall, the ·center added a 30,000-square-foot
.expansion to the community
college, including a new library, a teleconferencing center, . student laboratories, an
audio visual storage room, offices and classrooms.
The library includes a special collection of reference
materials on learning disabilities, presented to the col:
lege in honor of the late Robert Warner Ashworth.
In addition, one of the special collections rooms in the
library has been named in
honor of the late Libby C.
Walthall, a former Ashland
Community College biology
professor. Walthall was a recipient of the University of
Kentucky Great Teacher
Award and a recipient of the
Ashland Community College
Distinguished Service Award .
The learning resource cen'.
ter was authorized by the state
legislature in 1988, provided
the college raise more than
$200,000 from local sources.
That money was raised in less
than a year, and an additional
$200,000 has been raised to
fund a local endowment fund
to help cover future needs.
Ben Carr, chancellor of the
UK Community College Sys
tein, said more than 46,000
students now attend the twoyear institutions. And, he
said, the community colleges
have reported an 80 percent
increase in enrollment overall
during the past five years.
Carr said the colleges play a
vital role in higher education
offerings in Kentucky.
0
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Louisville beart· surgeon
named--a 'point of. light'
By MARY O'DOHERTY
Staff Writer_ .
·

Having a: specialized skill such as heart .
surgery has 11111de it easier to devote some
of his energies· to poor people. When he
started, Lansing said, "sometimes, I was the
only one around who could do this sort of
work."
·;
·
·
His most: visible contribution has· been
through the· Gift of Life program:- Lansing._,
said he began it seven years ago with the·
help of Humana: and Rotary International. Under the program; ·
he has performed surgery on.
about 50 children ffoin · Third ·
World: countries and: :.:lielped
train- doctors from other coun-tries. The program is· also help:,
irig .health officials iii. Panama
set-up.their own open-heart-surgery· program. In March·,--Lan-...
sii:lg _sai~, he'll joint Rotary and·
Humana representatives on a- - - ~';S/o ·Panama to help open the

As a young heart surgeon at Louisville's
old General Hospital in the 1960s, Dr. Allan
Lansing devot!l(I much of his time to the
care of indigent patiei:its.
But as he moved into private practice and
. plushier surroundings, his commitment to
poor, uninsured people didn't.
change. When Lansing took
new posts at Jewish: Hospital
and Humana Hospital-Audubon,
it was with the understanding
that he could treat inlligent patients whenever his help was requested.
"I had the same agreement
wherever .J went. If anyone
needed help, then I would look
after them for nothing, but then
my hospital had to agree to also "-~~
care for them for nothing," he Lansing ·
said.
"We decided we couldn't look
. The noted heart surgeon's commitment to . after all the sick children in the world. We
providing health care for the poor has been had to help the: doctors· in those countries
well-known in Louisville's medical commu- ·... help their children," he said.
nity. Yesterday, it was recognized at the na-.
A native of ozi.iario, Canada, Lansing, 62,
lion's capital: President George Bush came to Louisville·in 1963 to head the·carnamed Lansing the nation_'s 629th "point' of diovascular surgery program at the Uiiiverlight."
. sity of Louisville medical school. Later he
According to a White House press re- went into private practice at Jewish Hospilease, Lansing estimates he has performed :
free surgery for at least 200 patients each
year since coming to Louisville in 1963.

ta!. In 1983, Humana executives David Jones and Wendell Cherry persuaded· him to establish and direct
the Humana Heart Institute. ·
. Lansing's philanthropic work has
gone. beyond .the operating room.
He's served· on four university
boards. A decade ago, he and his
.wife, Donna,. endowed the Lansing
School . of Nursing at. Bellarmine
College. In _1986, he headed the Old
Kentucky Home Boy Scout Council
fund drive, which raised $6.2 million for a camp in Bullitt County.
The Lansings ilve . atop a bluff
overlooking the Ohio River in northeasiern ~efferson · County. They
have three. children. Ann, a doctor
in Asheville, N.C.; Peter, a medical
student at U of L; and Michele, a
nurs~ in $outhern Indiana. .
Devoting sci much time to philanthropy is easy because "I feel very
blessed" living in Kentucky, he said
in a telephone interview from his
apartment in Naples, Fla. He and
his wife try to spend one long weekend a month· there during the win- .
ter.
"The Lord has been kind to me,
and Kentucky has been kind to me.
I have to give something back." ·
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Starting over
Simms Giants' top man again,:
.but he needs refresher c·ourse
By GERALD ESKENAZI
<> New York Times News Service
· NEW YORK - It has been almost a full
year since No. 11 ran the New York Giants'
show.
·
And ·even Phil Simms, 36 years old with
thousands of passes past,. can use some instruction - even after leading the Giants to
a last-minute victory over the Buccaneers
Sunday at Tampa, Fla., in his theatrical return.
So when Simms_ took over practice yesterday, Jim Fassel, in his first year as th~_
team's quarterbacks coach, was hovering
and making suggestions.
The coach explained that while Simms
was sharp against Tampa Bay, "there were
a couple of areas" in which the Louisville
Southern High and Morehead State University product could use some work as he p~
pared for Sunday's game at Cincinnati. '
This will be Simms' first start since the
Giants' game against the Bills Dec. 15,
when he suffered a severe foot injury that
e.!lded his season and set the stage for Jeff
Hostetler to help the team eventually win
the Super Bowl.
"The plays Phil had some problems with
last Sunday we call highly timed routes;
they're very quick," Fassel said.

In at least one instance Sunday,
Simms was unfamiliar with a play:
the one on which he threw his first
pass after. repl~cing Hostetler. The
pass, to Dave Meggett in the end
zone, was low and away.
"He didn't even practice that
play," Fassel said. "It was a route
he hadn't thrown. And on some others, the timing wasn't there."
One of the others was an out-of.
reach pass behind Stephen Baker.
· Otherwise Simms' return was
brilliant. On the winning 90-yard
march, he connected on all seven of
his passes; including a perfect 30yatd scoring play to Baker.
Now that Simms is back, how dif,
ferent will the Giants' game plan
look?
A Simms game rarely means running. Hostetler had produced an
average of 6.5 yards a scramble before he was sent to the hospital with
a broken bone In his back. He had
· run 42 times for 273 yards and two
touchdowns this season.
Until he got hurt in the 14th game ·
last year, Simms averaged only 2.9
· yards a carry and had rushed only
21 times. Coming into this season,
only one quarterback, Fran Tarkenton, had been sacked more times
than Simms - and many of Tarkenton's sacks caine on scrambles.
Sacks of Simms have occurred in
the pocket.

Still, the Giants' offense calls for
the quarterback - Hostetler or
Simms - to roll out. Toe major difference between the two in this regard is that Hostetler has the ability,
and inclination, to run from there.
Simms, on the other hand, has better downfield vision. He can spot
the deep play.
"Over the years," Fassel said,
"Phil has developed a keen sense of
downfield throws." .
Most fails believe Simms looks
for the deeper pass more than Hostetler. Perhaps . he does; but this
year Hostetler has thrown a higher
percentage of his passes to wide receivers and tight ends, as opposed
. to running backs, _than Simms did
last season. And despite fans' perception that .this year's offense is
more conservative, the Giants have
thrown more on first down.
Yesterday's practice, then, was
not quite back-to-school for Simms,
but there definitely were new aspects. This week's game plan is the
first <!evised by Handley for Simms
as the starter.
"It's a lot of responsibility on
your shoulders being the starter,"
Simms said. ''You feel it."
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Jhose 'child factory'
schools we build
are
a bad mistake
.
~

As we pay higher taxes to reform
public education, are we just .making a
bad situation worse? Thomas Toch's. column, "In education, small is better" makes
a powerful argument against building
more large; "comprehensive" schools. rm
afraid our higher taxes will be used to
build more of these dehumanizing "child
factories."
On the bright side, principals of large
schools are paid more; and the buildings
delight the hearts of architects. The long
halls roaring football crowds and computer-fiiied offices convey a feeling of authority.

Wilkinson/Philadelphia Daily News

We know ' from our own lives that
education is a personal thing. For me, it
was .Mrs. Stone, my fifth-grade teacher,
who made a difference. Perhaps you can
identify teachers or circumstances that
touched your life. Were you elected treasurer of your sophomore class? Were you
the big kid nagged into going out" for the
team because "we need you"? Did a
teacher show a real interest that helped
you believe in yourself? These things can
happen in the All-American public megaschool, but it's less likely than in a smaller
public or private school.
Education research at first indicated
that bigger schools increased achieveme11t
and offered more opportunities. It is now
realized this was a mistake. It seems
unpatriotic to think bigger might not
really be better; but can't we take a serious
look at this before we step into even
deeper trouble with the best of intentions?
WALLY FLINT
Morehead

Voices· from state's history
preseived on tape at .UK
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press

,-

said Suchanek. "We got input from
the (UK) medical center, sociologist,
anthropologist and political scientist
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Voices from for questions they wanted to ask the
the past come alive in the University farmers."
of Kentucky's Oral History ProThe oral history collection is open
gram.
to anyone, although scholars and
Nearly 3,700 recor\led interviews researchers have been the most frewith people ranging from author. quent users. Only copies of the origRobert Penn Warren and .former inal tapes· are loaned.
first lady Jacqueline Kennedy Onas- . The Kentucky Oral History Comsis to Kentucky farmers and coal mission in Frankfort has -the largest
miners are stored in the Department collection of interviews in the state
of Special Collections and archives with about 4,000. Kentlicky is· the
at the UK Library.
only state with an agency that deals
The Oral History Program was es- only with oral history, Suchanek
tablished in 1973, shortly after sev- said.
era! politicians deposited their paThe UK library collection, which
pers· in the library.
has doubled in the past five years,
"The library decided it would be a adds about 300 interviews each
good idea to interview them and year.
their colleagues to get their perspecSuchanek said he thinks the intive on how things were," said Jeff terviews will be a treasure for future
Suchanek, assistant director of the generations.
oral history collection.
"Some of these things are invaluSince · then, it has grown to in- able," he said. "I really think this
elude-projects covering such topics will be·an exciting era for history to
as the Frontier Nursing Service, UK look back on."
alumni and faculty, Kentucky writers, Appalachian history, interscho- .
lastic athletics, Vietnam veterans in
Kentucky, and politicians such as
AB. "Happy" Chandler and former
U.S. Sen. John Sherman Cooper.
Onassis' tape contains her
thoughts on Cooper's years as senator and ambassador.
A few of the tapes can't be used
· without permission from the interviewees or their families.
The Kentucky Family Farm project, taped in conjunction with Western Kentucky University and Murray State University, has nearly 300
interviews documenting the lives of
farmers.
"We tied into more disciplines
than history
. for the farm project,"

.
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Nursing shortage may become· glut:
as hundreds compete for schools- _,
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG,<

Staff Writer

~

LOUISVILLE•AREA NURSING GRADUATES
Wtth two-year and four-year degrees

The widely publicized nursing
shortage is attracting hundreds
more students to Louisville-area
nursing schools than they can accommodate.
It also has led to a 29 percent increase in the number of nursing
graduates in Loulsville and Southern Indiana in the past four years
who are eligible to take national exams to become registered nurses.
That's left some hospitals with fewer nursing vacancies and the head
of at least one nursing program
concerned that future graduates
might find a glutted market.
"We've kind of flooded the market with people coming into nursing," said Anita· Hufft, associate
dean of the Indiana University
School of Nursing.
About 400 freshmen and sophomores at IU Southeast say they
want to major in nursing. The
school can admit up to 60 a year to
the nursing program, which starts
in the junior year.
"In a depression it (nursing)
looks like a good thing, especially
for older women coming back to
work," said Hufft, who also is chairwoman of the !US division of nursing.
At Jefferson Community College,
with its low tuition of about $348 a
semester, about 560· students applied for this fall's 100 classroom
places, said Catherine Hogan, coordinator of the associate degree in
nursing program. Of those, 318 met
minimum grade and test requirements.
A year ago, for a fall class of 120,
JCC received 618 applications, and
301 met minimum qualifications.
JCC offers an associate degree in
nursing, which generally requires
two years of nursing classes and
clinics· after about a year of other
courses. The bachelor's degree programs offered by other area schools
generally require at least four years
of college classes and provide more
specialized nursing classes and clinics during the last two or three
years.
IUS's Hufft is concerned that
when the wave of nursing graduates
peaks within the next few years the
traditional health system won't absorb them all. Already, the surge of
nursing students in the region's colleges and universities is beginning
to ·sliow up at hospitals.
"A few years ago we had a tremendous shortage in critical care
.nursing," said Patsy Schmitt, vice
· president of nursing and associate
administrator at Norton Hospital.
Most recently, the shortage is on ·
medical-surgical floors, she said.
Last June there were nearly 30
vacancies for registered nurses at
Norton, said Barbara Mason, direc- ·
tor of nursing. Now there are only
about nine vacant positions, and all
are in medical-surgical positions.
Jewish Hospital has about 25 vacant positions for registered nurses,
said vice president Jane Younger.
That's about the number of vacancies it's had in recent years, she
said.
·

1987

1988

1989

Bellarmine College

55
85
38

Indiana University Southeast

43

77

68
71
79
37
67

82
90
75
59
55

298

322

361

School
University of Louisville
Jefferson Community College

Spalding University

Total

1990

82
146

68
34

55
385

Source: Nursing schools

Shirley Powers, a nurse and administrator at Norton Hospital, said
she sees no overall decline in the
demand for nurses, but the changing health-care system means
changes in where nurses are needed.
"I feel every .(nursing) graduate
will get a job," Powers said.-"Maybenot the exact job · they want, but
they don't have to be concerned
about working,''
Recognizing the changes, nursing
educators are preparing graduates
for new roles, steering more students -to home-health care, nursing
homes or other more specialized
care. That means broader preparation so they can work more easily
outside the traditional hospital setting.
Linda Renfrow, a 1989 graduate
of the University of Louisville
School of Nursing, is exploring a
less-traditional kind of nursing after
working in the intensive care units
of Humana Hospital-Audubon and
Humana Hospital-Southwest in Jefferson County.
Although she enjoyed working in
intensive care, Renfrow said, ii was
stressful and there never were
enough nurses to allow her to take
the time to get to know her patients
as individuals.
· She's now working for the Visiting Nurse Association, caring for 37
patients at their homes, sometimes
spending more than an hour on a
visit and addressing a broad range
of medical and social needs.
Many nursing 'educators, like Jacqueline Whaley, director of Spalding University's undergraduate program, are thinking about the increasing demand for the kind of
home care Renfrow provides. They
also are concerned about the in-

creasing national interest in preventive health and public health.
Such concerns could lead to a
new specialty courses in nursing at
Spalding next fall, Whaley said.
- The two-year program offered by
JCC doesn't leave students with
much time to explore less-traditional careers, said H9gan. The focus is _
on bedside nursing.
At !US, however, Hufft wants to
prepare students more broadly be- ,
cause she perceives. an increasing
demand in home health, community
health and other less traditional
fields.
She also wants to encourage experienced nurses to get advanced
degrees so they can provide an even
higher level of care and help train
more nurses. There aren't enough
nurses with master's and doctorate
degrees to train all the students who
want to major in nursing, she said.
Justine Speer, U of L's dean of
nursing, also said there is a shortage of nurses with the advanced degrees needed to teach.
·
She said more advanced study
and more research by nurses will
help prepare more of them to teach
and· to respond to the health-care
system's changing needs.
_
Susan Hockenberger, interim
dean of nursing at Bellarmine Col- .
lege, said it can be difficult to recruit new faculty. She believes
that's because of the general shortage of experienced nurses, since insurance companies, health-care
equipment companies and other
health-related businesses are competing with nursing schools for
them. ·
"The demand in the hospital may
be a little less than it's been," Hockenberger said. "But it's strong in
other areas."
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GoVeniOi.= iiiiiies himself UK
trustee
By TOM LOFTUS
and RJCHARD WILSON
Staff Writers
FRANKFORT, Ky. - In an unprecedented
move Wallace Wilkinson, who dropped out of
the University of Kentucky to start his own
business and went on to become governor, appointed himself to the UK board of trustees yesterday.
.
The appointment, made by executive order
with just a week left in his term of office,
stunned the university community.
"I think a governor would be much wiser to
go gracefully into retirement and ~ot create
that kind of criticism for himself," srud Thomas
D. Clark, a retired UK history professor.
State Sen. John " Eck" Rose, D-Winchester,
also called Wilkinson's action inappropriate. "I
don't believe this will be perceived very positively by the public or anybody else," said Rose.
"I just don't think the public believes if you're
in a position of leadership or power that you
ought to use those appointments for your own
best interest."
Charles Wethington, UK president, issued a
two-sentence statement welcoming Wilkinson
to the UK board last night.
"Gov. Wilkinson has played a strong role in
support of education during his administration.
We welcome him to the board of trustees and
look forward to working with him," he said.
Wtlkinson has had an often-stormy relationship with UK that preceded his election as governor and hit a low point two years ago when
his battle with UK President David Roselle ended in Roselle's resignation.
Last night he told reporters he appointed
himself to the six-year term because "I want
Kentucky to become the model for this nation
in meaningful, substantive higher education reform, as we have in public elementary and secondary reform."
.
He continued: "We are the model, I thmk,

ing to foreign students."
He said the three key issues facboth in public education and work- ing higher:· education are making
force development. The third leg of "the best use of the human and fi.
that stool is higher education. And I nancial resources" of universities;
think I have the courage and the de- re-establishing the importance of
termination and the persistence to teaching and learning; and focusing
see it through."
·
on the "the outcomes" of universiHe said he expected to be criti- ties' research and services missions.
cized for the appointment just as he
Wtlkinson said he has no aspirawas criticized during his campaign tion to become chairman of the UK
for governor when he called for re- board, saying he only wanted to
structuring of public schools. lead the debate to reform higher
"When we started the debate about education.
reforming public education everyWilkinson said he had not given
body was upset. Few accepted it.
Gov.-elect Brereton Jones any noAnd it's worked out well. I suppose
that I can anticipate much of the tice of the appointment. "No. Those
are my appointments," Wtlkinson
same in this effort," he said.
said.
He said he also expected criticism
During the recent campaign for
from those who might point out he
lacks a college degree or experience governor, Jones called for reforming the method of appointing trustin higher education.
"Those are the same questions ees and regents to universities by
that I had about our ~ducation re- forcing a governor to select from a
form act. And I suppose I would list of nominees supplied by a comgive the same answers, and that is mission appointed by the governor.
Jones, who was with Wilkinson in
that I think I have a clear vision of
what this reform movement ought the Capitol last night during the annual Christmas tree-lighting cereto be, and - in fact - must be."
Wilkinson named himself to the mony, had no comment when asked
seat that had been held by former if he thought it was a good appointGov. A B. " Happy" Chandler, who ment.
Wilkinson attended UK with the
died last June. Wtlkinson's term on
intention
of earning a degree in enthe UK board will expire June 30,
1997. He said he had checked the gineering. He dropped out, though,
legality of the move with his own to open a used-book store - a vengeneral counsel but had not SQught ture that ·grew into Wallace Bookan opinion from Attorney Gerie~ stores and made Wilkinson a millionare.
Fred Cowan.
Wilkinson will leave office as the
Wilkinson has one other seat to;
fill on the UK board before he only governor in memory not to
leaves office. He said last night he is have been awarded an honorary deconsidering three or four people for gree from UK But his conflicts with
that appointment and would make a the university precede that. In 1984,
decision before leaving office a when his company failed to win a
week from today.
lease to operate the UK campus
The governor may have given a bookstore, Wilkinson charged that
clue to his intentions last week dur- the bidding process was unfair.
ing a televised interview on KenSoon after becoming governor
tucky Educational Television when Wilkinson clashed with the univerhe said the next step in education sities over his proposed 1988-90
refonn had to come at the universi- budget, which gave a tiny increase
ty level. He also criticized trustees in funding to higher education.
for not understanding their univer- When university presidents balked,
sity's budget.
Wilkinson called them crybabies.
And he said faculty members
Most of Wilkinson's criticism was
should do more teaching - particu- aimed at Roselle, who became
larly basic instruction, which he president just before Wilkinson besaid relies too heavily on "English- came governor. Roselle eventually
speaking foreign graduate stu- quit amid his battles with Wilkinson
dents."
and accepted a job as president of
In a two-page statement he re- the University of Delaware.
leased yesterday, Wilkinson said:
Wilkinson denied trying to force
"On average, more than one-third out Roselle out and have him reof all students who pursue a degree placed with Wethington, a Wilkinprogram fail to complete it. Most of son friend and fellow Casey County
o,w: engineering and.sci~nc.e gradu- native who was a. finalist when Roate degrees in this country are go- selle got the job.

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Governor wants to lead
higher education reform
By Bob Gelger
Herald-Leader political writer

ondary education in this state."
Until the early 1970s, governors served
automatically as head of the UK board. Gov.
_Wendell Ford, who was elected in. 1971,
removed himself from the board and supported a change in state law. ·

■ UK professors express concern

degree and that he would work to combat the
dropout rate.

about Wilkinson's appointment; UK
Wilkinson said that he probably would be
President Charles Wethington
criticized for appointing himself but that he
supports 11JOVe. Page A6.
was the only one capable of taking the heat

and waging the war needed to make reforms.
With eight days left in . his term ·as
Since that time no governor has appointed ·
Wilkinson said faculty members needed to
The governor never graduated from col-·
governor, Wallace Wilkinson yesterday took himself or herself to the board.
the unprecedented step -of appointing himself.
But the move is perfectly legal, said ·Gary .make teaching, rather than research or career . lege. He attended UK but dropped out.
to a six-year term on the University of Cox, executive director of the Council on advancement, their highest prio_rity. "We can
Wilkinson sai«;! ·he had no. interest in
Kentucky board of trustees.
·· Highe! Education.
no longer affqrd for a substantial percentage serving as chairman of the board
of our full-time, tenured faculty to be involved
. .
.
. ·
.
Wilkinson said that he wanted to lead the
Wilkinson will take the board seat created only in research and publishing."
W1lkmson .sill! has one seat left to fill on
reform of higher education and that he by the death this year of former Gov. A.B.
the UK board. He said he had no plans to
thought he could succeed because he had · ·"Happy" Chandler. Wilkinson's term on the
He also said that more than one-third of appoint his wife, Martha, who ran for goveralready "totally changed elementary and sec- board will expire June 30, 1997.
college students drop out without receiving a :nor earlier this year,
·
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By Virginia Anderson

. The shock waves went beyond the UK . for legislation that the House Education
. campus.
Committee has repeatedly passed· calling
.Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said he knew
"The signal (it sends) is politics, poli- for a screening committee- to nominate
he would draw criticism for appointing
potential board appointees.
- House Education Committee Chairman Roger Noe, D-Harlan . tics, politics," said Robert Sexton, head of
himself to the University of Kentucky
the Prichard Committee for Academic•ExLouie B. Nunn, a former governor who
board of trustees, and he was right.
cellence. .
sits'
on the Kentucky State University
communiiy
college
teachers."
strong role in support of education during .
UK professors reacted yesterday as if
"It's kind of the next political blow for° board of regents with former Gov. Edward
"Considering'
the
relationship
between
his
administration,"
Wethington
said.
"We
they had been told that ·the Grinch had
the university in the process of making the
the governor's office and the university in welcome him to the UK board of trustees flagship university look like any other state T. "Ned" Breathitt, said he was surprised.
stolen Christmas.
political institution," Sexton said.
"But my position is' that if he feels that
"It ]las the potential to be a total the last few years, the governor could have and look forward to working with him."
inade
a
much
more
appropriate
appoint,
Wilkinson,
who
dropped
out
of
UK,
is
disaster for, the university," said professor
After the political fate of Roselle and · strongly about- it and willing to take the
Malcolm Jewell, a longtime member of the ment," said Raymond Betts, a trustee and . the first governor in more than 50 years the search for a new president, "there's comments that may be forthcoming, why I
not to receive an honorary degree from the
he's capable of making some contripolitical science deparllnent and an observ- • history professor at UK. ·
going to have to be a special effort to k~p think
bution
to it," Nunn said.· •
er of Kentucky government. ,
David Roselle left his post as UK university.
· people from getting even more discourStudents
had
mixed
reactions.
He was particularly concerned by Wil- president in 1989 after receiving little
aged," Sexton said.
Governor-elect Brereton Jones, who has
Dennis Cannon, a junior-from Hopkinskinson's call for professors· to spend more support from Wilkinson. A university
said
he wants· lo take the politics out of
House Education Committee Chairman
time teaching and less doing research. If board controlled by Wilkinson appointees ville, said he agreed with Wilkinson's
university
board appoinllnents, declined to
· Wilkinson succeeds, Jewell said, "the facul- then conducted a search that many critics objectives for UK. "But I believe that Roger Noe, D-Harlan, said he was shocked. comment about Wilkinson's a~tion.
ty would start leaving in ,droves."
contended was flawed from the beginning. Wilkinson• is not the man 16 carry those·
"He never ceases to amaze me in terms
•
"My first reaction is, 'Can he do this?' " The board named Charles Wethington, a out."
of shocking kinds· of things that ... the
said Gerald Janecek, a professor of Russian. friend of Wilkinson, as president.
"Obviously he thought he was tl)e best gov~rnor can come up with," Noe said .. : .
HeraliLeader staff writers Eric Greg"It certainly is a bad development."
Wilkinson supporters said yesterday p·erson for the job, but I don't know how "This is just astounding as far as I'm
ory, Bob· Geiger, Tonja Wz1t and Kyle
· Daniel Rowland, a professor 'of history, that they applauded his move.
hard he looked," said Kevin Cox, a senior concerned."
. F-Oster and The Assodated Press contribut, "Governor Wilkinson has played a · from °Bowling Green,
Noe said the move made a good case
said, "people at UK do not want to be like
ed to this article.
Herald-Leader staff writer

'He never ceases to amaze me in terms of shocking kinds of things
that ... the governor can come up with.'
·

••

,•.
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Consultant joins presidential search
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. -A committee searching for a president
for Easf Tennessee State University met yesterday with a consultant
who will look for additional candidates.
The committee has already narrowed the list of candidates to
five.
Leonard Bradley, a spokesman. for the Tennessee Board of
Regents, said Bill Funk, of the firm Heidrick and Struggles, met with
the 12-member committee to find out what they are looking for in
candidates.
"We have not given him any schedule," Bradley said of Funk.
Officials have said they hope to have a new president by January for
the campus of about 12,000 students.
The new president will replace Ronald Beller, who became
president in 1980. Beller left in July to take a special assignment with
the Board of Regents.
His departure came after two faculty groups voted no confidence
in him in May. Beller had turned down $1.3 million in earmarked
state money for the Quillen College of Medicine. Faculty also said
Beller was inaccessible and didn't stress academics.
The interim president is Bert Bach, vice president for academic
affairs for the Board of Regents. He withdrew his name from the
presidential search.
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WKU to reduce budget by $2.4 million
BOWLING GREEN - The Western Kentucky University Board
of Regents yesterday approved a plan to reduce the university's
budget by almost $2.4 111illion in response to a state revenue shortfall.
WKU President Thomas Meredith said the university was
fortunate that the bulk of the cuts could be absorbed through
unanticipated revenues and reserves. He said the cuts will not mean
salary reductions or layoffs.
About half the reduction - $1,197,667 - will come from a
reduction in the reserve fund balance. An additional $425,000 will
come from unanticipated revenues from record enrollments in 19911992.
The university will reduce expenditures by $737,237.
In case of a second cut later in the fiscal year, Meredith said
departments are being told to reserve 10 percent of their remaining
budgets.
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Swain vs. dentists
I read with interest the other day how
University of Louisville's President Donald Swain is going to keep his 22 percent
pay raise in spite of $6.2 million in budget
cuts at U of L.
Last winter at a meeting of the state
Council on Higher Education, representatives of the Kentucky Dental Association
questioned the continued need of large
dental school enrolhnents at U of L and the
University of Kentucky in view of steadydecreases of the incidence of dental caries
in young Kentuckians. According to an Associated Press report on March 14, 1990,
Swain accused the dental profession of
looking out for their own pocketbooks
rather than Kentucky's long-term interests.
Swain's statement about the dental profession was incorrect and, in view of his
own salary requirements, an embarrassment to himself.
The improvement in oral health today
in Kentucky comes in no small part from
the efforts of the dental profession. Disease prevention and patient· education ·is
emphasized every- day in- every dental-office in Kentucky. Swain's base salary
alone is three times as high as the average
income of a general dentist in Kentucky.
As far as who is more concerned about the
long-term interests of Kentuckians, I think
the facts speak for themselves.
CHARLES L WUERTH Jr., D.M.D.
Covington, Ky, 41014
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·. shorter,. and I'm sure_ th_ey:re ,.
·not going· fo be much im_.pres~~cl, ,until;, :-Y!! .. lw:i:e.~s.9,me .
: students who really:want to do :
this.": . ~- ·-· .· .
.. Two· classes. that. addres~i':
women's issues are offered at
By· Juii ROBINSON .; ·- _
.itiMoN6XfteRFiili:1iAf;
·MsU. A third, -focusing on_
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women in sports, could be .
"She's the consummate· proadded
as early as next seme_sfessional
woman,"
said
Gene
MOREHEAD-:- Judy
.
ter:
..
·
·Young,
chairman
of
the
EngRogers -doesn't, just talk ·
With similar programs · al
lish
department,
·
for
which
about the importance, of
ready in place at a majority of.'
Rogers still teaches a class. . '
women being .role ·models
· Kentucky's--universities,,
"But
at
the
same
time·
she
· for ot~er W?men, ~:: ·
· Rogers says it's logical that
has a wonderful, sense· of ·
By writing books, ·organ•humor, and she can turn it on·. · · MSU pursue one.
izing women-oriented
While eastern Kentu·ckyi ·
herself."
events,. and being a wife
Rogers and lier husband,;. · ··culture emphasizes ·the tradi- ·
and mother, · the dean of
tiorial roles for women, "you·
Glenn, whom she met and·
undergraduate studies ·at
need a women's studies pro-.
married while attending .
Morehead_ State University
gram so that young women
Centre College iri Danville,•
is one.
read about, think about and· ·
joined the university's English
. "It's important for young
talk about other ·appropriate
department in 1967. ·
women· to see other women
ways for women: to behave," .
After taking a three-year
-in roles of leadership and:in
Rogers ·said. . .
sabbatical in· 1970-73 to earn
• .. roles of responsibility,·
She has focused attention on ·
their doctorates from the
working hard and enduring,
women's issues in the curUniversity of North Carolina,
taking the knocks and do. riculum, but she is also urg- _
the Rogerses returned to MSU ·
ing all the things you have·
ing the. university to more
Rogers beHeves a handful of
to· do," Rogers said.· "You.
aggressively pursue women ..
women's issue .. classes now·
have-to·watch other women
for full professorships and ex-':'
t11ught at Mi'lU will "awaken"
do that."
·
.
ecutive positions, areas where
interest.
in.
-the
subject.
am,ong
:;
·· Without rejecting tradi- ..
Rogers believes MSU. has
students.·
.
tional women's roles,. . ·. She hopes ·to_ get the univ~r- ·
fallen short. . ·
Rogers, the highest ranking · . . s1ty to_ offer· a minor in
."I believe we need to do it a
woman at the university,
little
more self-consciously,"
women's studies; an endeavor
has undertaken efforts· to;:_
she said. -..
.
that's taken _on even more ur- ·
. tiring--attention to women's,. . g_ency wit.)J, the impending ·reMeanwhile, Rogers. and her·
issues.
.
·
husband are preparing the.
tirement of MSU President C.
She's heading·· up a volthird edition of a textbook on
Nelson G_rote, who Rogers says
unteer committee trying to get
developmental writing for. colhas been supportive of. the ef'. lege' students. The book· is·'
a women's studies program in
fort.
- .
.
the university curriculum.
· supposed to be finished. in
. She's an·, extremely ener-'
In. Novemher; that comgized person," says Virginia'
Febryary: · . . . . ·"· , .
And· the energetic ··;ia,year:.
mittee hosted a high-profile
Wheeless, director of MSU's ·
old has her hands full . caring.
symposium on women's issues
office of planning.· "If sl:ie ·
· · for·sons John; 9, and James;'7;'
at MSU. The symposium, atreaµy believes iri something,
tended by about 100 people,
whom the Rogerses ·adopted as
she won't let go of it. That's
year-old infants:
.,
drew- high-ranking academics
why she's been so successful ·
from around · the country to
· "I don;t know how Judy .
. with the women's studies
program."
·
deliver juried papers. It was
manages it all," says Young.
the first program of its kind at
. But• Rogers •acknowledges
Rogers, who described becMSU, and Rogers and her 16that budget cuts at the school
oming a mother at almost 40
member committee hope to
as "pretty silly;" has found ·
~ay derail her hopes of startmake it an annual event
mg the program next fall.
·
paren ting as challenging as
"We_ waqted·to do something
... "I think it will take some
her academic career. ·
_flashy;'' Roger.s said.
. · ·
time, and people will have to ·'
"We need ·.10 prepare stu- ;
The daughter. of a retired
see if there is an interest " she
dents for that role; as- W!Jll as
farmer and telephone com-.·
professional roles."
·
said. "Funds are short, tlme is
. pany executive from Shelby,,
ville, Rogers has served· as·
. · dean of undergraduate-studiei,
_at MSU. ~ince 1989. She is the ·
,university's ohly female deari:";i .
. Associates at MSU describe·
·her as gregarious,. generous.'
and an asset to the university.:·.
0
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s·enate ieader asks attorney general
whether governor's UK seat. legal".;
'

.

_,

By Eric Gregory
:Hera'ld-LeaCer'e~u~ati~n'writer -

. ·_ A state Senate leader yesterday
asked· the attorney general's office
to decide whether Gov. Wallace
·. _Wilkinson ·Jiad the legal· power to
·appoint himself to the University of
. Kentucky board ·of trustees. "To put yolITSeif on boards and
·coinmissions· certainly raises some
(legal)· questions that ought to be ·
discussed because a precedent. is ·
being set," said Sen. David Karem,
D,Louisville, who as majority caucus leader is one of the top five
Senate leaders.
·
"There ought" to lie some dialogue. Not to create a controversy,
but to answer· any questions.''· .
,. Attorney General Fred Cowan
was_ already checking into the appointment beforE: Karem called; a spokesman for Cowan's office said.
· Cowan will -release an opinion•
this . week, but attorney general
. opinions do not carry the force of
. law. The controversy might have to"
_be settled in court
. ,
..
· · . Wilkinson appointed himself
Monday to. a six-year term on the
:board, saying he wants to. reform
: higher education. He leaves · the
governor's office Tuesday, the s~me_ ·
day UK trustees meet.
· Wilkinson did not check with
Cowan's office before appointing
himself but said he checked the
·legality with his attorney.
The unprecedented action drew·
criticism from around the state,
especially from legislators who said
they would take a closer look at
reforming the appointment process.
· "I don't have any preconceived
notions on how to do it," said House
Speaker Donald Blandford, "but I'm
open to suggestions now."
. Blandford, D-Philpot, said he·
was embarrassed ·that Wilkinson
had the power to appoint himself to .
a board that he had structured.
"I keep wondering what else
· ·can he do to embarrass this state,"
. Blandford said. "He's only got six
days left:What else is out there he
~ca.ti' do?". ·.
Including himself, Wilkinson
appointed or reappointed 15 of the
20 trustees at UK. He has one
appointment left. Students and faculty members choose the four other
trustees. : ·
,
Rep. ·"Ernesto · Scorsone D-Lex\ngton, has said he will on~e again
mtrad\lce legislation requiring the
governor to choose trustees and
regents from nominees submitted

by a screening committee. The gov-. ·
ernor would choose the committee.
Scorsone's measure· failed in
1988. It was passed by the House

last year but died in the Senate.
However, the 1990 legislature ·
lengthened university board terms
from four to six years, which means
a governor cannot appoint an entire
board during the governor's four- ·
_year term.
Governor-elect Brereton Jones.
has endorsed a formal recruiting,
screening and nominating process.
But that is not the answer, said
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose, D:Winchester. . .
"Given the powerful position
that- the governor has in Kent_ucky,

they're going to be able to orchestrate those screening committees,"
he said. "I just don't see any way to
devise a system that the governor
could not influence.",
·
Rose, said the self-appointment·
was inappropriate. "It doesn't send ·
a good message," he said, "especial- ly if you·· have further political·
~

aspirations."

.

Meanwhile, fallout at UK continued yesterday. Carolyn Bratt,. a·
la':" ~rofessor and faculty trustee,
said· 1t was. a• dangerous mix of .
politics and higher education.
"It's a step backwards in the
state's reform efforts/' she said.
Marcus McEllistrem; president
of the University Senate, said a
resolution probably would be introduced at Monday's senate meeting
to reaffirm UK's mission as a re.,earch institution.
In announcing his appointment,
Wilkinson said faculty members
needed to make teaching their highest priority, rather than research or
career advancement.
McEllistrem said, ."Some of thii .
comments attributed to the governor would lead to us being viewed
as a glorified high school.-Research
is an integral part of education here.
It's· the -most intense part of the
student.learning process."
·
Many faculty members are concerned but think Wilkinson "will be
just another board member," McEllistrem said.
"Happy Chandler was a powerful figure in the state," he said. "But .
on the board of trustees, he was just
one more member with one more
vat~." ' - r
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state law that deals witli university
board appointments.
One of the constitutional sections
bars the legislature from granting.
"any title of-nobility or hereditary
distinction" or creating an office
that lasts longer· than a term of
years. The other forbids anyone
from serving as a state and local official at the same time.
Karem and House .Education
Committee Chairman Roger Noe, DHarlan, predicted that by making
himself a UK trustee, Wtlkinson had
helped ensure that the legislature
would limit future governors' power
in naming members of university
governing boards ..
Senate Education · Committee
Chairman Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana,
said that with support for such a
measure already strong, Wilkin-

could prove sticky 'for Wethington,
Jewell said.. . .
.
.
Wilkinson also feuded with Wethington's predecessor, David Roselle.
The UK board's selection of Wethington as president in 1990 was
widely viewed as. the governor's
handiwork.
Concerns about the quality • of
governors'. university board appointments led ·t.o last year's pas. sage of a law extending some board
members' terms to six years. That
limits governors' power to stack a
board, but it opened the door for
Wilkinson to give himself a six-year
term on the UK board.
The screening-panel· measure,·
sponsored by Rep. Ernesto Scar-. sone, D-Lexington, passed . the
House but failed in the Senate.
Jones' support should ensure pas- ·
son's action "is irrelevant, except
sage of that message or a similar
· that it focuses attention on the subone next year, Noe said.
·
·
ject." - .
.
· Responding Monday night to WilGov.-elect Brereton Jones has en-·
kinson's surprise move, Sen. Midorsed the idea, pushed in each of.
chael R. Moloney, D-Lexington, said
the past two legislative sessions, of
the 1992 General Assembly could
creating a panel that would screen
· abolish and reconstitute all state
candidates for university boards
and send the governor three names
university governing _boards; Howfor each vacancy. The governor
ever, Noe and Ford said .that was
unlikely.
.
would have to pick one of the three.
Wilkinson worked to defeat that
Nationally, the idea of requiring
measure last year. Yesterday, he
governors to make university govagain insisted the state constitution
erning board appointments through
requires that the governor's power
a . merit-selection process, rather
to appoint· university board memthan through traditional patronage, .
bers remain unfettered.
has existed for more than a decade,
"There's no one who will ever be
said James Mingle, executive direc.able to convince me that a committor of the State Higher Education
tee will make any better appointExecutive Officers Association.
ments than the governors of this
But "governors are not flocking
commonwealth," Wtlkinson said at
to support this," and legislatures
an appearance in Paducah.
generally are unable to pass it, he
Wilkinson also said he had consaid. Mingle said the ortly state he
sidered naming himself to the state
knows of with a screening-panel
Council on Higher Education but
process for university board appoindecided the UK board had more
tees is Minnesota.
power "to make the changes I'm
Some other states - including
talking about." He saic! that during
Kansas, Nebraska and Oklahoma ..,..
his term as governor, he had
are reviewing their· methods for
changed the debate about reforming . naming university board members,
public schoois and believed he
said Richard Legan, vice president
could also help restructure higher
of the Association of Governing
education.
·
Boards of Universities and Colleges.
Ford said he was reserving judg- ·
The object is· finding "individuals
ment on the wisdom of Wilkinson's
who have a real feeling toward taxself-appointment, while Noe said it
supported institutions and who can
would do more harm than good.
bring a ... blend of talent and back"I'm not ready to assess his qualigrqund" to university boards, he •
fications" for the UK board, Ford
said. But Mingle said there's no reasaid. "I think his reasons are sin.
son
that governors' appointees,
cere.••• And higher education does
picke_d without prior. screening,
need attention, there's no question
can't fit that description.
about that."
In fact, Mingle said, appointed
Noe said Wilkinson's naming
university boards are usually better
himself would embarrass other .UK
board members, several of whom · than elected ones, and appointees
who are loyal supporters of their
were named by Wilkinson, but "it
governors
can also make good
doesn't really hurt the board terriboard members;
bly." He said that the "populist,
"Frankly, I don't think governors
non-professional"
citizens
for
whom Wilkinson speaks probably : are going to generally give up that
right," he said, "and I don't know if
should have a say in university aflegislators· are going to have the
fairs but that Wilkinson was still
P?Wer to take it away from them.".
wrong to. make himself their repre-

sentative. .
,
"I did not think that an individual
would have that much audacity,'' he,
said.
UK political scientist Malcolm
Jewell predicted Monday th~t· Wilkinson's presence on the board
would also make things awkward
for UK President Charles Wethington. Given the bad blood between
Wilkinson and Jones, trying to work
smoothly with the new governor

Information for this story was also
gathered by stall writers Mark
Schaver and Richard WIison.

U.S. to set
rules. tot
minority
stipends
.

.

.

By Steve Bailey
Associated Press

LOUISVILLE - U.S. Education Secretary Lamar Alexander said he planned to announce . a ,set of · minorityscholarship guidelines today
· for the nation's colleges and
universities.
· Alexander, in Louisville to
· promote. a national education
program called ."America
2000,". said yesterday that the
Education · Department had
been studying the legality of
. ra~-exclusive scholarships for
'about seven months.
The question first arose
last_ year as the University of
Louisville's football team was
preparing for the 1991 Fiesta

Bowl.
University officials had
said a portion of the proceeds
from the game would be set
aside for -minority scholarships, and the issue escalated
into-' a national· debate over
whether minority scholarships
should be permitted.
·, The Washington Post re. ported in yesterday's editions
that' a source in President
Bush's administration said officials will propose that colleges be prohibited from
awarding scholarships based
solely on race. ·
,
The Education Department
proposed a similar policy in
the wake of the Louisville Fies. ta Bowl proposal but rescinded
it in under pressure.
' That version prohibited
scholarships designated exclu. sively for minority students
unless they were created by a
gift. given to a college specifically for that purpose.
Alexander said the study
would not cause any minority
student to lose a scholarship
arid would help college administrators set guidelines on of- .
fering minority scholarships·
on their campuses.
"Any college · ·president
who uses common sense can
continue to give financial' aid
to minority students," he said.
-- Before -1990, · the department allowed. minority-targeted scholarships to increase mi. nority student participation, to ·
remedy discrimination and under-representation · and · to
achieve congressionally mandated goals.
Under the · reported new.
proposal, colleges would be
.able to issue scholarships to
· achieve "diversity"• if white
and minority students both
were eligible to compete for
·tJ.,on,

Miri~rity scholarships· perntissible, Alexander says
follow federal law," Alexander said
at Iroquois High School. ·
According to reports published
yesterday, the Education Department's guidelines will prohibit colleges from issuing scholarships
based exclusively on race - but will
By SCOTT WADE and BEN z.. HERSHBERG
let them consider race as a factor in
Staff Writers
awarding scholarships.
Higher-education officials in KenU.S. Education Secretary Lamar Alexan<1er said yesterday
tucky and Indiana said yesterday
that colleges will-still be able to give scholarships to minority
that they hope the new rules won't
students without violating civil-rights laws, under a new set
. harm efforts to recruit minority stuof federal guidelines to be unveiled in :Vashi'!gt~n today.
dents.
Alexander said at a press conference m Lomsville that the
guidelines should resolve· a national ·controversy that began Alexander said he ·plans _to relast winter when University of Louisville officials said they· lease a set of "principles" that ·.college officials could use when decidwould set up a minority scholarship fund with profits from
ing which policies might help them
the U of L football team's participation in the 1991 Fiesta
Bowl.
·
·
··
avoid being "disturbed by the
Alexander would not reveal details of the report yesterday,
courts." He said no minorities will
But he pledged that the policy would help minorities get
lose their scholarships.
The controversy involves the disinto college, not keep them out.
·
"I'm confident that any college president who uses a little
tinction between scholarships that
common sense and a minimal amount of good legal advice
might be awarded to minority stucan continue to give scholarship aide to minority students
dents, and scholarships reserved exand can continue to create ·diversity on the campus and still
clusively for minorities.
A local controvery began in November 1990 when the University of
Louisville accepted an invitation to
the Jan. I Fiesta Bowl fqotball game
in Tempe, Ariz. It _was a game boycotted by some other universities in
protest of Arizona voters' rejection
·of a paid state holiday in honor .of
Martin Luther King Jr.
U. of L President Donald Swain
announced the next day that profits
from. the game would be used for"
minority scholarships and programs.·
·
A few weeks later, the debate
grew into a national controversy
when Michael Williams, then assistant .U.S. secretary of education,
wrote to bowl officials saying that
race:exclusive scholarships would
violate the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Violators can be denied federal
· funds:

Policy will settle uncertainty
arising from.Fiesta Bowl ·: .

The department's resulti~g policy
State government spends about
banned scholarships designated ex- . $1.3 million a year on financial aid ·
•elusively for minorities but allowed
for minority students, Peterson said.
colleges to consider race as a factor. · That's part of the 1981 agreement, .
.The policy was rescinded in April.
· he said.·
Since then, the federal governReginald Meeks, associate direcment has gone back to the original
tor of admissions for minority repolicy, allowing • colleges that re- ·
cruitment at U of L, said the school
c_eive federal funds to designate
is continuing its race-based scholarscholarships for minority students
ship program until the federal Edu- about 35,000 of whom receive
cation Department formally tells it
such aid, worth at least $138 million
to do something different.
.
a year nationwide.
The university's main race-based
· Gary Cox, executive director of
scholarship program is the Woodthe Kentucky Council on Higher
ford R: Porter Sr. scholarships, · ·
Education, said he was reluctant to
which cover tuition, roo:m and
· _comment on new regulations for
board .for 214 students this year,
race-based scholarships before they
said university spokeswoman Denwere issued.
.
ise Fitzpatrick.
.
However, he said he is concerned
Another program - the Martin
about anything that might limit
Luther King scholarships, funded by
state efforts to recruit and.retain mithe Fiesta Bowl Committee early
nority students. _Increasing the perthis year - isn't active yet, Fitzcentage of Kentu_cky-born, Africanpatrick said.
American students in public univerThe Fiesta Bowl has provided
sities is a goal. of the state strategic
$200,000 for the program and the
plan for higher education, Cox said:
university has contributed another
"One need black students have is
$200,000. The scholarships are to
financial," he said.
.
come from the earnings on that
Kentucky entered into a desegremoney, she said, and none have
gation- agreement for higher educabeen provided yet.
tion in 1981 that called for increasU of L is trying to raise its Afriing the percentage of black students
can-American enrollment from the
at public universities and colleges to
current 9.2 percent to 11.3 percent
equal the percentage of the state's
by 1995, Meeks said. .
.
population that is black.
"If Mr. Alexander is saying race
The goal in that agreement was
must be one factor along with other
7.8 percent of undergraduates by
factors, we have other factors,".
1987, said Roy Peterson, assistant to
Meeks said - namely, grade-point
Cox.But that goal was not attained,
averages and test scores,
and now only about 6 percent of the
Lauretta Byars, the University of
undergrads are black.
. .
.
Kentucky's vice chancellor for miPeterson said he's concerned that
nority affairs, said about half the
any new limits on minority scholarLexington campus's 975 Afiica11ships will hurt state efforts to desegAmerican students are on a state
regate public colleges and universischolarship.
ties.

That's less than· 3 •perce~t of the
student body, less than half the goal
set for UK in the 1981 desegregation
agreement, Byars said.
UK is using money provided by
· that agreement to make the campus
racially inclusive, but much. more
needs to be done, Byars said.
lnfonnatlon for this story was also
gathered by the LA. TimesWashlngton Post News Service._
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··Lees College:chJef ge_ts 10-year contr-act
'

I

By Lee Mueller
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h~ repl~~ed T~oy Eslin~~r, ;_,hq

had been ·'indeed that Bradshaw accepted (the. contract)
· because we know he's had several good offers of
Aftei a controversial beginni~g, Lees College
In the face of early criticism of Bradshaw by employment frcim other colleges· and we don't
President William B. Bradshaw has "been given some students, faculty members and residents, want to lose him."
an apparently unpreceden.ted 10-year contract.by ·. Lees trustees ~ particulary chairman j. Phil
.Bradshaw yesterday declined comment on
the Breathitt County school's board of trustees,. Smith - have r_emained fiercely supportive.
· any, job offers he received, but said he was
, •"I've been around for 30 years and I've never,·.
Bradshaw's initial four-year contract _was honored by the board's action.
heard of such · a thing," said \llorm Snide~,. scheduled to expire in 1993, but the trustees met .. Bradshaw said his contract is subject to a
director of communications for the 'state Council
in Lexington on No". 16 and yearly, review, "so it's job security if I do my
on Higher Education. "The usual term is four
voted unanimously to give · job."
. · ·
,
years.",
. .. .
·
·,
him the new IO-year contract, ·. Jackson publisher Louise Hatinaker, a new
Snider's astonishment was shared by"]ohn
said Lees College· spokes- Lees trustee, said the board vot~d to give
Fra?.er, · executive director of Independent Kenwoman Susan Herald:
· Bradshaw the lengthy contract because the two'tucky Colleges and Universities. I.ees College is•·
·· ·Quoting from a ,prepared"' · year'college hopes to begin phasing in four-year
one of the group's' 21 members. · ,
·
"
release, .Herald said Brad- programs in 1993. ·
"This is a new one on me," sa'id Fra~r, a 19, shaw, and his wife,' Betty , . ;- ''-""W~ didn't want to get i;volved in this and
year veteran. "The longest contract I've ever
June, "love Lees, like the area _have,the one,who was carrying the ball for us to
heard of is five (years)." . . , ' ,; . ·
and are settled in"Jackson.". leave," 'Hatmaker said>
Sweeping changes by Bradshaw, 59, a for- Bradshaw
. Smith could not be .-·., The atmosphere among 371 students and 18
mer minister, created controversy among_ stureached, but Herald quoted foll-time faculty members on the hillside campus
dents and faculty on the Jackson campus in 1988 him as saying that "the board felt fortunate is _now, "very good," Bradshaw said yesterday.
Eastern Kentucky burea~ ·
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Potter digs
clay - really
Flophouse Pottery one~rrian business.
and just the fact thaC there
It can't feel awkward or
were a few who were making
clumsy or my customers will
money
encouraged me to give
FOR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
· leave it on their shelves."
·
it a try," Reitz said.
Reitz can't estimate how
Reitz completed his studies
MOREHEAD - The first· long it takes him to make a .
at
MSU in the early 1980s. He
thing a Fiophouse Pottery vismug or a bowl - a question
didn't receive an art major
itor receives is a bark from : often asked of him at craft
because he only wanted to
Charlie the studio dog.
· shows. "It's an involved procwork in ceramics ·_ drawing
Next comes a laid-back
ess. And I don't make one-at a
and painting didn't interest.
greeting from Tom Reitz, 38, a
time." .
,him.
.
friendly, dust-covered man
Reitz enrolled in his first·
The Appalachian Celebrawho likes . being the propriceramics class at MSU to get. a
tion · at MSU was his first
etor, craftsman and sales staff break from his tough biology
money-making craft show. "I
of the decidedly one-man opeschedule. His plans were to
earned a couple hundred dolration. ·
·
teach biology in high school.
lars and I thought it was
Reitz is one of few people
But things didn't work as
great."
who can literally" lay claim to
planned. The summer he spent
Working with pottery will
building a business from the . working with high school
win
you a strong sense of satground up.
children left him a nervous
isfaction, but not necessarily a
He does everything himself wreck.
lot of money, he said.
- from digging trash cans full
"It just wasn't for me," he
"There ·isn't much money in
of raw clay on . nearby Clack
said.
this business,"• he. said . ."You
Mountain to designing each. of
That experience left his camight earn a comfortable· liv. the hundreds of pieces of pot: . reer path in limbo.
ing at this but you'll never be
• tery fired at his shop, to pedd"I knew that I liked _pottery
rich unless you become a facling his wares at craft shows
but I didn't. think it would
tory operation."
.
·
across the state.
ever become anything other.
Factory potteries like M.A.
What began as a hobby · is
than a great hobby," he said. ·
Hadley or Louisville Stonenow a trade Reitz loves.
"I was working with pottery
. ware, both based in Louisville, •
"The first time I worked · all the time and I'd bought my
produce mass quantities of
with clay I fell in love with it
own .wheel, .but it never
ceramics and market their
but I never dreamed it· would · . clicked that this .could actually
wares nationwide.
be my career," Reitz said.
be my career."
.
. "I can't see myself turning
."I get a personal satisfaction
But it. did. Reitz began sellthis into a factory operation," .
making something out of clay.
ing his pottery at craft shows
he said. "I want to be the _one
And I prefer . making somewhile completing his degree at
to work with the clay. I just
thing that someone can -use ...
MSU.
can't see someone else doing
something that will bring
. Reitz lived and ·worked out
my job and then putting the
someone pleasure."
of his hciuse for· years, which
Flophouse name on it."
He considers himself a
he affectionately called the
-craftsman.
His pottery creations are
"Flophouse" after the Palace
"I want. people to use my
typical
of the business Flophouse in John Steinbeck's
mugs, bowls, pitchers, place·
work," he said. "I want my · "Cannery Row."
settings, clay baskets .. But he
mug tb be someone's favorite
He described it as typical
mug ... the one they drink
adds his trademark to most
collegiate housi_ng and the
their first cup of coffee out of perfect place to work on his
pieces. It's a slip design that is
in the morning.".
·
created when he gently pushes
pottery.
Donna Woodford of Mt.
a wooden tool into the wet
When he moved into an- •
Sterlin_g, who has bought rn:ore
clay as it spins on the wheel.
other house about two years
than 40 of Reitz' mugs for a
It resembles .lattice work and
ago, he opened The Flophouse
church fund-raising project,
is popular among his customPottery, located behind The
agrees.
ers, he said.
·
Big Store on Front Street in
"I've al ways admired his
Reitz' long-term goal is to
Morehead.
work," said Woodford, who
operate a shop and studio in
Making pottery a ·· full-time
the
same location.
met Reitz in a ceramics class
career was a good decision, he
"I
at Morehead State University.
said.
~ - -would like enough space _
to confine the production-end.
"He's a practical potter. You
· "I knew 'that I needed to be
of the business away from the·
can really use his pieces," she .· self-employed. I didn't .want ·
· retail crafts end of the l)usisaid. "I especially appreciate · the alarm clock to dominate
ness." ·
that.
my life," he joked.
He hopes to eventually ex"Every piece he creates. is
When Reitz finally decided
pand
his collection to a retailusable and that's what attracts
to become a potter, he set out
me to his . work the most," . to talk to others in the trade.
crafts store with a full line of'
his work, and maybe include
Woodford added. ·"I don't like
''.I wanted to talk to people
work from other potters. ·
to buy (pottery) just to have it who were out there actually
sit there."
.
His collection for sale at The
trying to make a living at it,"
Flophouse
Pottery is limited.
Reitz admits he. becomes
he said: "Most people weren't_He keeps the m_ajority of his
personally involved in creat- doing. this as their full-time
·-work· in boxes that he totes
ing each piece of pottery to job. There were doctors and
from .craft show to craft show.
make it useful.
l,iwyers who said, 'My real job
across the state.
"It's all part of the aes-· is this, and I do this on the
- Most" of his income isderi:
thetics of my job," he said·. side.'
ved from the shows. oi:,ly a
"Each piece has to look good.''I talked to a lot of potters
small percPnLige comes from
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"She's the_ consummate· pr~fessional woman," said Gene
Young,. chairman of the English department, for which·
Rogers still teaches a class. · · ·
"But· at the same time she
has a wonderful sense of·
humor, and she can turn it on
herself."
. ~ogers and her husband, .
Glenn, whcim she met and.
mii.rried while _attending
Centre College in Danville, •
joined the university's English
department in 1967. ·
After. taking a three-year
sabbatical in 1970-73. to earn
their doctorates• froin the
University of North Carolina,.
_the Rogerses returned to MSU ·. ·
Rogers believes ·a handful of
women's issue classes now
.taught at MSU will "awaken"·
interest in the. subject among·'.·
students. . · ·
·
·
•
. .. She hop_~s to get the u~iver- ·
s I ty. to. offer a minor. in
WOll]en's 'studies, .an endeavor
that s taken on even more urii:ency wi_th -the impending re:
tirement. of MSU President C.
Nelson Grote, who Rogers says·
has been supportive· of. the effort.
. .. . . .
. She's 'an. extrem.eiy ener- .
g12ed person," says Virginia.
Wheeless, director of MSU's
office of planning.' "If she ·
really believes in somethirig ·
she won't let go of it. That•~
why she's been so successful
with the women's studies .

MOREHEAD . ..:.. Judy
-Rogers .doesn't. just. talk
about the importance · of . ·
. women being role models
· for other women. . · ·
"
. By writing books, .organ'i zing· women-oriented
events, and being a wife
and mother, the dean of
undergraduate ·studies at
Morehead State University
is one.
·
. "It's important for young
women to see other women ·..
· ..in roles' of leadership and"iir.
roles of responsibility,
working hard and enduring;
taking the ·knocks and· doing all the things you have,
to do," Rogers ·said. · "You.
have t.o ·watch other: women ·
. do that."
·
.
Without rejecting tradi. tional women•·s roles, ..
·Rogers, the highest ranking
woman at the university,
· has undertaken efforts. to1
bring- attention
women's·
issues.
She's heading· up a· vol-·
unteer committee trying to get
a women's studies program in
the university curriculum.
In November, that com-·
mittee hosted a high-profile
symposium on women's issues
at MSU. The symposium, attend_ed by about 100 :people,
drew high-ranking acadeniics
from around the country to
program." ~
deliver juried papers. It was·
the first program of.its kind at
. But Rogers •acknowledges·
MSU, and Rogers and her 16that budget cuts ·at the school
member committee hope_ to
~ay derail her hopes of start-·
make it an annual event.
mg the program next fall. · • · .
"We wanted to do something'
. "I ·think. it' will take some''
flashy," Rogers. said. ·
·
tim~, and people will have t(i'.'
The daughter . of a retired . · see_ if there is an interest " she· ·
farmer and te'tephorie· com-, · said. "Funds are short, time is·: ·
pany executive from Shelby,·
ville, Rogers has served as.'
· dean of undergraduate studies\
• at .MSU since 1989. She is the·
university's ohly fe01ale dean;·':'
A~sociates at MSU describe:
her as gregarious;· generous;
and an asset to the university.
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1VISU' _dean ·practices··
·what she preaches· .
By J1111 ROBINSON ·' ·
. OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT·'.

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 •

,,sh<;n:'ter,.. _ail(I.Xm sµre' the~'re ''
· not· going -fo be much• 1m,P!'essed ,unti}, \'{e ... gavA"s.9,me,.
c.students who relill.y-wimt to do ·
_'this;''.··:,

·

,- ..·:,- ·_

... :.,,

,. Two classes that address ;
women's issues· are offered at:
MSU. A third, focusing on
women in sports, could. be
added as early as next semester.
. .
With simila!'. programs al. , ready in place at a majority of-. ·
Kentucky's universities,,
Rogers says it's logical that ·
MSU pursue one.
: While· eastern Kentucky,
culture emphasizes the tradi- ·
tional roles ·for women, "you ·
need a women's studies pr°'.
gram so ·that young women
read about; think about and
talk about other appropriate
ways for women· to behave,,.,
Rogers said: • .
.
.
She has focused attention on
women:s. issues. in- the curriculum, but she is also urging the university to more.
aggressively: pursue· women
for full professorships and ex- ·
ecutive positions, areas where·
Rogers believes MSU has
fallen short.
·
"I believe we need to do it a · .
little more· ·self-consciously,"
she said.
. ..
Meanwhile; Rogers. and her
husb_and are preparing. the
third edition of a textbook on
developmental writing for college students. The book is ·
· supposed· to be finished. in ·
February.
.· ..,. .·. , .. _
And the energetic ·~year::
old has her hands full caring.
'for·sons John;·9,•and,Jamest'7;•
whom the Rogerses adopted as·
' year-old infants,· '•
· · "I don't know how Judy
manages it all," says Young.
Rogers, who described becoming a mother at almost 40
as "pretty silly," has found
parenting as · challenging as
her academic career.
"We need to prepare students for that role, as well as
professional roles:"
:..
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~R~ling souQht
on Wilkinson
appointment
Senate leader asks attorney general
whether governor's UK seat legal
By Erle Gregory
Herald-Leader education writer

A state Senate leader yesterda.y
asked the attorney general's office
to decide whether Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson had the legal power to
appoint himself to the University of
Kentucky board of trustees.
"To put yourself on boards and
commissions certainly raises some
(legal) questions that ought to be
discussed because a precedent is
being set," said Sen. David Karem,
D-Louisville, who as majority caucus leader is one of the top five
Senate leaders.
"There ought to be some dialogue. Not to create a controversy,
but to answer any questions.''
Attorney General Fred Cowan
was already checking into the appointment before Karem called, a
spokesman for Cowan's office said.
Cowan will release an opinion
this week, but attorney general
opinions do not carry the force of
law. The controversy might have to
be settled in court.
Wilkinson appointed himself
Monday to a six-year term on the
board, saying he wants to reform
higher education. He leaves the
governor's office Tuesday, the same
day UK trustees meet.
Wilkinson did not check with
Cowan's office before appointing
himself but said he checked the
legality with his attorney.
The unprecedented action drew
criticism from around the state,
especially from legislators who said
they would take a closer look at
reforming the appointment process.
"I don't have any preconceived
notions on how to do it," said House
Speaker Donald Blandford, "but I'm
open to suggestions now."
Blandford, O-Philpot, said he
was embarrassed that Wilkinson
had the power to appoint himself to
a board that he had structured.
"I keep wondering what else
can he do to embarrass this state."
Blandford said. ·'He's only got six
days left. What else is out there he
can do?"
Including himself, Wilkinson
appointed or reappointed 15 of the
20 trustees at UK. He has one
appointment left. Students and faculty members choose the four other
trustees.
. Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, O-Lex!ngton, has ~id he will once again
mrroduce legislation requiring the
governor to choose tru tees and
regents from nominees submitted

by a screening committee. The governor would choose the committee.
Scorsone's measure failed in
1988. It was passed by the House
last year but died in the Senate.
However, the 1990 legislature
lengthened university board terms
from four to six years, which means
a governor cannot appoint an entire
board during the governor's fouryear term.
Governor-elect Brereton Jones
has endorsed a formal recruiting,
screening and nominating process.
But that is not the answer, said
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose. O-Winchester.
"Given the powerful position
that the governor has in Kentucky,

they're going to be able to orchestrate those screening committees,"
he said. "l just don't see any way to
devise a system that the governor
could not influence."
Rose, said the self-appointment
was inappropriate. "It doesn't send
a good message," he said, "especially if you have further political
aspirations."
Meanwhile, fallout at UK continued yesterday. Carolyn Bratt, a
law professor and faculty trustee,
said it was a dangerous mix of
politics and higher education.
"It's a step backwards in the
state's reform efforts," she said.
Marcus McEllistrem, president
of the University Senate, said a
resolution probably would be introduced at Monday's senate meeting
to reaffirm UK's mission as a re.,carch institution.
In announcing his appointment,
Wilkinson said faculty members
needed to make teaching their highest priority, rather than research or
career advancement.
McEllistrem said, "Some of the
comments attributed to the governor would lead to us being viewed
as a glorified high school. Research
is an integral part of education here.
It's the most intense part of the
student learning process."
Many faculty members are concerned but think Wilkinson "will be
just another board member," McEllistrern said.
"Happy Chandler was a powerful figure in the state," he said. "But
on the board of trustees, he was just
one more member with one more
vote."
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state law that deals witli university
could prove sticky for Wethington,
board appointments.
Jewell said.
One of the constitutional sections
Wilkinson also feuded with Wethbars the legislature · from granting
ington's
predecessor; David Roselle.
"any title of nobility or hereditary
The UK board's selection of Wethdistinction" or creating an -office
ington as president in 1990 was
that lasts longer than a· tenn of
widely viewed as the governor's
years. The other forbids anyone
handiwork.
from serving as a state and local ofConcerns about the quality of
ficial at the same time.
governors'
university board apKai-em and House .Education
pointments led ·to last year's pasCommittee Chainnan Roger Noe, D- sage of a law extending some board ·
Harlan, predicted that by making
members' tenns to six years. That
himself a UK trustee, Wtlkinson had
limits governors' power to stack a
helped ensure that the' legislature
board, but it opened the door for
would limit future governors' power
Wilkinson to give himself a six-year
in naming ,members of ·university
tenn ·on the UK board.
governing boards. .
.
The screening-panel measure,
Senate Education Committee·
sponsored .. by Rep; Ernesto Scor- •
Chairman: Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana,
sone; D-Lexingtori, . passed the·
said that with support for such a
House but failed in the Senate.
measure 'already strong, WilkinJones' support should ensure passon's action "is irrelevant, except
sage of that message or a similar
that it focuses attention on the subone next year, Noe said. ·
ject."
'
Responding Monday night to WilGov.-elect Brereton Jones has enkinson's surprise move, Sen. Midorsed the idea, pushed in each of
chael R. Moloney, D-Lexington, said·
the past two legislative sessions, of.
creating a panel that would screen
.the 1992 General Assembly could
candidates for university boards
abolish and reconstitute all state
and send the governor three names
university governing boards .. Howfor each vacancy. The governor
ever, Noe and Ford said that was
would have to pick one of the three.
unlikely.
Wtlkinson worked to defeat that
Nationally, the idea of requiring
measure last year: Yesterday, he
governors to make university govagain insisted the state constitution - erning board appointments through
requires that the governor's power
a merit-selection process, rather
to appoint university board memthan through traditional patronage,
bers remain unfettered.
has existed for more than a decade,
_ "There's no one who will ever be
said James Mingle, executive direcable to convince me that a committor of the State Higher Education
tee will make any better appointExecutive Officers Association.
ments than the governors of this
But "governors are not flocking
commonwealth," Wilkinson said at _ to support this," and legislatures
an appearance in Paducah.
generally are unable to pass it, he
Wilkinson also said he had consaid. Mingle said the only state he
sidered naming himself to the state
knows of with a screening-panel:
Council on Higher Education but
process for university board appoindecided the UK board had more
tees is Minnesota:
power "to make the changes I'm
Some other states - including
talking about." He said that during
Kansas, Nebraska and Oklahoma his tenn as governor, he had
· are reviewing their methods for
changed the debate about refonning · naming university board members,
public· schools and believed he
said Richard Legon, vice president
could also help_ restructure higher
the Association of Governing
education. ,
Boards of Universities and Colleges.
Ford said he was reserving judgThe object is finding "individuals
ment on the wisdom of Wtlkinson's
who
have a real feeling toward taxself-appointment, while Noe said it
supported
institutions and who can.
would do more hann than good. ,
bring
a
...
blend of talent and back"I'm not ready to assess his qualiground"
to
university boards, he
fications"· for the UK board, Ford
said. "I think his reasons are sin- · said. But Mingle said there's no_reason that governors' appointees,
cere.••• And higher education does
picked without prior screening,
need attention, there's no question
can't
fit that description.
about that."
In fact, Mingle said, appointed
Noe said Wilkinson's naming
himself would embarrass other UK , university boards are usually better
than elected cines, and appointees
board members, · several of whom
who are loyal supporters of their
were named bf Wilkinson, but "it
governors
can also make good
doesn't really hurt the board terriboard members.
·
bly." He said that the "populist,
"Frankly;
I
don't
think
governors
non-professional"
dtizens
for
are going to generally give up that
whom· Wilkinson speaks probably
right," he said, "and I don't know if
should have_ a say in-university aflegislators are going to have the
fairs but that Wilkinson , was still
wrong to make himself their repre- - . power to take it .away from them.".
sentative.
. ,,
.
lnformatIOn for this story was also · gathered by stall writers Mark
· "I did not think that an individual
Schaver and Richard WIison.
would have that much audacity," he
said.
UK political scientist Malcolm
Jewell predicted Mo_nday that Wilkinson's presence on the board
would also make things awkward
for UK President Charles Wethington. Given the bad blood between
Wilkinson and Jones, trying to work
smoothly wit!) the new governor
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U.S. .to set
rules_ fo_r
minority-·
stipends
.

By Ste_ve Bailey
Associated PreSs

. LOUISVILLE - U.S. Edu. cation Secretary Lamar Alex-.
ander said _he planned to an_nounce a set, of minorityscholarship guidelines today
for the nation's colleges and
universities.
Alexander, in Louisville to
. promote a national education
program called ."America
2000," said yesterday that the
Education Department had
been studying the legality of
race-exclusive scholarships for
about seven months.
The question . first arose
last year as the University of
Louisville's football team was
preparing for the _1991 Fiesta ·
Bowl:
·
University officials had
said a portion of the proceeds
from the game would be set
aside for minority scholarships, and the issue escalated
into· a national debate over
whether minority scholarships
should be_ permitted.' .
The Wa~hingtori Post' re-'
ported in yesterday's editions
thaf 'a source in President
Bush's ·administration said officials will propose that colleges be prohibited from
a~arding scholarships based
solely on race. ·
The Education Department
proposed a similar policy. in
the wake of the Louisville Fies::
ta Bowl proposal but rescinded'
it in under pressure:
_ That version prohibited
scholarships designated exclu. sively for minority students
unless they were created by a
gift given to a college specifically for that purpose.
Alexander said the study
would not cause any minority
student to lose a scholarship
and would help college ·administrators set guidelines on offering minority scholarships
on their campuses.
"Any college president
who uses common sense. can·
, continue to give financial aid.
to minority students," he said.
_-~fore --1990,- the depart--ment allowed minority-targeted scholarships to increase mi,
nority student participation, to
remedy discrimination and under-representation and · fo ·
achieve congressionally man- ..
dated goals.
0

:

Under the report~· new
proposal, colleges would be
able to issue scholarships to
achieve "diversity" if white
and minority students both
were eligible to coinpete for
4-1,..,,.....,

Minority schola·rships pennissible; Alexander says·
·

·· ·

follow federal law," Alexander said

Policy' will settle uncertainty at_Iroquois
High School.
According to reports · published
·. yesterday,
the Educ~tfon Departarl·s1·ng fr·9m·. .Fiesta Bowl
ment's guidelines will prohibit col-

leges from issuing scholarships
based exclusively on race - but will
let them consider race as a factor in
awarding scholarships.
.
U.S. Education Secretary Lamar Alexander said yesierday
. Higher-education officials in Kenthat colleges will still be able to give scholarships to minority
lucky and Indiana said yesterday
students without violating civil-rights laws, under a new set
that they hope the new rules won't
of federal guidelines to be unveiled in Washington today.
harm efforts to recruit minority stuAlexander said at a press conference in Louisville that the
dents.
·
guidelines should resolve a national ·controversy that began
Alexander said· he plans to relast winter when University of Louisville officials said they
lease a set of "principles" that colwould set up a minority scholarship fund with profits from . lege officials could use when decidthe U of L football team's participation in the 1991 Fiesta
ing which policies·might help them
Bowl.
. avoid being "disturbed. by the
Alexander would not reveal details of the report yesterday.
courts." He said no minorities will
But he pledged that the policy would help minorities get
lose their scholarships.
into college, not keep them out.
- ·
The controversy involves the dis"I'm confident that any college president who uses ·a little
tinction between scholarships that
common sense and a minimal amount of good legal advice.
might be awarded to minority stucan continue to give scholarship aide to minority students
dents and scholarships reserved exand can continue to create diversity on the_ campus and still , clusw°ely for minorities.
A local conirovery began in November 1990 when the University of
Louisville accepted an i~vitation to
the Jan. 1 Fiesta Bowl football game
in Tempe, Ariz. It was a game boycotted by some other universities in
protest of Arizona voters' rejection
of a paid state holiday in honor -of
Martin Luther King· Jr.
·
u, of L President Donald Swain
· announced the next day lhat profits
from the game would be used for
minority scholarships and programs;
·
A few weeks later, the debate
grew into a national controversy
when Michael Williams, then assis:
tant U.S. •secretary of education,
wrote to bowl officials saying that
'• race-exclusive scholarships would
· violate the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Violators can be denied federal
funds .

By SCOTT WADE and BEN Z. HERSHBERG '
Staff Writers
··
·

.•

·

The departm~nt's resulting policy-- · Siate govern~ent spe~ds :about'·
banned scholarships designated ex$1.3 million a year on. financial aid·
elusively for minorities but allowed
for minority students, Peterson said.
colleges to consider race as a factor.
That's part of the 1981 agreement,
The policy was rescinded in .April.
he said.
Since then, the federal governReginald Meeks, associate. direcment- has gone• bac)t to the original
tor of admissions for ·minority re_.
policy, allowing colleges that re,
cruitment at U of L, said the school ·
ceive federal funds to designate
is continuing its race-based scholarscholarships for· minority students
ship program until the federal Edu- about 35,000 of whom receive
cation Department formally tells it
such aid, worth at least $138 inillion
to do something different.
a year nationwide.
.
The university's main race-based
Gary Cox, executive director of
scholarship program is the Woodthe Kentucky Council on Higher
ford R." Porter . Sr, scholarships,.
. Education, said _he was reluctant to
which cover ttiition, room and
comment -on new regulations for
board for 214 students this year,
race-based.scholarships before they
said university spokeswoman Denwere issued.
ise Fitzpatrick.
However, he said he is concerned
· Another program - the Martin
about anything that might limit
Luther King scholarships, funded by
state efforts to recruit and retain mithe Fiesta Bowl Committee early
nority students. Increasing the perthis year - isn't active yet, Fitzcentage of Kentucky-born, Africanpatrick said. '
_
American students in public univerThe Fiesta Bowl has provided
sities is a goal of the state strategic
$200,000 for the program and the
plan for higher education, Cox said.
university has contributed another
"One need black students have is
$200,000. The scholarships are to
financial," he said. .
come from the earnings on that
Kentucky entered mto a ·desegremoney, she said, and none have
gation agreement for higher educabeen provided yet.
lion in 1981 that called for increas· U of L is trying to raise its Afriing the percentage of black students
can-American enrollment from the
at public universities and colleges to
current 9.2 percent to 11.3 percent
equal the percentage of the state's
by 1995, Mee~ said. .
population that is black.
"If Mr. Alexander is saying race
The goal in that agreement was
must be one factor along with other
7.8 percent of undergraduates by
factors, we have other factors,"
1987, said Roy Peterson, assistant to
Meeks said _ namely, grade-point
Cox.But that goal was not attained,
averages and test scores.
and now only about 6 percent of the
Lauretta Byars, the University of
undergrads are black.
Kentucky's vice chancellor for mi- .
Peterson said he's concerned that
nority affairs, said about half the
any new limits on minority scholarLexington campus's 975 Africanships will hurt state efforts to desegAmerican students are on a, state
regale public colleges and universischolarship. _
ties.

, .That•~ less than 3 percent of the
student body, less than half the goal
set for UK in the 1981 desegregation
agreement, Byars said.
UK is using money provided by
that agreement.to make the campus
'. racially inclusive, but much more·
needs to be done, Byars said.
lnform~tfon ·ror this story was also
gathered by the LA. TimesWashington Pas.I Newa Service.

LCAIISC, r UN

Honor thyself
HE NEWS that Gov. Wal- 1992 he will have the help of Brerlace Wilkinson has given eton Jones. And if the necessary
himself one of the .most legislation also happens to· wipe
cherished rewards in out ·Mr. Wilkinson's seat on the
state government - a seat on the UK board, he shouldn't mind.
University of Kentucky board - at After all, he vetoed the bill authorfirst seemed like an outrage of izing the very ·six-year term to
Biblical propox:tions.
· which he now has named himself!
Of course· UK President Charles
The claim that he wants to help
Wethington
now is in a bind. He
higher education, the same way he
promoted elementary and secon- must humor his pal, Mr. Wilkindary reform, is manifest hypocrisy. son, whose treatment of former
President David
The historic 1990
Roselle
dereform
was
. bauched the unipassed in spite of
ve·rsity's reputaMr.
Wilkinson,
tion in order to
not by him.
prepare the way
Mystified, we
·
for Wethington's
sought the Good
succession.. The
Book for advice
latter has proved
to offer the govto be a promising
ernor. We came
president, in spite
up with Proverbs
of
gubernatorial
30, verses 32-33:
sponsorship.
But
"If thou hast
his diplomacy
done foolishly in
will be sorely
lifting up thyself,
tested, in humoror if thou hast
ing Mr. Wilkinthought evil, lay
son while cultithine hand upon
vating Mr. Jones.
thy mouth. Surely
He should do
the churning of
milk bringeth
WIikinson: the last laugh?
whatev!lr · it takes,
and JUSt keep
forth butter, and
the wringing of the nose bringeth · smiling. That. should1}'t be· hard, if
forth blood: so the forcing· of he· thinks about the irony in board
wrath bringeth forth strife." Clear- membership for _a ·man who
ly he has produced curds, if not dropped his studies to sell · books.
(Kids, here's the message: Don't let
blood and strife.
But then we remembered Ro- the pinheads push you around.
mans 14:13, whicl). advises," .... (et· You'll win in the end.) There's addus no more pass judgment on one ed drollery in a board seat for a
another, but decide never 'to put a man who couldn't get the contract
stumbling block or hindrance in to run the campus book store. And
the way of a brother." We decided wicked whimsey in making a trustee out of the :only governor who
to praise, rather than condemn.
After all, Mr. Wilkinson has sin- couldn't .get ah honorary degree.
For the rest of us, sufficient unto·
gle-handedly made the case for reforming the appointment ·process. the moment is the assurance that
Rep. Ernesto Scorsone tried to get the Day of Deliverance is at hand.
.the job do~e ii) 1988 and. 1990. In It's Dec. 10. ·

T
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Lees Coll:ege. _c~ief
gets .10-y~ar. contract
.
. .

.

''

.

.
.
' '
,, ',,.'
By Lee Mueller
.,·
, after lie r~placei Troy Eslinger, whq had been indeed that Br~dshaw accepted (the contract)
Eastern Kentucky bureau
,
·, · Lees president for 27 years.
because we know he's had several good offers of
After a controversial beginning, Lees College
·rn, the•face of ~rly criticism of Bradshaw by 'employment from other colleges and we don't
President William B. Bradshaw has ·been given some students, faculty members and residents, want to lose him."
·
an apparently unpreced.ented 10,year contract by . Lees trustees -c-, particulary chairman J. Phil
Bradshaw yesterday declined -comment on
the Breathitt County school's board of trustees. •. Smith - have remained fiercely supportive. .
any job ·offers he received, but said he was
, "I've been around for 30 years and I've never r , .. Bradshaw's initial four-year contract was .. honor~ by the board's action.
,
heard of such a thing," said Norm Si:iider,., scheduled to expire in 1993, but the trustees met ·
Bradshaw said his contract, is subject to a
director of communications for the ·state Council r-c--,::=-,--, in Lexington on Nov. 16 and yearly review, "so it's job ·security if •I do my
on Higher Education. "The ,;sual term is four.
voted unanimously to give 'job." '
. ·· ,
',
· ·
years."
··
him the new 10-year contract,· ' Jackson publisher Louise Hatmaker, ; new
Snider's astonishment was shared by John
said Lees College spokes- Lees trustee, said the board voted to give
Frazer, executive director of Irn;iependent Ken- ·
woman Susan Herald.
Bradshaw the lengthy contract because the two·tucky Colleges mi~ Universities. Lees-College is
., ,Quoting from ~-prepared ·, year:college hopes to begin phasing in four-year
one of the group~ 21-metllbers. .
release, ,Herald said Brad-. progra_ms in' 1993. ·
•,
·,. ,
"This is a new·one on me," said Frazer, 19; shaw and his wife, Betty
"We didn't want to get involved in this and
year · veteran: "The longest contract rve ever'
·June, "love Lees, like the area · have the one who was canrying the ball for us to
heard of is five (years)."
and are settled in Jackson."
leave," Hatmaker said ..
Sweeping changes by Bradshaw, 59, a for- Bradshaw
Smith could not . be
, The atmosphere among 371 students and 18
.mer. minister, created controversy among stu, reached, but Herald quoted · full-time faculty members on the-hillside campus
dents·and faculty on the Jackson campus in 1988 him as saying that "the board felt fomnate . is now "very good," Bradshaw said yesterday.
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Pott,er digs
clay - really
Flophouse Pottery one-inan business
It- can't feel awkward or
clumsy or my customers will
FOR THE DAILY.INDEPENDENT
leave it on their shelves."
·
Reitz can't estimate how
._ MOREHEAD - The first·· long it takes him to make a
thil).g a Flophouse Pottery vismug or a bowl question
itor receives is a bark from
often asked of him at craft Charlie the studio dog.:
shows. "It's an involved proc, ·
·. Next comes a laid-back
ess. And.I don't make one at a
greeting from Tom Reitz, as; a
time."
friendly, dust-covered man ·
Reitz enrolled in· his first
who likes being 'the propricerarnics class at MSU to get a
etor, craftsman and sales staff · · break from his tough biology .
of the decidedly one-man opeschedule. His plans were to
ration.
teach biology in high school.
Reitz is· cine o( a few people
But things didn't . work as
who can literally lay claim to
planned. The summer he spent
building a business from the
working with high school
ground -up. .
children left him a nervous
· He does everything himself
wreck.
~ from digging trash cans full
"It just wasn't for me," he
of raw clay on ._nearby Clack· said.
Mountain to designing each of
.That experience left his cathe hundreds of pieces of potteer path in limbo.
tery fired at his shop, to pedd"I knew that I liked pottery
ling his wares at craft shows
but I didn't think it wouid
across the state. ·
·
· ever become anything other·
What- began as ·a hobby is • than a great hobby," he said._
now a trade Reitz loves.
"I was working with pottery
"The first time I worked
all the time and I'd bought my .
with clay I fell in love with it
own wheel, .but it never
but I never dreamed it would
clicked that this could actually
be my career," Reitz said.
be my career."
"I get a personal satisfaction
But it did. Reitz began sellniaking something out o(clay.
ing his pottery at craft shows
And I prefer making somewhile completing his degree at
thing that someone can use ...
MSU.
something that will bring
Reitz lived and worked out
someone pleasure.''
.·
of his house for years, which
He considers himself a he affectionately called the
craftsman.
"Flophouse" after· the Palace
· "I Want people to use my
Flophouse in John Steinbeck's
work," he said. "I want my .. "Cannery Row." · ·
mug tb be so_meone's favorite . He described it as typical
· mug ... the one they drink · collegiate housing and the
their first cup of coffee out of
perfect place to work on· his
in the morning."
·
pottery.
. ·Donna Woodford of Mt.
When he moved into anSterling, who has bought more
other house about two years
than 40 of Reitz' mugs for a
ago, he opened The Flophouse
church fund-raising project,
Pottery, located behind The
agrees.
Big Store on Front .Street in
"I've al ways admired his
Morehead.
work," sai<;l Woodford, who·
Making pottery a 'full-time
met Reitz in a ceramics class
career was a good decision, he
at Morehead State University.
said.
. "He's a-practical potter. You·
'.'I knew that I needed to be
can really use his pieces," she · self-employed. I didn't want ·
said. "I especially -appreciate
the· alarm clock to· dominate
that.
my life," he joked.
"Every piece he creates is · When Reitz finally decided
usable and that's what attracts
to become a potter, he- set out
me to his work the most," · · to talk to others in the trade ..
Woodford added. "I don't like
"I wanted to talk to people
to buy (pottery) just to have it
who were out there actually
sit there." .
·
. Reitz admits he becomes
trying to make a living at it," .
he said. "Most people weren't
· personally .involved in creat- · doing this as their full-time
ing each piece of pottery to - job. There were doctors and
make it usefuL
·
· ' lawyers who said, 'My real job
"It's all part of the aesis this, and I do this on the
thetics of my job," he· said. side.'
·. "Each piece has to look good.
"I talked to a lot_ of potters
By ANNETTE POOLE-MALONE

a

and just the fact that there
were a few who were making
money encouraged me to give
it a try," Reitz said:
Reitz completed his studies
. at MSU in the early 1980s. He .
didn't receive an art major
because · he only wanted .to .
work in ceramics - drawing
and painting didn't interest
·him.
.
The Appalachian Celebration at MSU was his first
money-making craft show. "I
· earned a couple hundred dollars and I thought it was
great:"
Working with pottery will
win you a strong sense of satisfaction, but not necessarily a
lot of money, he said.
"There isn't much money in
this business," he said. "You
might earn a comfortable living at this but you'll never be
rich unless you become a factory operation."
· Factory potteries like M.A.
- Ha-ciiey. or Louisville Stoneware, both based in Louisville,
· produce mass quantities of
ceramics and market their
wares nationwide.
"I can't see myself turning
this into a factory ·operation,"
he said. "I want to be the one
to work with the clay. I just
can't see someone else_ doing
, my job and then putting the
. Flophouse name on it."
His pottery creations are
·typical of the business mugs, bowls, pitchers, place
settings, clay baskets: But he ·
adds his trademark to most
pieces. It's a slip design that is
created when he gently pushes
a wooden tool into the wet
clay as it spins on the wheel. .
It resembles lattice work and
is popular among his customers, he said.
Reitz' long-term goal ·is to
operate a shop and studio in
the same location.
__'....c'I'-would like enough space .
1 to confine the production-end . cif the business away from the
· retail crafts end of the business." -·
He hopes to eventmµly ·expand his collection to a retailcrafts store with a full line of
his work, and maybe include
work from other potters.
His collection for sale at The
Flophouse Pottery is limited.·
He keeps the majority of his
· work in boxes that he totes·
. from craft show to craft show·
across the stntc.
. -- Most of his income isderI:
ved fr,·m the shows. only a
small petTPnt,,ge comes from
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Fiesta, Bowl mon~y:;.
·co{!lcl': ~ti'J go: to- . . _
blacks·;: official says,_·

.

.

from a· federal court; the -depait-ment, or a local or state legislative
body.
· .
Kentucky's higher-education •sys•
-tem is trying to increase its percentage of minority students as the result of a 1981 finding by the.depart-·
ment's Office of Civil Rights that the
system had vestiges of diScrimina- .
lion. As a result, the state's universi.
. . ..
.
'
.
ties _qualify for this exemption, dearships, · and Williams-warned that:
partment spokesman said
·•
By MIKE BROWN •
._this kiild of -so-called "race-exclu-.
Kentucky was one ofl7 Southern
Staff Writer · · ·.:
states ordered' by the civil-rights ofsive" aid ' violated the 1964 Civil .
WASHINGTON ..:. The proposed !lights Act's provision that forbids ·
fice in 1981 to desegregate colleges
new federal policy on race-based racial discrimination by any iilstitu- 1
and universities.· The order was the
scholarships would stm allow the tiori receiving federal aid.
·
result of a lawsuit against the civilFiesta Bowl to give the University of · Mer taking. _office, Alexander . · rights office, said Roy Peterson, as_. Louisville niciney · for minority: stu- shelved .Williams' policy and began
·. · sistant_ director_ of the Kentucky
dents, Secretary of Education La- what he termed a· "a thoughtful re· Council on Higher Education.
·mar Alexander said yesterday.
. view" of the issue. The result was
• As a result, Kentucky• agreed to
On the first anniversary of the yesterday's proposal, which_ Alexanmcrease black enrollment at public
start of the Fiesta Bowl controversy, der said differs from Williams' earlicolleges and universities to mirror
the black population in the state, 7.8 .
Alexander unveiled a policy that er version in a number of ways.
would resirict, but by no . means
The proposal, which will be open
percent, by 1987, Peterson said ·
eliminate, the earmarking of sch6I- - to public comment for three months
· Also, special minority-scholarship .
arship money .for minori!ies. · ·
before the department issues a final
programs that were established by
For example, in addition to letting_ document, says universities that get
Congress are exempt.
· ·.
private entities like the Fiesta IJ.owl federal funds generally, can't -~et up·,.
. ■ Privately funded . scholarships
fund · scholarships for _black stu- race-exclusive scholarships,.· but,;
auned at members of line race are
dents, the policy.would let all seven adds these caveats:.- •
..
.
' permissible and can be adminis. of Kentucky's traditiona:lly white
■ A school can consider rac; as a·;
tered by a university. As a result,
public universities set up.minority- factor in trying 10 create diversity
the Fiesta Bowl scholarship money
aid programs because those iristitu- th
d
.
Th distin' ·
would qualify, Alexander said
·
lions are under a federal_ requiree Siu ent"popu1alien. e
c-·' · Some educators expressed fears·
tion, according to Alexander, is that · th
ment to increase their percentage of. race can be considered in awarwng '.
at the Bush. 'administration is
minorities. · · · · · · ·. - ·. . · scliolarships but it can't be condi-. playing racial politics with the new
Taking pains at" a news confer- lion of applying for the scholarship.. . policy,
.
ence to cool off a political hot pota- .. ■ A-school can base ·scholarships:,
Cesar Trimble, acting president ofto, Alexander portrayed his propos-.
the Hispanic Association of Colleges
that in re;,. .• .,.
and uruv·ers1'ties, acknowledged that
al as -a beru·gn set of gw'delm'es that on '.'race-neutral". criteria
.
would have no practical effect on ei- a:lity will help mmonties - such as: - _m a severe recession, affirmative
ther minority_ -students in need of having high drop-out rates in the . action is less popular." .
. . .
education aid or on the nation's uni- Sludent's school district' or being
But Richard Samp of the ·conserversities. and _colleges.
from a single-parent family. . .
".3tive Washington Legal Founda"A college president with a warmAlexander said that·oniy a small
lion applaud!!d the new policy.
.
heart and a little common ·sense aild percentage . of minority s_tudents.
'°'A half a loaf is better than none
a minimum amount of good ·legal. now have race-based scholarships
and l"lhink the Education Depart:
advice can make a special .effort to -. abo_ut 4 percent of the 1.3 mill!on . ment is going in the right direcgive financial aid. to minority _stu- mmonty college student_s, accordm~ - lion,_'' Samp said. "The Constitution
dents " said Alexander the former- to a survey by the Amencan Council • _forbids all forms of racial discrimi- _
Tenn~ssee· governor who took over· on Ed~~at!on.
.
. · ,.
nation. Eventua:lly the issue will be
the Education . Department in
But 11 is. hard to 1magme th~t . decided by the courts."
·
March..
anyone· eligible for race-based aid
, I
l'fy f
h
Information for this story was also
. On _Dec. 4 of last year, Michael "'.ouId n I a so q~a I
or_ anot er . ga1hered by stall writer Scott Wade
Williams, the department's civil- kind of scholarship, he said.
and_ by The Assccla1ed Press.
rights chief, ·caused an uproar with
ii A college that is under a gova letter to officials of· the Fiesta ernment mandate to make up for
Bowl footba:11 gaine set for New- past discrimination can use raceYear's Day between the University based scholarships to do this,
of LouisviUe IIJld the University of . whether the ~equirement comes
Alabama... ,
The bowl . had promised each
~chool $100,000 for minority·scho\:'·
~

a
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Electrical fire leaves EKU without power.·,
_RIC_HMOND ._ An electrical ,fire in. a :Kentucky Utilities.
sullstation left Eastern Kentucky University without electricity for
several hours yesterday. · .
.
·
. Elder Gob!e, assistant director of the university's physical plan~
said pow~r _faded at 10:15 a.~ .• affecting most of the campus.
:
Electricity was restored to the entire campus by' late afternoon.'

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

FornJ.Pr Gov.· Bert Combs
dies in rain-swollen river

Searchers spent part of the mom. ing waiting for the flood waters. to
recede. Then they began combfog
the marshy banks of the muddy river. Local residents braved frigid
tem~ratunis to join in the sean:h.
The Shiloh United Methodlist
Kentucky State Police found the r · '·'Even for a young man, it would
F1ood waters had receded yester- Church, which is near the accident
By JOHN VOSKUHI.., Staff Writer
car about 8:40 a.m. yesterday, after ,have been· a formidable task" to day, but the low-lying area had site, supplied coffee and sandwiches
a. local resident spotted the top of -survive the conditions, Thorpe said.
been heavily flooded Tuesday even- for the workers.
STANTON, Ky. ~ The body of former . the white Buick in· a ·small pool · Carolyn Lenox, Combs' paralegal · ing. As much as 5 feet of water covIn a statement issued Jaie yesterGov. Bert T. Coinbs was recovered from the about 100 yards from the roadway. ;at his Jaw firm, Wyatt Tarrant & ered the road when Combs drove day, Combs' son,in-law, Hindman
Combs' body was · discovered fombs, said he left his Lexington through on his way home from Lex- lawyer Bill Weinberg, .called the forrain-swollen Red River yesterday, more than
ington, officials said.
_ mer. governor's death "a sad .~n~
12 hours after he was swept away by the about 3 ½ hours later, about half a ,office about 5:~0 Tuesday after"It was an error in Judgment, if tragic _day for th~ Combs family.
swift current on a flooded Powell County mile downstream, by a friend'of the ~noon.
family who was assisting in the · Lenox said Combs had spent the
you will," Thorpe said of Combs' He sw,d the ~anuly wanted to exroad.
.
.
search,
according
to
state
police.
ilay
working
on
the
fund-raiser
that
,
apparent decision to drbe through p_ress its gratitude , for the e19>resThe tragedy that took the life of one of the
The body, w_hich had been caught ~.e ,and Breathitt were sponsoring to . the flooded stretch of road.·
· stons of sympathy ti had rece1Ved.
state's most progressive governors stunned on a small bush, was near an over- .i!)itire the $1.7 millon debt of goverAfter Sara Combs notified state
Kentuckians across the commonwealth,
pass of the B~rt T. Combs ~ountain f!\~r-elect Brereton Jones. (The fun~police Tuesday night tbtt her bus•
•
"Kentucky has )ost a giant," said former Parkway, which Combs .built dunng it5er, to be held Monday rughl, will
band was missing, police and resThere will be a family visitatijon
Gov. Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt, whose suc- his 1959-63 term as governor. . .
on as schedule<!.)
.
cue squads began checking the area ·for Combs today from 3 to 5 p.m.
cessful 1963 candidacy was. p_romoted by
The car was still in drive, and the f!i,~nox said Combs was in good
but were hampered byhigh water. and 7 to 9 p.m. at th_e Wells Fune~al
Combs. "In his quiet, unassuming way he driver's· side window was partially spirits and upbeat as he usually was
'Police used an airplane to search Home in Stanton. The public is iindevoted his life to seeing that the boys and Jowered. But Wells said the window when "he was doing· something that · for the car yesterday morning.
vited to pay its ·respects to the forgirls of our state had the opportunity for a was not down far enough f?r he thought ~eeded to be done or , Ultimately, Dick White, who Jives mer governor while his body lies in
.
, in the Stanton area, spotted the roof state in 1)1e rotunda of the _Capitol in
good education and a quality of life that they Combs to h_ave escape~ thro!Jgh_ ti. .cared about._
State. police began mvesltgatmg · Lenox saJd Combs planned to of the car which was berely visible
Frankfort from noon to 4. p.m. to,
might not have had without his leadership."
·
Combs'
death
yesterda}'.,
But
Sgt.
·
wor~
a
little
more
~n
the
fund-raiser.
White
iold
WKYl''lV
of
Lexing:
morrow. There will be .a short se:rvAuthorities said that Combs, 80, who ·was
ton that the spot wai .one of the · ice at noon, with a eulogy_given by
driving to his Powell County farm from Lex• . John Th?rpe, a state poltce spokes- at his farm '?at ~ght.
After teavmg . his office, Combs most treacherous fell' motorists newspaper columnist John Ed
ington Tuesday night, ran into. high water on man, saJd there was no reason to
suspect
fo~J
play.
stopped
by his :1-,exington town- along the river. Local 111sidents told Pearce.
Ky. 1184 just short of a bridge across the Red
. Wells satd that Sai:a Co_mbs, the house, ,Lenox sat_d. He non_nally the station t!iat Combi would often
The funeral will be at 11 a.m. SatRiver.
· 1
former governor's widow, had re- went there to pick up mail or stop before .crossing' it and ask urday at Manchester's . Baptist
Powell County Coroner Carl Wells said he quested th_at no autopsy be per- change clothes_ before heading to whether it was pas~a e.
Church, with burial in Beech Creek
believed Combs' car stalled in the water, fo~ed. ·
•
the farm. Once m Powell County, he
·White said he pres med that the . Cemetery in Clay,County..
which was estimated to he about 5 feet deep. :' The causeh of death was so ap- apparently got off the parkway at spot would be the bes place look
The honorary pallbearers will be
. Wells said Combs apparently left the car· parent that_t ere wou1d be no rea- Stanton and drove east on Ky 15 to f
b
ed·
"I 10
Kentucky:s former governors; Gov•
or a and
su merg
car ooking
came
when the current overtook him.
son " toperfo~ an au topsy, he sat'd . its intersection with Ky._ 1184.·
here
just kept
. 'ti!upI WaJI ace Wiilkinson; Gov.-eIect B~-T•
Wells, the Powell County coroner, found a little whites ·t," the top of eton Jones; and former U. Gov. Wlil"Our feeling was that he was stalled out .,Sla/e l~w requires post-morte!" ex- but not autopsies said Combs had left Lexington th
h
'd ,,
t
. son Wyatt, who served with Combs:
and left to get help and washed downstream · anunations
der ce rtam
• circums
·
tance~. .
. . 6,30 p.m., and he estimated _ e car,
e SaJ b. . e_kwa er was
Th e fam1-1y s1;1gges ts tha t m
• 1eu
.
f
,
un
about
.
.
.
•
1 o
at that point," Wells said. He said that
' ~e flooded _roadway, which lo~al that he had been caught in the cur- ~~~ ii th en, ut
ept gomg flowers, donattons be sent to the
Combs probably drowned or died of hypo- · officials descnbed as a perenma! rent between 7·30 and 8 pm
· h
.
•ed. f . Bert T. Combs Scholarship Fund at
·thermia .:._ lowered ,body tempera- trouble spot, had been marked with'
The accident ·occurred in.a dip 0·0
Arte~ t ekcar wh_asld scovher thew · the Hindman Settlement School 1in
ture.
waming s1·gns, but th ere was no Ky 1184 ·near a small bridge about
.
rescue
• Box
C
b wor
h d ers . e d. out ope at·
. Knott County. Th e add ress·- IS
.barricade. 1:emperatures i.:ere well fo~r rnil~s from Combs' Jog cabin · om s a surnve · ·
. 844, Hindman, Ky. 41822.
·, belo~ freezmg,. and the nver _was home on lower Cane Creek;
,.movmg very swiftly, Thorpe said.

1;

h,

In addition to his wife, the forme
Sara Walter, Combs is survived by .
daughter, Lois Weinberg of Hirn!
man; a son, Thomas Combs of Le~
ini,on; a brother, Stanley Combs, o
Niceville, F1a.; two sisters, San
Kaufmann of Lexington and Louis,
Marcum of Manchester; and tbre,
_grandchildren.
Information for thl1 story also was
gathered by otalf Writers Jay Blanton,
GIi Lawson and Al Crosa.
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--Attorney:. Gen~ral ~owan-:co~ten·p~·; ·

~·governoi's action .violated ruling~---;
·

·

·· ·

•.'

· · .his staff had researched it ·
·· Wilkinson's general counsel, Pat·
"W' h
Herald-Leader,Franklort bureau · ._
Ab II d 1.
t
t
· : . it . a'. ~ingle self-appointment,
:. ,
· - ·
· ,. •
e , ec me o commen . · .
the constitutional ·and legal scheme
,_c· · FRANKFORT- .. --=- • Atto~ey •· · UK President Charles :Wethingthat designates and separates exec.0'ne.i;al I:~ed Co".'!l'n- filed swt y~s, __. ton issued a orief statement, saying . utive powers is undermined"
tei:day.,. to, .rev.e~ • Gov:·. W:aHace. the school would abide by any , · Cowan said. "With more. such ap.W1llqnson s appomtment.pf himself\ . court orders.
·
' : .. .
pointments, it is toppled."
;
.
_
.
.to,_Jhe,.
Universjfy\_
..
_?,,f<:1\en_:W.c~·'·.\i,
·
Wilkinson
ap_pointed
·.
himsel_f
·
·
·
.
.._.Board 9( 1)11St~""''' ,,. ·1,•• ,,, ...::': Monday to the board of Kentucky's
Cowan said. Kentucky
) :..·,.Cowan· ,:sai~-.' Wilkins_ori'.s_, ap•} ::largest university. He would:replace:
have consistently held that elected .
. _pointmf:llt· M:.hll1!sel~ .to. the.. ~t,;r former Gov. A. R "Happy"-Chan-r officials· with appointive •powers
un_dermmed pubh;. ·confide!'ce ~c]·dler, who died in June. His term on. cannot ·appoint themselves. He ac-:
gov!,l))ffief!t ll!ld v10!ated.rulings_m, the board is to.expire June 30 1997 · knowledged that none has ever
court,cases that'say i.'a perscin•with,r . . .
,
.•
·
in".olved the governor. ·
,-.,.. ttn•"•·· •.··. ·th.0 my··•. · - . 0 f- • •· . Wilkinson s term as• governor
.
ap'lW1i··
.. ;
._._?!:,;_··. ends Tuesday, the same· day UK-·
Cowan mentioned several court·
1 g•_if_·-~-·
-~,;-~•. !1!.~'t-,,J_,1!:~_'_:,1~ ~· ·
-':;j trustees are to meet
.
cases,. including one from· Casey. ·
1 _1rcu,1,_:, .. ,'1:he unprecedented actio~ drew
~~.'::'~di:i· il,st.,-':"d· a,o~iil/.KW!lnk.
County in 1956 in which the fiscal
.
w.~ JU ge o .. ec..... e
1. _mso'! s cntictsm from ar d th tat
court appointed one of its members
,appomtmentcvmd,,to-remove Wil:·: ·
. . o~n
e s e, .as county dog warden. The courts
'kinsonJrom-, the 'UK. board,and: to !
~ta~e Sen. DaVId Karein,. D- · said "public· welfare required ap;declare ihat<office,\r.1cant · ·,·,-./ ' I,omsville, asked. Cowan on ·Tuespointing bodies to
· ts'd f
· • · · · · - · " -- ,, ' ··)' ., "l day whether th
· tm t
go ou I e o
t :, '\~.h~nr.~n,!)>w!ll}',s ')lotion;~ y ... , -~ a_ppoi_~ - ~~... wa~c. : their_ own membership in.naming
for a ·restra11img orcle.r.is•scheduled- :1 ega - .
.
:. . .
. public servants."
.
:for;']4' p:m. -.today·_ ~re\~~Jj' . I~ h1s, la,wsmt,_ Cowan cl_a1med . ·. It was "just irony,"·Cowan said,
(CircuitJtldge.l~eed Rhorer;a former . Wi!K_in~on;S. appm'!tment VI?lates
that the· case came from Case
'Revenue7Cabinet officiafin-the Wil- public. pohcy and is a conflict -_of
Col!nt}>, Wilkinson's home county:
· kiifson · admini~tration who~. the· , mterest. : · . .
.". . ,.· ·
· * * * . . •\
. .
governor appomted. to the .Judge- · He _said the c~se presents a_· : •Staff 11:riter Enc Gregory and
ship: ··• '.· · .. ,
. · " · ~tic c_onfrontat_ton between the
The Assoczated Press i:ontributed to .
· '. . C.:,wari· did not cite any state pubI1c pohcy of this sta\e -·: and ·this article.
·
statyte or constitutional provision the interest .9f .th~ states ~1gh~t
that:showed the:appointment was elected 0 ff'.icial. m perpetuating his
illegal. But he said• no provision . p~rsonal_ influence_ by· rewardin,g
allows a governor to fill a vacancy·· himself m the· c)osmg h~urs of his
on the U/{ ~oard .by appointing allo_tted term with ~ppomtment to .
himself:., ,·. , · -,. .
. an important office.
.
wu·k· · '"' ·
.. d Of th ·· -·
Under a scenario like Wilkin. ·-.:. . 1~n got wor
e ~mt· son's· appointment, an. incumbent :
dunng an ~_Ppearan~ at a_B?wlmg could extend his term of office by -,
Gr~n, t~lev1s10p. station. · " . ;? · allowing appointive offices~ such ,
~ ;-;Tlie _es,tablJShm~t. that- fought-·, as the racing commission or lottery '
. tlje· reform of ~lementary and '!"C· ,!>oard - to lie vacant and then - ·
· ondary . ed~ca,tion. ~ts , now to appointing himself to the offices on .
,P~~ ~1ghei:. education s.sta~ , ,the eve of his departure' from elect: :
,quo, ..y11~mson t~~<l,WBK(?-J:Vf:, ·; ed office, .Cowan said.· · ·
·
,· ·, ,W1lkmson.demea he:was.mak, , . - -·
.. - .:.·
.......
· 'ing"<i i,ower'l(rl!b. He also insisted;
.
·. the:appointment wa,s legal, saying·~·
. ,;-- ·'.•?- -~\.:..:._~?;...·;d.~~..f &4 il • ;••.•, .• ·-~ · -~ • ~
•.
By Jack B_rammer
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Cowan :files suit to keep·
Wilkinson off UK· board
By. MICHAEL JENNINGSStaff Writer .,-, , ;

,i ••

_,.

: '

FRANKFORT, Ky. - . Claiming.
that Gov. Wallace Wilkinson violated case law and the public trust by
naming himself to the University of
Kentucky board of trustees, Ken- ;
tucky Attorney General Fr_ed Cowan
filed suit yesterday to block the ap. pointment. . . · - -· • ·' .
·_ Cowan.- also asked.for a restrain- ,
ing order that would prevent Willcinson from taking the oaih or serv- ·
ing as a member of the UK board,
_which holds _its next meeting Dec.
10 - the day Gov.-elect · Jones will
be sworn into office. Special Frank. Jin Circuit Judge Reed Rhorer set a
hearing. ort the matter for 4 p.m. today. .
Wilkinson took the unprecedented step of naming himself to the
board on Monday, having waited
nearly six months to fill a vacancy
created by the June 15 death of former Gov. AB. "Happy'' Chandler.
If allowed to stay on the board,
Wilkinson will serve six years. ..
The governor said Monday he
named himself to the board so that
he could help Kentucky follow up ·
. the revolution in elementary ·and •
secondary · e_ducation . that began
during his.term with reform of high. er education.
·
He referred ·to that topic again
yesterday during a visit to the Bowling Green-Warren County Chamber
of Commerce. He said Cowan's suit
represented "the same establish- ,
· ment. that would like · to , resist
change and ml!intain the status quo
that I fought and .struggled with
when we started changing the de_. .
bate about reforming Kentucky's'
system of ·public education and re•
- structuring our schools."
• Wilkinson . said that when· helearned that Cowan planned to review the appointment, "I guess I
suspected then that he might bring
suit."
·
State Sen. David Karem, the Louisville Democrat who asked Cowan
for a legal opinion on the appoint·
ment earlier this week, said Cowan
- who now will issue no opinion on
the matter - told him about the suit
yesterday.
·
But since he hadn't seeri the suit,
· Karem said he couldn't comment on
it. "It certainly is one way to try to
answer the question," he said.
In an argument filed with the lawsult, Cowan described the·appointment in terins-of narrow self-inter-'
est. He said it poses a dramatic con•_
fli'1 between sound public policy,
and Wtlkinson's desire to extend his
personal irifluence through a last•
minute appointment to an important
post.
·
By allowing an appointive office
to lie vacant and then making a late
self-appointment, a governor could_
in essence extend his or her term of
office, ·cowan said.
"In an age of declining faith in .
government the defendant's maneu-.
ver . . . offends the dignity that_ .
ought to clothe the state's highest

office," •Cowan said iri the argu- · .Kentucky cases it said are relevant:
·.ment, which also was signed by As_.
■ A 1910 ruling that "municipal
.sistant Attorneys General Robert
·and.other bodies of public servants"
Bullock, Ross Carter · and Thomas
may not appoint themselves to ofHellmann.
,.
·
· fices.
.
.··
.
It said courts in Keniucky and■ A 1950 case that voided the ap: ·
elsewhere have underscored that an. - pointment of an !?Ulgoing fiscal
e(ected official• may · not appoint;;
court member as county treasurer.
himself to an office. ''Yet the GoverThe court ·rebuked the judge who
nor of Kentucky has attempted· to·
made the appointment for holding
do exactly that in full defiance of.
the position open for _nearly eight , .
the law's command."
·.
months, then filling it with an of- : .
. As for those arguments, Wilkin-:·
flee-holder
who had been defeated
son said yesterday that while :"I'm·•
for
re-election:
•
.
.. , .
nof prepared to argue the case to-··
11 A 1956 case that struck down- .
day, the Constitution clearly says ·
the Casey ,Fiscal Court's appoint- ·
that 'The governor shall appoint.''··
Irient of one of its own members as .. ·
We researched it, we believe it's. le-·
·county dog warden.
·
gal, we believe it's constitutionally
.
Until
1972,
Kentucky's
governor
correct; _and beyond that we'll just'
served as chairman of the UK
have to wait and see."
·
board; More recently, :state Iegisla- .
If allowed to stand, the appointtors have shown a desire to restrict ·
ment would open the way for future
the governor's appointive power
governors to name themselves to'
over the governing boards of state
multiple positions, or even to all apuniversities.
,
pointive positions, and to hold those
A law enacted last year lengthposts either. during. or after their
ened board terms to six years terms in the governor's office, ,
thus reducing the number of board ,
Cowan said in the argument; If that
seats a single governor may fill. A ·
happens, he said, "the executive office could become a force dominat- · measure requiring the· governor to
ing state government.out ofall pro- . pick each appointee from ·a three:
portion to the duties of the office
name list submitted by a screening
established by law."
.
· ·
panel is considered likely to pass
. If sworn in on Dec. IO, Wilkinson ·.
next year.
_
.
would be out of office only for a .
Rhorer, the judge assigned the ·
matter of hours, since his terin as
case, is one of two Franklin District
governor .ends at midnight Dec. 9,
judges, each of whom .hears 75
Filings in the lawsuit include a•
cases yearly to relieve the two cirstatement by UK law professor . cuit judges of a case overload. Cir:
Carolyn Bratt; a faculty member of.', .. cuit Judge William Graham said the
the board, thaf the Dec. 10 meeting
· case ·assignment is made by drawwill deal with cuts.in the-universiing slips ·9f paper from a box.
ty's 1991-92 budget. Cowan said at a
Wilkinson originally appointed .. . ·
press conference yesterday,_ t~at ·· Rhorer to the district judgeship, but·
Bratr's statement showed the urgen-:·
Rhorer recently was re-elected withe .
cy of preventing Wilkinson- from·
out opposition. - ·· · " _ ' ,;, ;, . ,
taking a board seat; since the meet·, While a · number of UK faculty
ing deals with an important matter.
members said they had not seen the ·
UK President Charles Wethington
lawsuit, they added that they welsaid he was aware of .cowan's accomed· it
.
•
tion but hadn't seen the suit or ariy ·
"I just think it's a very bad idea
of the accompanying pleadings: · for Gov. Wilkinson to have appoint"The university will, of course,·
ed himself to the board, and I think ·
abide by any orders of the court,'' ·
that if (Cowan's lawsuit) keeps that
he said.
.
· from happening, then it would be a
Cowan said he had contacted Al•
good thing,'' said political scientist
torney General-elect Chris Gorman
.
Bruce Williams. "This whole epiabout the lawsuit, ·since the case
sode is really embarrassing and ·
might ·not l:>e resolved when·
damaging to the university." .
Cowan's term ends Jan, 6. Gorman
Information for this story was also spokesman Ed Lynch said yesterday
gathered by staff writers Cynthia ·
that Gorman •would continue the
. Crossley and Richard Wilson.
suit if necessary.
.. .
Cowan. told reporters that, while
no law specifically forbids self-ap: ·.
pointment by the governor, court ·
decisions in many cases involving .
lesser office-holders make the prin,'
.' ciple clear. The principle should ap-'
ply even more strongly. to the state's
highest office-holder;· he' ·said -_L
adding that appointment as .a UK
trustee has·Jong been considered a;
special plum.. · ·
:
. ·.
··
.The written argument cited three

Self-appointed. disaster
Wilkinson boosts.his ego, not refonn on campus

G

ov. W.allace Wilkinson's ·.
stated reason for appointing himself to the
University of Kentucky
Board of Trustees is not without
merit. Higher education today -. in
Kentucky and elsewhere -- some- .
times does place too much emphasis ·on research and too little on .
teaching. Some professors devote
too ni.uch of their time to the former, while leaving too much of the
latter in the hands of graduate
teaching assistants.
That being said, there is still no
justification for Wilkinson's action ..
It is unprecedented and deplorable.
It may also be illegal, which is why
state Attorney General Fred Cowan
has filed suit seeking to block the
appointment. If the state is lucky,
the courts will void Wilkinson's
appointment before it can darriage
the university further.
Nothing in Kentucky's experi- '
ence with Wilkinson makes his
stated commitment to "reforming"
higher education believable. Yes,
the state did reform elementary
and secondary education during.
Wilkinson's term. But the governor
didn't cause these changes; at
·
most, he deserves credit for not
getting in the way as the courts,
legislators and citizens did the
heavy work.
So, Wilkinson's reform inotive
· for appointing himself to the UK

board just .isn't _credible. If anything, this action makes reform
less likely in all but one area.
Public disgust with such a blatant abuse of power may provide
. the extra push needed to enact
legislation diluting the governor's
power to appoint university trustees and regents. That is a much- ·
needed reform, but it has little to
do with shifting the emphasis of ·
Kentucky universities to undergraduate teaching.
In reality, Wilkinson's abuse of
his powers will play intq the hands
of those in academia who prefer
the status quo. As long as he is ori
the UK boa.rd, they will label any ·
questioning of the present situation
as nothing more than· the machinations of an ex-governor trying to
·perpetuate his political power.
This argument will sway many
people, given Wilkinson's only previous venture as governor into the
world of higher education. That led
to the resignation of David Roselle
as president of UK and the naming
of the governor's friend, Charles
Wethington, as president of UK.
One wonders whether Wilkinson thought about what a disservice he was doing to Wethington
before he named himself to UK's
board. Probably not, for there is no
real plan behind this move. It is
merely the final ego trip by a
supreme egotist.

VYilkinson
says regents
'harass'-·
Meredith
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer
BOWLING GREEN; Ky. - Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson told reporters
yesterday that he believes Western
Kentucky University President
Thomas Meredith is being "harassed" by some Western regents.
"I think Tom Meredith is a wonderful university president, and it's
unfortunate, in my vieiv, based on
what I know about it, that some of
the trustees at Western Kentucky
University continue to harass him"
by asking for a review of an audit of
presidential accounts, said Wilkinson, in Bowling Green for a last
round of local announcements.
·in .an interview later, Regent Pat-·
sy Judd of Burkesville denied that
she was trying to harass Meredith
and said of Wilkinson, "It's unfortunate he has that perception."
Judd, the vice chairman of the
board of regents, pushed Monday
for a second, outside audit of some
univers1ty payments made to Meredith's wife, Susan, and for repairs
and improvements to the president's official residence.
Judd said she was trying to respond to complaints she had received about the amount of money
spent on the Merediths' home,
which i,s owned by the universityrelated College Heights Foundation,
' and other financial issues.
·
. "We have the responsibility of receiving and .expending funds for the
maximum benefit of every student,"
. Judd said. "That's the reason for
this."
·
On Monday, Judd said an internal
audit of the payments and other accounts controlled by Meredith had·
left "clouds over the university" because it included allegations of "improper actions and some irregular
activities.,,
.
The regents voted 6-4 to conduct
the second audit, with Regent Stephen Catron of Bowling Green objecting to Judd's characterization of
the internal audit's findings.
Chairman Joe Iracane of Owensboro on Tuesday named Judd and
fellow Regents Fred Travis of Glasgow, Robert Chambless of·Munfordville and Monnie Hankins of Louisville to a committee to handle the
second audit.
· _It is. sc~eduled to meet Tuesday
with auditors from the Bowling
Green firm of Baird, Kurtz & Dobson to tell them what accounts to
review.
Several accounts set up for Meredith will be included, as well as the
university's food services accounts,
. Judd said. Iracane has said several
times that the food services lose too
much money; yesterday Judd repeated that view. .
It remains unclear how much
Meredith will be involved in the re-·
·. view. Iracane_ said Tuesday that
Meredith would "get information as
we get information." but Judd said
last night that she_ hoped Meredith
wouldn't involve himself "because
that__~o_uld jeopardize (the- review's)
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Ex-KSU chief
·takes job with
national group
Associated Press

FRANKFORT - Fonner Kentucky State· University president
John T. Wolfe Jr. is working for the
man who once rallied support for
him, a newspaper reported yester-:
day.
Wolfe is executive director of
· Jesse Jackson's national Rainbow·
Coalition, an administrator at the
agency told The State Journal of
Frankfort..
Wolfe resigned his presidency·:
·under pressure ·Oct. 18. Twelve
days earlier, Jackson led a rally for
Wolfe on the Frankfort campus.
Wolfe declined comment when
the · newspaper • reached him
Wednesday at the Rainbow Coalition's office-in Washington, D.C. He ·
said his whereabouts and future · were "no business of anybody in
Kentucky."
"The people in Kentucky .were
not interested in · the treatment I
received at Kentucky State," Wolfe
said.·
. Wolfe resigned as part of a
settlement with the university's
board of regents. The board
dropped charges of incompetence,
misconduct and neglect of duty,
and Wolfe was kept on the payroll ,
through July as a consultant.
He said at the time· he would
re~~in in Frankfort, lecturing and 1
wnting.
.
. .
,
Wolfe's administration is under
investigation by Franklin County:
Commonwealth's Attorney Morris
Burton and the Kentucky State
Police.
·
·
The regents' attorney, William
E. Johnson of Frankfort; said two of
the charges against Wolfe could
constitute criminal offenses: a · 9.5 ·
percent pay raise Wolfe gave himself, allegedly without board approval, and his alleged splitting of a
state contract to redecorate his offi' cial residence.
.
Wolfe was accused· of having
the work artificially divided into
jobs that each amounted to less
than $10,000, the point ;it which
competitive bids would have .been
required
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Jesse·Jackson hires Wolfe
to run Rainbow Coalition
.

'
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Associated Press

· .T··
with ·the university's board of regents. The
.
board dropped charges · of incompetence,
FRANKFORT, Ky.· - ·Former· Kentucky misconduct and neglect of duty and will
State University President John T. Wolfe Jr.. keep Wolfe on the payroll through July as a
has become executive director of the Rev. consultant.
•
.
Jesse Ja~Ir.5on's national Rainbow Coalition,
He said at the time that he would remain
an adnumstrator at the agency ·told. The in Frankfort, lecturing and writing.
State Journ~ of Frnn!<fort y~sterday.
. . Wolfe's administration is under investiga. Wolfe resigned his presidency under • !ion by Franklin County Commonwealth's ·
pressure on Oct. 18. Twelve days earlier, Attorney Morris Burton and the Kentucky
Jackson had led.a rally for-Wolfe on-.the ,.State.Police. .. .
.....
. ...
Frankfort camp~s.
. , . . ,. •!
·•
The board of ·regents' attorney, William
Wolfe wouldn ~ commentwhen!he news---,E. Johnson..of.Frankfort; said two -of the
f!ap~r reac~ed him at the Rainbow Coa!i- . charges against · Wolfe could constitute
!Ions Wash!ngt~n, D. C., office on Wednes- criminal offenses: a 9.5 percent pay raise
.day.
said ~ whereabouts an~ futur~ Wolfe gave himself, allegedly without board
were ,, no business of anybody m Ken- approval, 31!d his alleged splitting of a state
tu~.ky. .
. .·
•. . .
contract to redecorate his official residence.
Th~ people m Kentucky w~re not mterWolfe is accused of having the work artiested m th~, treatment I received at _Ken- ficially divided into jobs that each amounttucky State,. he said.
.
ed to less than $10,000, the point at which ·
Wolf~ resigned as part of a settlement competitive bids would have been required.
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The scholarship flap

·vM·

HAT'S new about the flicts; for . example, with departBush administration's mental rulings made in 1982 and·
-· ·ty 1983 that said promoting·affirma-.
posi1IOn on mmon
live action with race-exclusive
.
. scholarships . is not the· scholarships was legal under the
policy itself - it bears a striking Civil Rights Act. The policy also
resemblance to one ·that the presi- begs a basic question: If it's somedent made a great show of dis- how illegal, or discriminatory, for
avowing in April. What's ne"'( is a school to fund scholarships for
· that it signals the beginning of an- minorities; how· can it be legal for
· other assault on affirmative-action , colleges to administer them? ·
programs, another- cunn.ing atIn practice, the policy probably
tempt to exploit ==-__,==---c~.,,.,-.,.,---,,,.,.,~,,..-, ·won't deprive

.

~!~ i!f!!~!f&
~:~
:.to:,·<. :',::·,·
)le!Cessary.

1990,'' when a
What- it does,
·federal educa
·
,.
· •
· howe·ver, is
tion official:d;.
redr_ess·past . ·.: ;:.
send
another
nounced the Firdiscrimihation;'~<\\:;;_,;.: signal from the
est a Bowl's
·.•_.,,"''' . ' •., -•·:: ·
· ,.,,,,, J
White. House·
plans to give . _
·
.
. . .
that
it's
no
$100,000 each to the University of· longer necessary - let alone desirLouisville and University of Ala- able - to attempt to redress past
bama to establish minority schol- discrimination. Thus it threaten.s
. arships. He said it violated the Civ- to undermine the special efforts
il Rights Act of 1964.. Colleges being made to open historically
could admin.ister such scholar- white institutions to African
ships if they were financed with Americans.
·private funds earmarked for that
Schools use minority scholarpurpose,_he said, but they couldn't ships to convey the message that
award race-specific scholarships minority.· students are wanted,
themselves unl_ess special circum- which is in direct contrast with ·the
stances exist. After being deluged message minorities have gotten
with criticism, Mr. ·Bush withdrew through most of this country's histhe policy and ordered Lamar Al- tory. Thus they have important
exander, his- new education chief, symbolic value. There are also tan-.
to ponder the matter.
gible benefits. Leaders in higher
· On Dec. 3, 1991, when Mr. Alex- education report that scholarships
· ander just happened to be in Lou0 • targeted · for · minority students
isville, he unveiled a proposal for a . work - they're helping attract mi-.
"new" policy. If there is any sub- nority applicants to historically
stantive difference between it and white campuses. . .
.
the one denounced by the presi- · · William Gray, tlie former Demo-:
dent in April, Mr. Alexander didn't cratic whip who now heads the
make · it clear. Certainly the new United Negro College Fund, put it
policy is . couched in kinder, best. The administration's position
gentler terms, but it brims with the on minority scholarships has "the
same old ·inconsistencies. It con-· stench of Louisiana politics."

"< ._:..

..
The,Dajly Independent Ashla~_d, Kentucky
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, :~, :Bert" T. Combs•:
;. :' Few: hav~:"dorie.: rilo;e for this region ' .-;, .

· :wfiiie th~ death of former
.
.• . . .·..
.
_GQ\',J3erl '.f. Cqifibs has sad; .
dened thousands throughout .
·the · st!!,te, . the. rwws . is particularly painful for the _peo-.
.ple.:of this region. Combs was
the last. eastern Kentuckian- .
to be 'elected governor, and':
no other. governor has . done · ·
more for' the often neglected : ·
and ignored mouta.inous sec,
.. : tion of i{entucky. For tliat · ..
reason, Combs continued· to
be revered by many eastern
Kentuckians -long after. leav.ing the Governor's Mansion.
· As gov:ernor from 1959 to
1963, Combs dramatically _Bert T. combs
improved· access to eastern
Kentucky 'by building the
of ~Appeals and the .U.S. 6th
Bert T. Combs Mountai11 :circuit Court of Appeals. in . ~Parkway and making major Cincinnati. He resigned from
improvements-to U.S. 23 and the federal bench· in 1971 to· ·
other· eastern Kentucky'·_ _make ·an unsuccessful bid for
highways. _He· convinced yot:
governor, losing to .. Wendell
ers to ·approve . a constltu- · Ford in the Democratic pritiona,l ref~rendum for a sales. : . mary.
- · · ·.., ..;.
·. tax to fund a veterans'..bonus - ·· .Combs'.- greatest achieve- :· . and th_en set the tax at. 3 , ment in educatiop ~ perhaps .
cents on.a dollar to help fund
the crowning achievement of
. ·· his_' programs. State support ·. his life -'-'- came kmg after .his •
for: publ_ic schools -drainati-. . . term as governor. He was the .
cally improved dl!,rihg , his ·:·lead attorney for a coalition .:
. · terin, ·and Kentucky began . of 66. ".property. poor'~ school.:
improvements. that would
districts· that file·d .suit""
make· its .state parks the' na:. · ·against the·. state in, Novem-•: .
tion1sfinest. .; ·. :- ,, :·... ,.
ber1985.•:·. ·-: -·, ,.·' · , . . :
:In one bold move· in 1963,·. : ~-. · ~·· ,·, : , · ,. · ·· ·, ·. .-Combs took a giant step to·_, That suit ultimately led to.
'·ward ending decades of racial,. . · the Kentucky Supreme Court
'·discrimination in Kentucky. •. declaring the state's entire .
.In· June· of his final .year in
school system , unconstitu- .
office, Combs signed ah extional and forced the General ·
ecutive order banning racial · Assembly to . enacf. the · 1990. ·
discrimination in .jobs or
Kentucky Education Reform
businesses 'licensed by the·
Act. The result was drasti¢
·· state. 'He also appointed·: the
changes in the state's very
state's· first commission·-on
philosophy of education,
human rights.
student achievement and
T h e • iil o v e • w a s c. o n: . school governance; · plus an.
troversial because many. · •.increase iri school funding._.• .
. tliough:t it intruded on the .. :, 'co~bs:. had his p~liticaL
iJ.Uthority 0 ~ the General.1\s:. . . enemies, most notably-former:.
sembly, "."hich was _th~n m_ : Gov.. A.B'. "Happy'? Chandler. • .
·. extraordmary sess 10n .. aI,1d · But those differences did not· ·
could hav~ ena~ted a 111w.. B~t:
keep the soft-spoken·. Combs" . . ,
Combs said ta~mg. the matter. . from· accomplishing mucli for _.
before ~he ~legislature would
the state. Kentucky, and this
~ave _driven-a wedge between.·. _region -in· particular; has lost .
i!s ·hber:als. a~d _,cons~rvaa vafued friend who ;re-.' ·
hves.
.
•. ··:· _·.•·..
_ · mained a: vital; active force,
. , . Combs. ·also . served as ~ - for'. progress throughout .. his
Judge. on the Ke_ntucky Court .• _long life.
__ . . . , . ,, ·_. · · :
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·Ruiirig--:~011t··Wiikinson~s:r~f
_:i~~~~;;~!Ji~~r~-:
. :. ,,· · .· ' :· ·, · ' .,/; ~-~ ,.·. ·. ·. : ·.· -:: ~ · · ·,·;"-'-,-· ;':<:/
~!s:;~~:
f!~'.•1~genthc:1fi~~~; ~:

:W\.~D,D-P!.Ptm.e.nt~,WQQ•.: .tr; $~~~~~

ori~;~~;S~he court

.'~2W~Y~t~~,lVfQ~~a3tt~~~ •·~~··
By MICHAEL· JENNINGS.Y'/' !_: ': '· .;_. · pointeil out that-Wilkinson has repeatedly.
son both as -an· individual and as
Staff Writer · ,, . ." • 4·: ·· 1 1·::,>;,( .'... .: · ·. • said he intends to make ii difference on,. gove_mor. Cowan told repe>rters yes,f:.; !,<",':}- } :·····the UK'board. · •
. ·_. •.. ,·
terday.that when Gov.-elect Brere. , FRANKFORT, Ky. '. "A court hearing on. • When Wilkinso!\ named himself Monday· ton Jones takes office Tuesday, he
an effort to block Gov. Wallace Wilkin· to'the'six-year board term, hEfsaid,he··did,_ too. will 'become a ·defendant a11d
son's self,appointment.to the University of so because-he .wanted.to help reform highwill have to decide then whether to
Kentucky.board of trustees produced sev- ·er e~ucation in the_ state.
',: · s•· • · .. help Wilkinson, ~tch to CoWlin's
.era! testy ex_changes· bufho r,iling yestet- . Much of the hearing yeste_rday __ dealt
side or take some.,third position.
day.
.
_ .. _ . . ' .
,
with .. whether so-called common law,
Diana Taylor, Jones' chief of
· Special Judge Reed ·_Rhorer, said he which is made by. courts, or the state's
staff, said yesterday that Jones had
wo.uld -study documents in the Franklin constitution and statutes should have a
not yet decided what to do.
Circuit Court · case and would riot an- ·dominant role in. the -·case. Cowan cited
· Cowan als<i said he considers it
noµnce before Monday whether he will is, court rulings in Kentucky and other states · improper· for the governor's _office
· sue the injunction sought by KentucJi:y_At- that he·~Jairils show that pub\ic officials
to pay Wilkinson's costs in the case
torney _General Fred Cowan....-,_ ... ·.- . ' cannot name themselves to office.
· .
A UK board meeting is set for Tuesday.
'!The governor is not exemptfrom.that,"·
after Wilkinson leaves office..Cas- ,
..:. the day after Wtlkiilson leaves the gov- · he said•. "The governor is not above the
sis, a member of the Brown To'dd &
ernor's office - and the university .budget . Jaw." ,. . .. .". , .. . · _. · ,... , · Heyburn law firm, refused to discuts thaf,may be made then are one reason · .. lii fact;. Cowan _said,_· the common-law. _cuss his fee arrangement with Will{- ·
Cowan soughtthe order..
. ..
., ... ,:, ., principle. should_ apply with special force. ins_on: •fu.,:
·•
.
·
But Cowan, who filed suit Thurs~ay to · to' .Wtlkinson beca~, he is the state's
:· 1n a rther wrinkle, Rhorer ..:. a .
block the appointment, said yesterday that . highest officer and because a UK boar_d
district judge assigned to the case to·· ·
no matter what Wilkinson does as, a:UK ·. sea(is.a:coveted appointment.. .
_. ·
·-help the two Franklin Circuit judges ,
trustee, the_ very act of. taking board sea~ •· _ "It's a plum, and Wallace Wilkinson base dea_J with a case· oyerfoad_ - was :
.would_ form _a "ful)damentaJ insult to_ the, .,cho~en_'to;!lick ~~t plum for himself." , • . ~ormerly _a ~eputy rev~n_ue s~retary :
people of thlS state.". . . ; · .. . . _ ·, ... ~. .(;l\SSIS swd that if Kentucky'.s lawmakers , l!I the \Vilkins?n adminis!J'a?on. He ,
Charles Cassis, a.Louisville attorney rep- ..wanted to forbid seW.appointment by the. ·, also was_ apllo~te<! by Wilkinson as_,.
resenting Wilkinson,. said'nothing in Ken- governor,-they·would'have said so in the.· a Franklm district Judge, b4trecent-,
• tucky Jaw.prohibits-a governor from niun- constitution · or statutes..Cowan- poinied . Iy_ was. re-e!ected without opposi- .
· ing himself. to a 'university board. C<iwan's.. out thafthe legislature <!id pass a Jaw end-, ~on\ '. '· ,·: · '. _· · · ·, ·_ '.., : ,1 • • '.
• suit brands the self-appointment bad pub- · ing the governor's automatic meinbership" . Cowan said_ he didn'f ask Rhorer.
·:lie policy, but Cas~is ·said the Jegislattire,' on the,UK board in 1972, and said it did so · to remove himself from the case be. not the ~ourts; must decide.matters pf p4b, . to prevent the '"politicization of higher. cause'"! had no ·reason to believe·
lie policy: · ·
... ". ·- .'
:. . :·"
e<!ucati<in in this state."· , .
'·_"":
: that he is not a fair judge."
. Cassis described c;:owl\ll's opening argu-,
As a UK boarli _ll)einber, . Wilkinson· . Also yesterday, Wilkinson's most
; ment as "nothing but politiciµ sp~ei:h-'.'° could.help decide how to distribute budget ·controversial' political adviser . ap-:
'He kept' returning to tha~ theme until .he .. cuts _that are being made at his request as plauded his self-appointment,. say. provoke<!. oile of _several sharp exchanges . governor. Because state revenues didn't_ ing it constituted ''one more shot at'
. between the two men, wh<i sat ·eye-to;eye , Jive. Up. t~- projections, :Wilkinson asked the establishment of this state." .
·across a table in the courthouse library._ _Oct;, 15 that. the state's higher educat\on
James Carville, a Washingto'n.'
"I re~ent that," Cowan bu_rst out. c;:ass1S .. sys~em absorb_.C\!ts amounting to. 5 percent based political. .consultant who ·
: apolo~ed. .
. .
.
. .
of its appropnal!on.
.
helped to engineer Wilkinson's 1987 .
. · Cassis claimed 1t was already too late to
A !JK student group announced yester- upset victory said the outgoing gov. block Wil~son from naJ?ing himself to · dar that it will protest Wil_kinso1;1's. ~i>- · ernor "has a' role to play" in higher
the board, smce he techmc~Jy becllme a . ·pomtment Tues~ay. The ~oup, Umversity education, "given his record
one
: trustee ".'l'h~n the secretary o~ s\~te 1Ssued·. of Ke,ntucky_Students Agamst Wally, plans_ of the truly outstanding education
. a comlll1Ss1on. But Co~an sw,d 1t s. not tqo to, march fro!ll the_ student _center to. the, governors in the history of · this
!ate to stop t~~ gov~~or
))art, P~tterson Office Tower, wher~ the.trustees. country... During taping of the
. m _board dec1s!ons.. :
·: · "
, . , will meet at 9. a._m: ,. · . " . . _ ..
WLEX-lV program "Your Govern~ Once__t~at ha~pens; he sa1~, Jhe_ world . The students will presen~ petitions to
ment" iri : Lexington, Carville said .
.' changes,. an_d,1t b~c~me_s ~_poss1bl_e t~ _ ,_stu.dent trustee, Scott Crosbie befo_re__ the' with sarcasm that Willtinson has a
·undo any damageWilki'!5°n 1!11ll~t do as ,a . ·; ;: ·;' .__ .: . ·,·,~_..<'·•.-; ' , ' ·• · · •·· 0 .. c!.. "radical idea" about higher educ •. ·
·.boardmember--especiallyif-his.vote1S . •.. _.·· ·•1.a."'--·•
·
., . .
_a .
·the,decidirigoneonanyissue.AndCowan':,:·:''.t', ··•'" _
•!ion - namely, that a _um~ers1ty
, . .. ,
. .
.
. ,.,.. . .. . . . . .....
. ought to actually -:- get this - serve
students." ..
...
Carville welcomed the UK board
move as a final rebuff of "cultural
elites''· he said Wtlkinson has bat:
· tied throughout his administration.
"!'think that any extra pain he can ·
inflict· on the establishment in this ·
state is good,.,. lie said..

.
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Information for this story wa1 ·also.
gathered by stall writer■ Richard
Wilson and Robert T. Garrett.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations...:..
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Bob
Geiger·
Herald-Leader
political writer

Ego, not·· -··
·education,
·motivated-<
..
··..
Wilkii1soh·.:,
. ·_,

, .. :

.

;

Noe, D-Harlan, thinks there's a
seat on the UK board for a person
· like Wilkinson or Chandler.
Noe said Chandler was, and
Wilkinson promises to be, "a populist-type individual who knows
very little ·about higher education."'
· :, · He predicted Wilkinson "will , :
make brash, irrational statements i
about higher education which ·neect,
io be made occasionally." · · .- .. ~

*. •.

. ; _,.

Robert ·se.non, head ofth~; '.\
Prichard Committee for Academic ;Excellence, said Wilkinson's. move·.,,
ivould hurt UK's reputation in. the ;
national academic community, ·· ..-·
· f "The world doesn't notice whei:i'.
the governor appoints some _lamf!-:)
'.brain high roller who.made a big ·,
'contribution. Butthe world does ·_'.
know when the governor appoints .1
himself."
··
·· '

. . "Egotistical,'; said House Edti-, .
cation Chairman Roger Noe.
· "He's just got a huge ego," said
House Speaker Donald Bland--- •
***
ford
.
,.
.
Former Gov. Edward T.
Both men were reacting to Gov.
"Ned" Breathitt will be retiringWallace Wilkinson's decision tofrom his job with Norfolk Southern
appoi(.'t himself to the University of
in Washington in a few months. He
Kentucky Board of Trustees. ·
plans to return to Kentucky.
Wilkinson is the same· guy who
Breathitt said he had not decid,·
had silver 'coins,
ed what he'll do then. But he said
plated in gold,,<
he won't be going to work for a law
minte(i in his : · Political
firm and making any 'money off his
notebook connections with the Jones adminisown image.
If there's any
tration.
doubt about the size of the man
Breathitt is one of the co-sponWilkinson sees in the gubernatorial
sors of a Monday night fund-raiser
mirror, just listen to his own words.
designed to help Jones raise money
: Wilkinson said he needed to
to pay off his $1.7 million campaign
appoint himself to tqe UK board, : . debt from 1987.
because he was the only person who• '. "I will not represent a client .. :
could "wage the war, take the pun: , dealing with the state in any matter ·
ishment and the criticism" that
for gain," Breathitt said.
. .
would come along with r~formh1g
'.• Any business that_ he does in-.·
higher education.
valving the state would deal with
: Why did Wilkinson think he, as. public issues rather than private ·_
just one board member, could re- . , interests; Breathitt said. And he ·
make higher education? ·
·· i vowed that he_wo_uld work for free.
, "One governor totally changed
elementary and secondary educati?n in this state.'.'. 'Yilkinson said o~
himself: . -- ··, · _, · , ·. .
.
: • That might collle as a shock to..
the courts that prompted the re-· ·:·'
forms by ruling the state's entire .
school system unconstitutional and
to the lawmakers who led the call
for more education.money. Then during an interview tele; vised Monday on Kentucky ,Educa-:;
'tional Television,. Wilkinson was'••
asked about Governor-elect Brere,
ton Jones' proposal to take economic development powers away
from the governor.
·
. "That's like replacing the coach
after you won the Super Bowl,"
Wilkinson said.

***

The ghost of A.B. "Happy!'
Chandler lurks on .the UK board.
· The board seat Wilkinson is ,. ..
taking is the one Chandler, Wilkin,,
.son's mentor, left vacant when he.
died earlier this year. :,
' .,
·Btit the irony doesn't end there..
In 1987, as Wilkinson was
about fo take office, House Majority
Leader Greg Stumbo said he '
might propose a bill that would -;,
·make Wilkinson chaimian of UK's·
board of trustees. Governors once
automatically served as head of the
board, and Stumbo wanted to go
back to the old system.
, Stumbo said he got the idea
from Happy Chandler.

***
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Wilkinson doesn't understand the·
maklng of _a great univers-ity-

·

By_Gerald A. Rosenthal

I

view the recent'imnouricement
that Gov. "'.allace_ Wi.lkinsoi:i has_
appointed hunself to the Umvers1ty
of Kentucky Board of Trustees with.
· a sense of trepidation emanating from a
basic concern for. our university.
· ·
· Wilkinson continues to demonstrate
that he lacks a fundamental understand·. ing of what it takes to create and maintain
a university that can justifiably claim to
be. a center ·of academic excellence. He
seeks simplistic answers to complex problems. Worse, he gives little indication that
lie understands that this approacli is of ·
limited ·value in problem resolution.
·An excellent example of his myopic
vision is the recent statement: "There is
nothing wrong with research or publishing, but we can no longer afford for a
substantial percentage of our full-time,
tenured faculty to be involved only in
research and publishing."
Perhaps, I am tempted· to reply, we
should all be grateful that the governor
does not plan to punish us for doing
research and publishing. His statement
that there is nothing wrong with doing
research or publishing demonstrates his
failure to recognize the role of a major
state university in contemporary America.
· Wilkinson· falls to'comprehend that the
stature of a university comes from many
quarters, but none more directly than fr?m
the quality of the intellectual and creative
activities of its faculty and students. He
further exposes his ignorance with an
assertion that a substantial percentage of
·our full-time faculty is not involved in •
teaching. I challenge the governor to substantiate this contention.
·
A young colleague Jn "°111' department__ .
_ holcls a prestigious federal research grant.
. Competition for such awards is so keen
. that many faculty members do ·not even
apply. To prepare a competitive grant,
this person· had to devote every spare
· moment for not less than two - but
typically - four months. All of this effoi:t ·
· is extended·to gain the opportunity for
creative, difficult and demanding work.
This individual recently won a second
. research grant. Given that only one in five
· grant applications are funded, jmagine the
effort required for such ·an achievement.
This gifted person is beginning to return
to the people of Kentucky the enormous ·
investment required to establish a faculty
position.
The University of.Kentucky does not
provide the resources to sustain his research program; if he fails to vindicate the
opportunity that- has been givenhim, his
. .

funding sources will evaporate. Every two
rected at bringing cancer under·control?
or three years throughout their academic
Wilkinson will have little remorse if
careers, faculty members of the University
such individuals are strangled by the kind
of.Kentucky must enter the crucible of fire
of teaching activity that is appropriate to
that is competitive research funding. Such
a community college - not the. flagship
individuals need to be nurtured if they are
university of the state of Kentucky. He
to provide the new knowledge_and in. . needs to acknowledge the preeminent consights that our nation will need if we are
tribution of creative research in the makto maintain a position of world impor- :
ing of a distinguished university and then
tance. •
ask how we can maximize faculty involve,
ment in our teaching programs without
Individual, creative people are responendangering this vital research mission?
sible for the knowledge that generates
It is my hope that as he sits on UK's
critical advances.in technology, science,
Board of Trustees, he will come to view
and human health. The advent of penicilthese .matters with a new and infonned
lin and the age of therapeutic antibiotics ·
outlook
that it .inaugurated have-profoundly
shaped modem medicine. This is but one
of a myriad of advances resulting from
.
university research programs. Would any-·
one advocate compromising the numerous
research programs in our universities di-

Gerald A. ·Rosenthal is a professor of
biological ·sciences and toxicology at the :
University of Kentucky.
-
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A suitable suit

..
E

VltN.. if Walla~-W'llkhlso;

bodies: .If.it's bad for fiscal couit
has a goodchari.ce of get~· 'members to·_name_ :th.~mse,.Ives: to-·
ting his seaVon: the'· l:!ni~ ·: _other. offices; surely it's, even: worse
.
versity of Keiltucky· Boatd·' for· governors•· to do so;, . · ·.· ;· · · , .
of Trustees, his craven ·self,appoint-'
Whatever the outcome, the suit ·
ment should not·-go unchalleng~-- stigmatizes--the-governor's-self:ap-•
A lot of indignant Kentuckians are pointment as disreputable, , or, to ·.
asking: Can.he really: get away with. _use the vernacular; "puts the stink ·
this, leg~?.·To7y: ~ese!\'8. a- ~piy. ·· on it/' "In•an a~ of declining f~:,
To his.,: credit,-..,, ·. ,l ,. ,, .• • •
m government,
Atty. Gen. Fred··.
-;~ It argues; the _ma•
Cowan,· put· .-1hef"
;,_ neuvert•· "offends
question-•'·f<i.', the>
!' the:''dignity· that
courts·,/~'1,icJi,-(_,ou'ghf .t~<clothe
should be·• the fF '
~-- ,the state'S:·liighest
nal · authority' on. .
: : officei.'f , Citizens
whether the law
'.'. should welcome
lets the govern01:
:" _such language
prolong in this
;: from · the , "peoway his career as ·
pie's lawyer."
. a public figure. •
. Moreover, the
In a lawsuit
· governor's move
that also bears
;c to the UK board
the names of four.
•• would set an awassistan ts·, Mr.'
ful precedent. The
Cowan . charges.
credibility of state
that the gover-. ·
goyernment will
nor's latest at. suffer further
tempt. at self-ag, :
.· damage · if every
gra_ndizeme.nt- . ·, _Fred Cowan: a good move:: .· ~.:chief ex-..:
mak:es a mockery,·· ·: .".. .
·
. ,,
. - ecutive grabs the ·
of the public .trust. arid,.is, in any.- chokest plums:, No matter what re- .
. · eyent ruled out· by court 'd~ions.,:· fonil legislators·pJan in the appoint-. .
•· Whetheq1 judge will·buy the I~_,, 111ent process; Mr. Cowan and hls .
gal arguinent·
~0 1 tie''seeiif:' ~ccessor; _Chris ~l'llllin; .. should·I
Unfortunately; ·11q:'Ja,w' specifiqilly :: ·push this stilt. tq.·its oonclusio)l.·_
, :.
proh.ibiis what the governor is try'' : Meanwhile, ·it's : lieerte'ning· to ·
ing to do. And · the Constitution see Mr. Cowan again doing .what ·
leaves his power of appointment he does best-- pleading for good,··
pretty much- unfettered•. : The_ deci-· .. or at least-better, government. He .
sions cited in the suit, however, in- is ending th~ difficult final year of
dicate strong judicial ·:distaste for his term on a strong note, recalling
officeholders' attempts to turn local the high points of his tenure as atgovernmen_ts into self-perpetuating tol'!l-ey: general+"·: ··c••.:·,'., ·.· .. ,.:·

remain$

. .

<· . ·•' .

.

'

~

. .•

.
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More Wilkinson
Governor's self-appointment to UK
board not in best interests of state
The many Kentuckians · the expense of meaningful
who hoped Wallace Wil- research. As the state's rekinsori would quietly return search university,· UK's role
to private life when his term differs from-that·of the other·
expires next week received a state universities; The state
major disappointment Mon- would benefit immensely if'
day when th~ govenor ap- UK ,woilld achieve a nation-·
pointed himself to a six-year . wide reputation as a leading
term on the University of ·• research institution, some-,
Kentucky Board of Trustees. · thing it does ~ot now enjoy.· ·
That move assures that WilWhile Wilkins·on is a close·
kinson's abrasive, confronta- friend and· strong suporter of
tional style will continue to UK President Charles Wethbe a force in· this state for at ington, lie often has angered
least the next six years.
other administrators and
In typical Wilkinson fash- faculty members. If his con- ,
ion, the governor announced frontational style causes
his own appointment with ma.ny faculty members to
words that are sure to incite leave the university and
anger and fear on the UK • hampers efforts to recruit
campus. The governor said leading educators, UK and
he was t)le only person able the state as a whole will be
to "wage the war, take the damaged.
.
punishment and the criti- .
W i 1 kins on' s . s e 1 f.
cism" that will result rrom appointment "has the potenquestioning the way things tial to be a total disaster for
are done at universities.
the university," said profesIn one regard, Wilkinson sor Malcolm Jewell, a longcould play a meaningful role time member of the political
on the UK board. University science faculty and observer
boards do need members who of Kentucky government.
will not simply accept the
If Wilkinson tries to steer
status quo and rubber-stamp the• university away from
the decisions of adminis- meaningful -research, Jewell
trators. They need people predicted serious problems.
who are willing to challenge "If he has the intention of.
traditions and are not afraid trying to turn the university
to take controversia.i' stands. into an undergraduate·,
Wilkinson certainly will do. . teaching c·ollege, the faculty •
that.
will leave in droves," Jewell
But Wilkinson may be said.
more than just a "burr under
. Wilkinson's constant feuds
the saddle" for the UK board. with the General Assembly
Many. of the other UK trus- and· Jones also could have a
tees were appointed by Wil- negative impact on UK's efkinson and have at least a forts to secure the funding it
degree of loyalty to the soon- needs- to become a major
to-be former governor. Wil- · university with a nationwide
kinson and his appointees
reputation.
could form a majority that
We do not question Wilinstitutes major changes in kinson's right to appoint
the role of UK. .
himself to the UK board, and
We agree with Wilkinson the governor's egotism makes
that long-time, tenured pro- -- the move not particularly :
fessors should spend more
surprising. However, we have ,
time in the classroom per- serio.us questions about
forming the primary role of - whether the appointment is ·
the university - that of . '·in the best interests of UK or.
. teaching students. But that higher educat~on in Ken-.
teaching_ must not come at tucky ..

Tne Dail;, :;1ue~-:r •..:-::n~. ,.:.,.jr11ar.d. Kentucky
1

-ficlrthin~\
big at MSU ·
MOREHEAD - Dick Fick is
in hoops heaven.
Fick is the basketball coach
at Morehead State. And he believes he can do what some
others haven't accomplished
at the eastern Kentucky school
- make it a consistent winner.
·
"For me, I died and went _to
heaven because everybody .
talks basketball," the 38-year- ·
old coach said in a recent·interview. "It's Kentµcky and_.,
they love it and that's me.
"Some gµys womd have
trouble adjusting to a smaller
town whereas for me that was
an upgrade because I like the
atmosphere of basketball. I
think that's so important. The
people want a winner and they
deserve.''
Fick loves to walk down the
main downtown street because
the talk is always basketball
with the townsfolk.
·
Fick a native of Joliet, Ill.,
served' six years as an assistant to Coach Tony Barone at
Creighton before accepting the
Morehead State offer on May
23. And before that was an assistant at Valparaiso.
He was neariy steered into
sports writing after graduating from Lewis Universit):'
with a journalism degree m
1975. He was the sports editor
of his college newspaper and
worked at the Joliet Herald
News while a student.
."I was either going to be a
·sports writ~r or basketball
coach,," said Fick, who has
written several basketball articles. "I really enjoy journalism."
But basketball is his pass-ion. And he's positive he can
work wonders at.Morehead
State.
"I don't think there's any
doubt about it," he said. "I felt
when I took the job that, No. 1,
you got an outstanding facility.
to play in at our level. No. 2,
you got an outstanding re- .
cruiting base, and, No. 3, kids .
in Kentucky like to stay ih
.Kentucky. So I think you have
a pretty good chance (recruiting) because there aren't' that
many universities in Kentucky."
_
Fick has Morehead State off
to a·3-1 start this season with
a run-and-gµn offense that has
seen the Eagles average 107.8
points a game. ' - _
: . ..
"We're going to push 1t up,_
said Fick. "The kids love tCJ
play offensive basketbalL I
love to coach it and the fans :
like to watch it."
. .
_But Fick is doing more than:
having his players run up and:
down the court. They're also ,
running around town in seve- ;
ral community endeavors ..

_.....
...;t,.... roav.
:..1c::ernu.·cr
..J••
•
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"[t's my Job to teach them
Fick has started "Operation
everything [ can." he said.
Eagle,'" where his players go
"One thing is to give back to
to schools and talk to students
the community. So many athabout subjects such as drugs
letes are always getting things
and study habits.
- you give them a box of ·
He's also initiated a "Make ·
shoes, you give them sweat
a Difference" program that
pants, you give them warmups
has each player adopted by a
- and then when theY.'re done
grade school classroom. The
and they graduate, they walk
players attend the classrooms
off saying, 'Gimme, gimme,
every two weeks where they
gimme, gimme.'
·
read to the students and par"We all know the world
ticipate in other activities.
doesn't work that way. The
"Our gµys are going out
one thing I've got to be able to
into the community and helpget across, probably more iming your kids," Fick said.
·
portantly than wins and ·
losses, is make ~ure they
MIKE EMBRY is a sportswriter
know to give something
for The Associated Press: · back."
. ,
__ .
- i'iiii" Sunday Independent, Ashl~nd, Ken~uck_y. _December 8, 1991
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Hable's support will help ACC project'_
There's a good chance that .
efforts to secure funding for a
proposed $4.1 million class-._ - .
room building for Ashland
Community College will not
take as long as getting money
for the recently completed $3
million learning resource

H'iible·•s
,· · support for
·

the classroom• . .
• d.
•
bull Ing IS no
'guarantee that.
the 1992 General
ce~:e:in Hable: recently ap-. . . •~ssem bly· will ·' .
pointed cabinet secretary ~Y:. _:;__;_ ,.:.:Jl.PPr:q;ve funds·for-·
Gov.-elect Brereton Jones; . , ·, it..
, . .- , .

gave his support for the pro__ ;.
·
.
.
posed building during Jast
laying capital expenditures is.
week's· dedication of the reone of the. easiest, ways ·to
source center. The support of trim spending.
_•- · . : /·'.
Hable -. whose job is -paten- Even· ·though ACC's ·class-_
· tially the most powerful in . ·room -building has been .
the Jones administration ranked by the· University of
must be •considered· a major
Kentucky Board of Trustees
boost for the building._ . ...
as the number 2 1;1eed in the
Hable, ··an Ashland native
community college ·system:
and an ACC' alumnus,. has
and Hable may be able to wiri;
come to the aid of h~s all!-la ~~ Jones'. suppcirt -for the· build:,
mater in the past. Um"'.ers1ty
irig, legislators have' demon- ·
of Kentucky President. strated. many times in· the:
Charles Wethington credited
past'that they will place their
Hable, who was Gov. Wallace
own priorities on construe'
Wilkinson's ~irs~ budget· dition projects. Too often legisrector, for wmnmg the curlative priorities have been
rent governor's support for
based more on winning the
funding the learni?g. re- · support o{ constituents back
source center. Wethmgton,
home than on actual need.. who at the time was chanceNevertheless ·--there is reallor for the UK community
son to· be opti{iiistic of fundcollege system, said Hable
ing for the building.- The key
convinced Wilkinson of the
now is for local legislators,:
dire need for the center,
government and ciyic lead-·
which opened this fall, and
ers and ACC Advisory Board
had the· governor include
me'mbers - administrators;:
funding- for it iII his first
faculty, alumni and students .
budget.
to join· the UK trustees_ and
Hable's suppo~t fo~ · the Hable fn lobbying Jones and.
classroom bu1ld1ng .. 1s no the General Assembly to in-•
guarant.ee th.at th~ 1992..,Gen- elude funding for a: miicli:j
eral 1sse1,l}bly w~ appro~e.:.:,; needed, building for a rapidly,
funds for· 1t,- particularly m · growing · community college
light of the current state in the 1992-94 biennium budbudget shortfall. With growth get. . . _ - .
in state revenue expected to
It took many. years of
be limited during the next
lobbying to secure funding
biennium, legislative leaders
for . the learning resource
have indicated there will be
center. ACC cannot afford to
little new money
wait· that long for the class_,
.. available
, ,
-

-

-
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Reasons

•·

offered for
freshmeri-'s
.failure-- rate•
By Todd Pack,, :.. ,, . .
Herald-Leader·staft''writer

· ,. , .,.,

·

· Pick the best answe;::, ·
One of every fiv~ ninth grader~·
in the Fayette County school sys--:
. tern is failing at least three classe!l
because:
·..
·
·
A.
They
are
not
paying
atteri:
. .
-'
;. ;
!Ion.
,.. ,
B. Students and teachers. are ;
still getting used . to the switch a
year ago froin junior highs to middle schools. .
C. Middle.schools are·not doing·,
a good· enough job of getting stu- ·
· dents ready for high school.
D.. AWof the above.
The best answer is D, but
· neither educators, parents nor students can explain why.
··
"There isn't one factor you can
point to," said Superintendent Ronald Walton .. "It's a much more
complex issue than that."
Midway through the fall semester, the ·failure· _rate is nearly 20
percent - the same as a year ago,
immediately after the switch. The
state average was 8.2 percent.
The year before the switch to·
middle schools, the freshman failure,
rate was about 10 percent.·
·
Middle. schools cover sixth, seventh anci eighth grades. Junior high
schools cover seventh, eighth and
ninth.
·
,
The school board came up with
measures it thought would solve
the failure problem, such.as handing out report cards more often,
giving counselors more convenient
office hours and urging more stu:
denis to attend after-school
.
.
. -tutorial.
programs.
"That's all they can do," said
Clarence. Salyer, an attendance consultant ·in the state Education Departinent. ·
But after the fi~t· 4 ½-w~k
grading period, 415 freshmen were
failing - 113 of them were ninth
graders w.ho did not get promoted
last year. Only 189 were using the
tutorial programs after school.
·
They have missed an average.of
4.8 days already this semester. · .
·· "If you're not going to show· up .
for school, I can't teach you," said
PTA president Judi Conrad, ·a for-.
· mer teacher. · .
· ··
·
·· "They're not' responding," Walton said. "They'll just sit in class.
They won't hand in assignments.
You can cajole them, you can encourage them, but you can't force·
them to participate.''
Some of them· get no encourage-·
ment. from their parents, Salyer
said.
Walton said he -did not know
whether administrators' remarks ·
about the students' poor performance might in fact discourage thein ..
further.
-

'

\Vh1le ::.urnc :-;tudent,:,; ,tre dis. couraged,. others cannot handle the
responsibilities of high school like
getting to class on time, said Richie
Walsh, a freshman at Henry Clay
High School.
"When you come out of middle·
school, the privileges you get are
more noticeable so you take advantage of them," he said.
"The teachers don't. baby-sit
you as much; they don't remind you ·
of stuff as much" said David Scott, ·
a ninth grader at Tates Creek High _
School.
Teachers assume that · ninth
graders are old enough to listen in ·
class and do their homework, said
Judy 'Johnson, president of the
Fayette County Education Association.
·
"At some point, they have ·to ·
rriature," she• said.
. ., · .
Teachers should change their.
methods so eighth graders will be

ready rur ;:1~n :.-.:::~,1J;_, ]1 nr--.,r ~a1C.
A committee is looking at' -5uch a
plan.
·
·
Junior high students often have
few classes with the· same classmates. Teachers are unlikely to
know students well.
·
In middle schools, grades a,;.e ·
divided into two or more teams. ~
Teams spend the school day with
the same teachers, giving students
more support and encouragement.
"You can maintain a personalization with kids that you just can't
in a regular junior high," said Anne
Lewis, editor of High Strides, a bimonthly magazine on middle·
. schools .published in Washington.
: K~ntucky has 24 junior highs.
and nearly 200 middle schools,
"I think tµis is something we're
going to have to. look at over· a
longer time," Johnson said. "I think
the key is going to be finding out
what triggers that sense of responsibility in students.''
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Wilkinson says WKU regents·
harassing schoors president
Staff, wire reports

. BOWLIN~ GR_EEN -: Go;, Wall/c\ce Wilkinson says Western
Kentucky Umvers1ty President Thomas Meredith is being harassed
. by some regents seeking a review of an internal audit of presidential
accounts.
. ·
·
Wilkinson made the coi.iment to reporters Thursday while in
Bowhng Green for a final round of local announcements.
.
In an interview later, Regent Patsy Judd of Burkesville' who
so~ght th~ review. denied trying to harass Meredith. In respo~se to
W1lkm~n s comment, she said, "It's unfortunate he has that
perception." . · . · .
Judd, vice chairwoman of the regents. pushed Monday for· a
. second, outside audit of university payments made to Meredith's
wife, Susan, and for repairs and improvements to the president's
official residence.
'.
.
,
.,
~udd said ·she was trying to respond to ·complaints she had
r~,v~ about the amolll;t of money spent on .the Merediths' home,
·· wh.1ch 1s owned ~y the umversity-related College Heights Foundation,
and other finanCial issues.
·
. ·
.
The regents voted 6-4 to conduct the second· audit, with Regent
Stephen Catron of Bowling Green objecting to Judd's characterization
of the· internal audit's findings,
LEXINGT,ON HEBALD0 tEADER1:LEXINGTON, KY., SATURDAY. DE.CEMBER 7, 1991,

"Freshmen honorary moving to Western

·

BOWLIN~ GREEN.- Phi Eta Sigma, a ~ational honor society for
freshmen, will move its headquarters irom Auburn University in
· Alabama to the \Vestern Kentucky University campus.
· ,,
Nat10nal President Jack Sagabiel said the transfer will begin Dec.
10 from Auburn, its home for 40 years.
.
· The ~ety honors freshmen· who have eam.;,i at least a· 3.5
grade-pomt average, said· Sagabiel, who will become •secretarytreasurer Jan. 1,
·

---~---LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON. KY., MONDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1991

Dinner to honor Otis A. Singletary
· The Arthritis Foundatio~ Tribute Dinner ·to honor Otis A.'
Singletary for his contributions to Kentucky will be Dec. 19 at the
Radisso!l Plaza Lexington. The late Gov. Bert T. Combs was the.
c~airman of this event }:he award that ·will be presented to
Smgletary has been named m Combs' honor. All proceeds will benefit
the Arthritis Foundation.
·

r
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·: 'tution nor state ~lutes say the gov•.,
. ernor may.appoint himself to posjs<
c.· ·
· • • · • • •
•
said he would continue to press the·
;. - a common-law principle that offi-•'.
. cials may not· appoint. themselves:, ·
case, "The justices have some ques-c
• . sl),ould IIJ!PlY to the case. • . . .,,
. . . ... . ,
..
.
. '...:
tions, obviously. about the·merits.of~
Justice Josepa ~- Lambert said _
that, given the amount. of language
t·.
th~::e~~:~::i:_::::_'~ri~~~s~~1
· _in the.statutes that spells out which
~o~'s cl~ that a l l ~ Willt-,\
sta!~. offices are dee_m~ incompati•
•. , ·_.,,. ,. · .._, .. • ,- .•.. ·.··.
mson· to take a ·board ·seat now.a .
.ble,, the claim ·that ·common law
·.t':.,: .. ·.. .
_coul.d d~age ~-e pub.lic.'.s'right to'.l
should co~e ~t~ play ~•is a _pre~·
trust. th~ m\egnty of public officials•;
weak one.., .. , .... , .•. ;. , · .•
. "·. .. . .
a~d institutions. Rhorer. also agreed,).
:-. Als~
~e~ty
... ,. :.. -~c •··
· · .·
with Cowan, that,· once damaged,:
senate.adopted a ·resolution criticizthat trust could never be- restored, .•,.
. ing Wilkinson's•,· self-appointment
"The nefarious a~s of j\lst a few:
• and his contention that tenured UK
. ~isdirected public officials can.for- •
ever,color with.the broad.brush of, . . professors spend too much tinie do- ·
, mg research· and not enough tinie
Ufl 1 · .
cynicism and . disdain _the' proper·•
teaching. : ·
. , • -~ .
·
: ·· • · ·
··
acts of good and conscientious pub"This
.
unprecedented
,-,:.~ction
By· MICHAEL JENNINGSlie officials," Rhorer wrote: ·
grossly
c~mvents·
expected
beStaff Writer · . .'.
..
As expected; a lawyer for the govhavior
by
those
holding
public
ernor immediately appealed. After a .
trust and would, if not disallowed,
. FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Kentucky Suone-hour hearing, a · *ree-judge.
·-corrupt
the· democratic processes
preme-Court last night upheld Gov, Wallace
panel of the_ state Court of Appeals
and
principles
by which this univerWilkinson's right to follow through on his
ruled· that courts have no right to
sity,
and
indeed
this stater·.pro~
self-appointment to the University of Ken:
issue injunctions in cases involving·
ceeds,"
the
resolution
said.'.- ... ,..
tucky board of trustees by taking his seat.
the appointment ot election of pub.' 'It also ~eaffirmed the . faeulty's . ·
. A final. decision oil whether Wtlkinson .lie officials..: .
_, , .,.;:, . · ·.,
: commitment to outstanding teachacted legally when Jui appointed himself· .; The appellate panel, with Judge.
irig and research, which were called
Dec. 2 must await a full court hearing of the ' ¥thony Wilhoit. presiding,_ said in.
.·"integral 8l\d. inseparable compolawsuit filed last week by_ Attorney General . its opinion that exte1.15ive arguments.
nents of the education of our.underFred Cowan. Yesterday's decision by the
about, the. appointment's, -wisdom:,
. graduate, graduate and professional
· high court; made at the end ofa swift, day-· and popularity were irrelevant.. .;·
.. students;" · The · resolution also
_long ascent of- the,. state's court. system, . ' .. "For better or.'worse, this aiurt' :'
called for. UK· to continue •making
means only that Wtlkinson will lie allowed
to' serve on the board until the case is remay not-consider the wisdom of ex-,.
..}'substantial and lasting public serv- .
. . solved; .
_:
, ·d.· ', · . . -~, ·· ::~d?J:i~~!tt~trded~- · ice contributions, through. research
. : !lctivities, .to the health and welfare .
.. The Supreme Court's_ ec1sion, ISSU on .. right proper_ly· ;,;,;en to. the o·ther
of-the Commonwealth· and its citia 5-1 vote after a one-hour hearing, upheld
.,..
, zens.'!f !_ •\ 1 :i.-_l.; :.:.._.~· ...,JJ.r.. • : .
the state Court of Appeals' order dissolving· ~ranches of gove~ent to. decid!j
an injunction issued early in the day by Spe-· ISS\les based on. fUbli~ ~n~ent,_
.,,- ·It' also" said that UK welcomed
cia! Franklin Circuit Judge Reed Rhorer. . th~ appe~ courts _opU11on_ S8ld. ".
/"infornied ~ticism" of the· school's
:. : Cliief•·Justice· Robert: Stephens-re- ! • Six~f~e state's Supreme Court's·
' fulfillment of its missions of teach' cused himself from·. the case .be- . ,seven Justices then took up the case, .
. ing, research and public service;
· and" called for reforms in the ·way
cause he is a member of the·. UK : · In a one-hour hearing' that con'.. trustees are chosen.
· ·' · ·,
·
board. .
.. .
._,. • •.·
_vened ·)?efore 6 p.m., Cowan was·
Information for this story waa ·also ,.
. · The outcome of Cowan's effort to
heavily grilled on his claim that - ··
gathered by ataff writer Rlcllard;
· block Wtlkinson's unprecedented · since neither the Kentucky ConstiWilson.
·
self-appointmenLto the· UK: board- .
. might make little immediate difference. Wilkinson told reporters yesteraay that ceremonies surrounding
today's inauguration of Gov.-elect
Brereton Jones would prevent him
from attending this morning's
scheduled UK board meeting, where
the trustees are to approve budget
JHeCOURIER-JOURNAL.·TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10: 199f.
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Decision not final
· ·1•·1· full heanng
· •' ·

a·

cuts.

.

.

. Cowan filed- suit Wednesday in
Franklin Circuit Court to block the .
appointment, which he called. con•
. !racy. to sound public policy and to·
common law. Cowan also sought and yesterday obtained· - a lower.· court injunction preventing WIikin. soil from taking a board seat until
: ·the lawsuit can receive a full court'
hearing..
.
.
·
Wilkinson, whose term as gover:··
nor ended at midnight last night,
declined last night to talk to report,
ers immediately after the ruling,
sending word. that he was still
. cleaning out his office, spokesman
Doug Alexander said. · . .
...

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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The case goes back to Frank. lin Circuit Court, where attorneys .
,,wiu:argue whether governors can
._- appoint themselves to either posi,
tions or offices, There was ,no ,
_indication yesterday when · the
case will be heard.
Wilkinson, at a hastily called
news conference last night, said
'
..
·' .,1,
·he· was happy with the ·court's
•decision, the first roadblock-in his
. unprecedented self-appointment.
"Obviously · !'in pleased:' he
, said. "And ·obviously I agree."
•
' ,' 'i: ...·'
' . •· , :~ :) ·.:,\; •
; .. He said earlier it was appro,, pri_ate · for the ,state to continue
Justices rule only on ·injunction, paying. for the. suit because it
not on self-appoiritnient
pow.er
,. '.' involved an- important constitu' '
,,
,,
..tional' issue.
. "Yes, it is indeed appropriate.
By Eric Gr_egory '.
'i. · '·· ·
The same as it is for the' state to
Her:ild-Leader educ::ation. writer: ' _'. pay Howdy Doody's expense over
FRANKFORT -,'., The state. Su~reme a;urt last, here," Wilkinson said, pointing
night decided to let Wal.lace Wilkinson take his selftoward the attorney general's ofappointed seat on the University of Kentucky Board· .:' flee..
·
of Trustees - for now,
• ,·
, . ·'
·
The court did not rule whetlici- Wilkinson had 'the·, . The case worked ,its way
power to appoint, himself to the 20-member · board. ·through the. court system yesterday, beginning when Franklin
,lust ices were orily hearing a plea by Attorney
Circuit Court Judge Reed Rhorer
General Fred ,Cowan for a ,temporary injunctioµ,
at 7:30 a.m. granted a temporary
which would have stopped Wilkinson from becoming
_injunction. ~orer . heard argua trustee until the courts rule otherwise.
·
ments in the case Friday.
.
Also last night, Wilkinson reappointed Lexington
Wilkinson's
attorneys
quickly
businessman Billy Wilcoxson :to a seat with a sixvear tern\ and named Asa L Hord.of Loui_sville to the ·asked· the state Court of Appeals
to overturn that decision. A threeiast .18 months of Wilcoxson's term on the 20judge panel heard arguments at 2
member boan:L ·
,
· ,
'
p.m.
. .
.
..
Hord works 'in the, Louisville office of .the
accounting firm Touche Ross.' He served as treasurer ' · Cowan argued that if Wilkinof Wilkinson's election ·campaign :and· Martha' Wil- _: son took. his seat and .swayed
kinson's failed gubernatorial bid. ·
, votes or decisions, they could not
UK's Board of Trustees meets this morning. But · be reversed if a later court decides
Wilkinson,· whoo,e term· as_· govemor ·.expired., at, that Wilkinson should not have
on· the board in the first
midnight, said yesterday that he ,would skip the.,
.
meeting _to·attend, Gov. BreretonJimes'-,inauguration'; place. . ' . . .
.:. Charles Cassis, . Wilkinson's
ceremomes.
·' 'attorney, said nothing in· state
. Jaws or constitution forbids Wil. kinsciri from 'appointing himself to .
, any university governing boards.
; . Three hours later, the court
-reversed·'.Rhorer's 'decision and
threw out the temporary injunction. In-· the ,.unanimous ruling,

WilkillSOn<
on ·b03rd ::,.

' been

Judge Anthony Wilhoit cited a
"long and well-established rule"
that says injunctions cannot be
. , used to ,.determine questions
about appointments or election of
· ·public officers,
Cowan then asked the Sui ;
preme Court to hear• the case.
Chief Justice Robert Stephens
bowed out since he is a meinber
of the UK board.
The six remaining justices''.
heard th~ arguments about 5:30'
p,m, The ,final 5-1 decision came · ·
about 7:15.p.m. after 30 minutes'
,_of _deliberations. Justice Charles
· Leibson dissented..
, ··;
. The reasoning for denying· :
Cowan's request
be issued ·
today.
• . · . . .
,, ·

will

On campus.
'

'

'

-

•

,<. ·.:
•

1';,

•

. · Meanwhile,, UK's University ' .
Senate overwhelmingly passed a ':,>
resolution yesterday ,calling for ·
Wilkinson's · self-appointment to ,;
be refused 'by the board.• 1• :, • :
. • The resolution (lppeareo to:be,:
one vote short cif-unanimolis dur' ',
· ing the vote by a show of hands;
The resolution calls."Wilkin-'.•
• son's move ''unprecedented action-r
· (which) grossly circumvents ex,."
peeled behavior· by those holding . ·
a public trust and would, if not disallowed, corrupt the democratic processes and principals by
which this University .. ,. pro- ·
ceeds."

,.

, ·

. , ';.

A similar resolution · was·
passed last week by the Student
Government Association.
The senate resolution also re2·,
quested that the selection process· ·
of trustees be reformed.
·
. · UK President Charles Weth. ington addressed the senate but
declined to comment on th_e, Wilkinson proceedings.
.
'

Staff writers Nick Comer and
John· Winn Miller contributed to ·
this report.
· ·

Wilkinson appoints backers on last day
Continued

Martha Broadbent of Lexington,
R. C. Durr of Independence and
Peny County, where there is a va- Curtis C, Green of Lexington.
cancy for district judge. The com■ Three _new members to the Kenmission recommends nominees to • tucky Rural Economic Development
the governor for appointments.
Authority - David F. Broderick, a
Here are other appointments:
Bowling Green attorney; D. C. Trim-·
■ Two new members to the state ble, a Somerset businessman and
C9uncil on Higher Education - Melvin Young of Danville. ReapBarbara N. Parson, of Lexington; pointed were B. J. A.nderson of
and Scott Schilling, of Fort Mitchell. Tompkinsville and Don Mccrosky
Reappointed, were• W. Terry. of Lebanon.
· .
-McBrayer, a· Lexington attorney;,
■ Edwin Paul Lyons, of Salyers>
Wendell Thomas of Louisville. and ville, to the state Fish and Wildlife
Sheridan Martin,. of Drift.
Resources Commission. He replaces
■ Barbara A- Ricke, of Lexington,· Doug Hensley, . of Hazard. David
to the Eastern Kentucky University Godby of Somerser also· was reapBoal'd of Regents. She replace John, pointed to the commission...
Cooper of Lexington.
■ A Douglas Reece, of Lexington,
■ Three members reappointed to to the University of Louisville board
the - state Racing Collln!1ssion - of trustees, a term that ends July I,

1997. Reece replaces Woodford R.
Porter, of Louisville.
II Leonard V. Hardin, a Louisville
banker, to the U of L board of trustees, a term ·that ends July l, 1997.
Hardin replaces George E. Fischer,
of Louisville.
■ Dr. Karen W. Bearden, Louisville, to the U of L board of trustees,
a term that ends June 30, 1994.
■ Michael Rankins, of Lexington,
to the Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance, replacing longtime chairman Wayne Stratton of Shelbyville.
■ Donald Vish, of the law firm of
Brown, Todd & Heyburn, to the
Registry of Election-Finance replacing Henry Jernigan, a Lexington attorney.
lnfarniation for this story was also
gathered by staff writer Tom Loftus.
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Eagles' fans
suddenly wild
for tickets
The fans and students who·follow the Morehead State basketball
team are beside themselves with
excitement over what's in store for
the Eagles during the next 10 days:
, Twice during that time new coach Dick Fick will put his team on .
the bus and head west on Interstate
64 for games in Louisville's Freedom Hall. The Eagles meet Kentucky there on Thursday night and
Louisville a week later.
· The only problem is, Steve Hamilton, Morehead's athletic director,
hasn't been able to fulfill all the
requests for tickets, especially for
the Eagles' first game against UK
since a 71-64 loss to the Wildcats·in
the 1961 NCAA Tournam·ent, the
only game between the schools.
"I've made more enemies in the
last two weeks than I've made in all
the rest of the time I've been here,"
Hamilton said yesterday. "Some
people have gotten so inad that it
almost makes you wish we hadn't
gotten any tickets at alL"
The Eagles got around 1,000
\ickets for the UK game and only ·a
couple hundred for U of L. The reason for the discrepancy is that UK .
allows opponents more tickets when
a game is tci be played on a so-called
"neutral" floor.
-: Next season, when Morehead ,
will play UK in Rupp Arena, the - ·
Eagles will get only about the ·same
number of tickets U of L is giving
them this season. Hamilton doesn't
mind because he's happy to be playing the state's biggest programs.
Besides the tickets, Morehead
will get a financial guarantee from
UK and U of L - something in the
neighborhood of $20,000 from UK
and somewhat less from U of L.
"But we still end up making
more money than we would if we

were getting $20,000 from somebody like, say, Utah," Hamilton
said. "Instead of paying a substantial amount for travel, rooms and
meals, all we have to do here is get
on the. bus and go to Louisville."
Every penny is important to a
school like Morehead, where every
one of the varsity sports loses money. The athletic department is man-,
dated by the board of regents to
cover at least one-third of its deficit
every year. In addition, the athletic
department is prohibited from
spending more than 3.6 percent of
the university's total budget.
For years, Hamilton and othe~
athletic directors at the regional universities have felt kinder toward ·
U of L's basketball program than
UK's because Coach Denny Crum
would schedule them every now and
then, enabling them to make a .little
money and get some reflected glory.
• For example, the U of L-Morehead game on Dec. .19 will be the ·
fourth time the teams have played ,
in the regular season since 1976: .
. But now, thanks to UK Athletics
Director C.M. Newton and Coach
Rick Pitino, the Wildcats also are
helping their little brothers in the
state educational family. This season, for the first time ever, UK is
playing Morehead, Eastern and
Western in the same regular season.
"It used to bum me to see UK
bring in Austin Peay or Akron or
Middle Tennessee when they were
in our conference and we were all
. fighting for dollars," Hamilton said.
"I really appreciate the new attitude.
I'm a UK fan now.
'. So, of course, are most of Moreliead's fans, which has !orig created
a problem for the Eagles. Back in
the 1950s, when Hamilton was playing basketball at Morehead for Coach Bobby Laughlin, Morehead fans'used to attend home games ani:I
·listen to UK on transistor radios.
· But in recent years, with so
many.games involving UK and other top programs available on television, it has become much easier for
Morehead fans and students to stay
home instead of coming to see the
Eagles.
11

A lot of these. same fans, of
course, now are irate that they can't
get tickets to the UK and U of L
games. Hamilton tried to divvy up
the tickets among season-ticket buyers, alumni and students, but the
demand was too big to make e_veryone happy.
"I just hope that our fans come
to see Kentucky and cheer for Morehead," Hamilton said, "but I'm
afraid it might be the other way
~ound."
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WKJJ regents
want audit;
focus is on
Meredith
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY, Staff Writer

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - A special board of
regents committee gave Western Kentucky University's auditing firm a list yesterday of 11
spending areas to investigate and review - and
nearly all of them were expenses incurred by
or for Western President Thomas C. Meredith
and his wife.
The list prompted Regent Stephen Catron of
Bowling Green, who attended the committee's
meeting as a spectator, to accuse some of his
fellow regents of being on a "witch hunt."
The list also renewed anger in Bowling
Green and elsewhere over what civic leaders
perceive as attacks on Meredith. Some community leaders said yesterday that a group that
previously spoke in support of Meredith plans
to meet again in the next few days to discuss
firing another salvo at the regents.
Ray Preston of Henderson said in an interview yesterday that the regents "seem determined to nitpick (Meredith) to death . .. to run
off one of the best presidents Western's ever
had."
Preston, for whom Westem's $10 million student health and activities center will
be named, called Meredith "the deciding factor" in his 1990 decision
to give the university its single largest donation. (The amount is somewhere between $750,000 and
$850,000; Preston has declined to
allow public release of the actual
amount.)
Preston said he thought the ongoing controversy might discourage
other possible donors, "because
why would you want to step in the
middle of this?"
Meanwhile, Meredith, in Frankfort attending inaugural events for
Gov. Brere1on Jones, said that he
hadn't received any information
from the committee and said he
couldn't com111ent on specifics.
" I have not had any conversations
with these board members about
any of these items previously," Meredith said. " It's all being announced
in the press. That's the way I hear
of it."
Meredith also said, "I welcome
any audit of any expenditures."
The regents' request to the accounting firm of Baird, Kurtz &
Dobson, as handled by Regent Robert Chambless of Munfordville,
chairman of the special audit committee, was labelled ''Items to be
audited ... covering the period 830-88 to present" - in other words,
during Meredith's tenure at Western.

13ut Regent Fred Travis of Glas-

gow, a member of the audit committee who said he supports Meredith,
objected repeatedly to that limitation. He said many of the practices
being questioned began several administrations back and that any review by the auditors should cover
those years.
The committee, which Chambless
said received questions from several
other regents, asked for:
■ A list of employees who had
been hired by the university but not
subsequently approved by the regents.
■ A detailed list of "all honorariums, personal-service contracts, stipends, or other funds paid out by
Western Kentucky University on behalf of, or at the direction of, Thoty1as C. Meredith."
■ A review of travel expenses incurred by Meredith and his wife,
Susan, that were either paid directly
by the university or by reimbursement, and a review of their entertainment expenses incurred either
at their official residence or elsewhere off campus.
■ A review of spending on the official residence, including "home
improvements, repairs, janitorial
services, maintenance and all other
work" associated with it.
■ An audit of all, development
funds received and spent by the university.
■ An audit of Western's Physical
Plant Department, including "a list
of man hours and materials used at
the president's home, as well as a
dollar value," to determine whether
some of its expenses in labor and
materials should have been charged
to other university spending accounts.
Baird Kurtz & Dobson partners
Ron Shrewsbury and Spencer
Coates told the committee that an
audit of the physical plant department could be time-consuming and
expensive. They said the firm would
come up with an estimate for the
regents to consider before proceeding with that request.
The committee, referring frequently to a report completed in October by university internal auditor
Warren Irons, also asked the accounting firm to audit "interest
earned on general fund accounts,
and designated and undesignated
private contributions, to determine
if these funds have been properly
accounted for and disbursed in accordance with Board authorizatfon
and state law."
This request stems from Irons'
finding that Western had established during the 1990-91 fiscal year
an account labeled "President's Un-

_ , , ._ _

,....,,. _ _ _ ,

••

J •

restricted Account." It was funded
with some or the interest earned
from money Western had on deposit
in interest-earning accounts. Irons
recommended that the interest be
recorded as income, then "properly
budgeted and spent."
Coates· and Shrewsbury told the
committee they could not interpret
state law, and at best could suggest
that the board of regents seek an
attorney general's opinion, if necessary.
The regents' request called for a '
management letter listing recommendations for correcting any problems, including "any violations of
(a) contracts, (b) university policies,
(c) state law, and .any other exceptions which may not fall in a, b, or
c, but which should be reviewed by
the board of regents."
A few hours after the meeting,
Catron, the Bowling Green regent, :
called the financial review "an embarassment to the university and an
embarassment to the board of regents."
1
' After sirting through that meet-.
ing this morning it is clear to ,me ,
there is nothing more and nothing
less than a witch hunt underway,
clearly directed toward Dr. Thomas
C. Meredith," he said.
1
Calling the•extensive finan.cial re- :
view of Meredith's spending an ef- ·
fort to neutralize Meredith's sup- ,
port, Catron called the committee ,
"nothing more than a (thinly) veiled
attempt to discredit Dr. Meredith
and to attack his family."
:
But board of regents Vice Chairman Patsy Judd of Burkesville: who
asked for the follow-up audit on ,
Dec. 2, repeated her previous comment that she was pursuing the issue because the regents "are trying ,
to spend our dollars so the students .
get the maximum value from Western."
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By Eric Gregory
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Inside, faculty and student
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asking for Wilkinson to step down.
son.,
saying
a
governor
does
not
''T-~ay
·,s a s·ad day 'or
educa1'
h
h
· t h.
lf
uu
a~•e t e power 1O appom imse · 1 tion in the commonwealth of Ken••1 was hopmg
· wa!lace w,·1k·1n : ' tucky and for the University of
son would show up," said- Paul Kentucky particularly," said Caro-,
Sireik, a sophomore. But "he has no lyn Bratt, a faculty trustee and law
lace here " •
1
P ·
.·
1 professor. .
.<A couple of stud~nts carriedlf
"How could we have come tdo
signs protesting Wil~mson's se. · ' such a place that the facu1ty an
ap,oointment. "Who 1s really m· the students of this university are
cha:rge," one read. "No W,:illy," an- constrained to pass resolutions conotmer read.
··
demning the reintrcxluction of poli:Some students held up copies of tics into the educational process?"
the Kentucky Kerne'l the student·
Some remaining students and ,
run .newspaper that-yesterday pub• faculty members briefly stocxl and
1
lisme<l a front-page editorial calling applauded.
f'or Wilkinson's resignation from
the board. .
The board then went into its,
usual business, and the last of the
Outside, university workers onlookers left ·Instructors had class-·
sw,ept away chalk outlines of bcxlies es, and students said they were
on 1the sidewalk. The words "stu- busy studying for next week's final
dei:its," "faculty". and "deans" were exams.
wriitten inside the "bcxlies."

Wallace w·1tkinson's first meeting as an eligible University of
Kentucky trustee went off without
much of a protest yesterday mainly because it went off wit. hout
Wilkinson.
About 100 students and faculty
members turned out for the board
meeting, which Wilkinson skipped
to atterid Brereton Jones' inaugura·
tl·on.
Many seemed to be just curios·
ity seekers, who left when Wilkinson's name was absent from the roll
call. Wilkinson cannot officially become a trustee until he is sworn in.
He plans to attend the Jan. 21
meeting.
Wilkinson appointed himself to
the board last week. The state
Supreme Court ruled Monday night
that he could take his seat, at least
·•The end ,·s near" nearby graffifor now. The attorney general's
ti said. "Thanks, Wally."
·
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FRANKFORT - In Wallace
Wilkinson's final, hour,s._;a;s I
governor, the state Supreme
Court cleared the wayfur him i'
to claim a seat on the Univer-
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State to pay a~orney helping , ~- Cl) ! ..j; 1a.ill~
•
UK board case 1
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governing

ASsociated Press

board

·
It appears the state will foot
the bill even though Wilkinson
will no longer be governor.

FRANKFORT - A Lo ms
· v1·11e
attorney could earn as much as
$35,000 from the state for defending former Gov. Wallace WilkinThe Kentucky Post on Monson's decision to appoint himself
to the University of Kentucky day obtained a copy of the conboard of trustees.
tract, which became effective Dec.
Under a personal service con- 5- the date Cowan filed suit and
tract approved Monday by outgo- the date Wilkinson first contacted
ing Finance Secretary L Rogers Cassis to represent him. The contrac_t runs through June 30, 1992.
Wells, Charles Cassis' law firm Browi1, Tcxld & Heyburn Cassis and any other partner
agreed to represent Wilkinson in in the firm involved in handling
a lawsuit by Attorney General the case will be paid $145 an
Fred Cowan.
hour. Associates in the firm get
Cowan, who leaves.office next $75 an hour.
month, is challenging Wilkinson's
The total bill cannot exceed
right to appoint himself tci UK's $35,000.

.

_

sity of Kentucky's governing I Wilkinson told report_ers be_llJ)_!!r<L. ___ .:. ~--·-~-..:~:.:___
fore goin~ hoID:e _to __Lexifgton. _
Wilkinson, visibly tired af.
The 1]1Junct1on :Vas 1~su~d 1
· · ter a Jong -last· da_y_ "at· the Mond'.'-Y mornin_g m Franklin· 1
.
Capitol. had little to say after Circuit Court at the request of
the court refused to reinstate Attorney General ~__<;:g_wan ..,.
an injunction thaf would have \../\,_three-judge_ Cou.tt_of..A.I!peals t
kept him from· µ,iking !_he__cra!!!..._ panel !lissolved the in.junction
of office as -a trustee. ..
later m the day, which was
- - ·-·-- ·· ·- ·· - u h ld b th Sunreme Court
"Obviously pleased about it. _P_ e . Y e -·-"' .
. '
we obviously agreed with it" on a 5-1 vote.
.
'
Cowan filed suit against
Wilkinson on Thursday,
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week.
. .
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He asked _for_ ai:i miunctwn. up the seat. There was only
to keep _Wilkinson off th e · one dissenting vote on the
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Wilkinson is criticized
by students, faculty
:at UK trustees meeting
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writ~r
LEXINGTON,. Ky. - Although former
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson did not show up
yesterday for his first meeting as a University of Kentucky trustee, he continued to be
the target of criticism by UK faculty and
students.
A large contingent of students packed the
meeting; the Kentucky Kernel, UK's student
newspaper, said in a front-page editorial
that Wilkinson didn't understand UK; and
anti-Wilkinson graffiti were scrawled across
several campus sidewalks,

board that some 2,000 UK students had
signed petitions opposing Wilkinson's aclion.
Betts and Crosbie· read resolutions criticizing the appointment and contended it
has politicized the university. The resolulions sought no board action, and none was
taken. ·
'
''Thank you for the resolutions by the
university senate and the student body, and
we thank you for bringing those to our atUK workers were seeri washing away a tention,'' Chairman Foster Ocl1erman said
chalk-lettered "Welcome to Wally World" after they were read. None Of the other 11
greeting in front of the administration board members at the meeting commented.
building early yesterday.
Wilkinson, who was attending the inau-_
But most of the activity, lirief though it guration of Gov. Brereton Jones, could not
was, came at the board meeting on the 18th be reached for comment.
floor of the Patterson Office Tower, where The state Supreme Court paved the way
faculty and student trustees read anti-Wilk- for Wilkinson to seive on the board Monday
inson resolutions that the faculty ~nd stu-. night, and he could have been sworn in yesdent senates recently passed.
terday:
, Faculty trustee Ray Betts said that WtlFormer Attorney General Fred Cowan
kinson's self-appointment to the UK board filed a lawsuit last Wednesday to block Willast week was "counter to the best interests · kinson's action and initially got a temporary
and high purposes" of the university. Caro- restraining order barring Wilkinson from
lyn Bratt, another faculty trustee, called the seat. But that order was dissolved by a
yesterday "a sad day" for the state and for three-judge Court of Appeals panel Monday
the school.
- an action upheld by the high court.
"How could we have come ,to such a
In .her prepared statement, Bratt, a law
place that the faculty and students of (UK) professor, aimed most of her criticism at
are compelled to pass resolutions in defense comments made by Y{ilkinson when he anof the integrity of the academic process nounced his appointment Dec. 2. Wilkinson
from the uninformed pronouncements of a hinted that he would use his position as
former governor?" Bratt asked.
trustee to provoke reforms in higher educaReferring to Wilkinson's self-appoint- lion. He also contended that UK could "no
ment, she said the combination of politics longer afford for a substantial perceniage of
and education "produces a highly toxic our full-time, tenured faculty to be involved
. mixture which poisons, and never nourishes, the educational process."
Student trustee Scott Crosbie told the

only in research and publishing.!'
That view; Bratt said, suggests
that faculty members' opinions and
activities are "either suspect or unimportant." She said research was
an integral part of UK.
"If this. board participates in, or
even passively allows, wholesale at(acks on the work and integrity of
its faculty, or if this board leaves
unchallenged the blatant reintroduction of politics into this educa. tional institution, you will have imped~d the ~niversity's ability to fulfill its ongomg, legal responsibilities
to provide instruction, conduct research and engage in public service
for the benefit of the commonwealth," she said.
· Bratt, who received standing applause from some 100 faculty members and students at the meeting,
also suggested that the trustees reaffirm their support for the work of
UK professors.
But Ockerman later questioned
the need for that.
"I think ~a! ~e board fully supports the actiVJties of the University
of Kentucky, including research activities," he said. "I don't know that
any reaffirmation is necessacy. we
have our plans and we still support
them."
Ockerman, appointed to the UK
board by Wilkinson in 1989, said he
had not discussed Wilkinson's appointment with the former governor. "If he has something he wants
to pres~nt later on, why then, of
course 1t can be considered " Ockerman said.
'
·
"I don't think that any one member of this board ·can make many
changes without approval of the ·
majority of the board," he added. 1
Ockerman said that he assumed
Wilkinson would attend the trust•
ees' next meeting, Jan. 21, to assume his seat.
Crosbie, the student trustee said
he will send copies of the Shldent
petitions to Wilkinson,
The Kernel editorial questioned
Wilkinson's motives in appointing
himself and charged that he has a
vendetta against UK. "We appeal to
Wilkinson's decency - if he bas
any - to walk away from the board
of 1:11!.~ees," it concluded.
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·.(;9ve)J1or.· st~rt,s·~:: tjglj~~~ill8~. ~

.·...'s'. . ta'·te;"s·,. .b·e.'· · ir..

· ..

·•lieve dilution is"generally a.:good,.•. · .".•.: ,: ·· , ;_:: remedy and thathe believes there is
.. . . . .
-·
..
believe that fonner Gov: Wallace asoJution·thatwouldbothsavejobs
. ·t··FRAN.·
;, '·.·E·LLE·
· ·RS,··· ..
Wtlkinson left the state in financial .and the envirorunent:·The·hea,ring
!?Y.
.
.
jeopardy: · ·
·
_..'
, · . officer, Steve Bolton, said 'that for•·
· Staff Wrjter , .: . ,.. · · · · ·· '
·
Wilkinson recently ·ordered cut•·· the mosr part, testimony indicated
1 .,,.,,.· ·
. backs in most agencies to cope with; there would be no substantial hann
t ·FRANKFORT, Ky: - The fledgling Jones· a. $155 million revenue shortfall, to the enviroruµent. . · . • ·
administration ,put. Frankfort on an .austerity
promising. to leave a,· surplus of_
■ The Jones administration asked
regimen 'yesterday, freezi11if state jobs and · about $40 million, .· .
·
Attorney General Fred Cowan's of.
purchases - but with signific~nt. exceptibns: ·
"I have every confidence that. he · fice to ac!d the, governor as a defen: ·
· Gov. Brereton Jones also named Mary He!•
adequately cut expenditures, but dant in a case that Cowan ·filed
en Miller as his legislative liaiso11 and Jack C.
neither he nor we know what's go-.. against fonnei- Gov.. Wallace Wilk•
Lewis as corrections commissioner. .
'. iilg ·to happen ,in the next six illson after he appointed himself to
:· Miller's job starts today with the convening
months," ·Hable said, ·referring to·. the University of Kentucky board of
of a special session of'.the. General Assembly, the national economic, malaise. "I trustees.
· ·
for redistricting. She was a player in the pasdo11't think any games were being
That doesn't mean Jones ·will .desage of ti)e school-reform law imd has been
played.':
· :
· .
. · fend his predecessor, however.
assistartt director of the Legislative Research
He said that essential ,hires and Mark Guilfoyle, general counsel to·
Commission since 1990: She was also a cabi- . purchases will be made; although it Jones, . said the administration
net secretary and chief executive assistant un•
was not dear what will· be consid- hasn't decided whether to take Wtl•
der fonner Gov, Martha. Layne Collins.·
. ered essential. For the most part, kinson•s· side, but adding Jones'
' ·. Jones announced last week that he was
.th.at will be left to the disc~etion of name is .. a procedural necessity be-combining .ihe justice and corrections cabi- · cabinet secretaries,,IIable.said.
fore he C!lll take a fonnal position.
nets, and Lewis will answer to Justice Secre- ·
He said th~t tlie pu~chas~. • ii Jqnes hosted state legislators ·
tary Billy Wellman. . . · · , .· , .· . freeze does n?t include capital proJ- · and congressmen yesterday, in get•
"- Lewis wor){s for a· private prison .company·. · ects. but that it does cover personal acquainted meetings that included a .
in Louisville and was deputy secretary of i:or•
s~rnce _con~cts. . . .
· . : b:eakfast for. the state's congres• · .
rections under Collins. He was also social
· He also s~d he did not kno~ how . s10nal delegation at the Governor's
services commissioner in the· administration · · many state Job~ would be reviewed Mansion to discuss how state and ·
of Julian Carroll, and in 1982 he was indicted ..: by the cabinet secretaries, and per- federal officials· can better coordi- .
,-. on· a .charge.' of lying to a federal grand jury , sonilel officials said it will be at nate common interests. , · t . . ,
. investigating government . corruption.' The
leas.t 'a day . before they know. How•·. · Republican .·u.s. · Rep. • Harold,
.. charge was disillissed 'in_.1983 because of a... . ever,'it could cover a few: thousand, ·. "Hal" Rogers, 5th District, said that
technical error in the indictment. -Lewis has
and last week members of the Jones 'it was the first breakfast he had at•
· ·· t rune
"" d his . mnocence.
·
··...
· . · ··
iransition ,·team .asked non-merit tended in.the
inansion and that col;
main
.
; : . Jones also said yesterday that he intends in
employees iri some agencies for let• league Larry Hop.kins, who.· - ran
the next few days to name secretaries to head
ters of resignation; which paves the· against ·.Jones . this fall, was also
the human resources, natural .resources, tour- · way for both cuts and hires. Hable there.· The men were· .cordial, and
ism and workforce development cabinets. • . . · said that he would be surprised if Jones even took: pains to show HoP:'.
. But he.. said he's still reviewing candidates
any cabinet secretary doe~n•t coll)e kins the. big Christinas_ tree, ·Rogers
and won't be pushed into· !Daking premature . up. with recQ.mmended cuts but that said.
,
_. ·· ·
choices, "We really are not as close !IS we'd
they have· been given no quot3.l!.
· He also reported that' the new
like to ~e, quite frankly;'' he said.
•
Also yesterday: . · .
' , governor· admitted- he had been up
Kevin Hable, fonner state budget director
■ Jones said the state will riot ini- until 2:30 a.m. after Tuesday's inau•
and secretary of Jones' cabinet, said. the
mediately gQ .along with a hearing. gural ~~ls, .j~~g some ~ut-of• ·
freezes - and a dictum to cabinet secretaries . · officer's recommendation that the town visitors singing at the piano.
to recommend cuts in non-merit and proba- . st~te permi(a controversial pipeline· ,. He said he.was hoarse this morntionary jobs - are merely prudent cost-conthat would empty directly into Lake mg because he sang so loudly.
trol measures.
,
Cumberland. An· environmental Information for this story was also ·
. He insisted that it is too early. to tell whelh;
group has challenged the slate in- galhered _by pollt!cal wrHer Al Cross:
er Jones will have to cut the budget further to
the . . matter, although the pipeHne is
cope with flagging. state revenues - "We
mostly built.
. .
. would be going through this exercise regardAs h!) did in the campaign, Jones •
less,";hii said -.. and that he has p.o reas_ on to
said yesferday that before the state
.
makes a final decision, ·he wants to •
", . _.:, ·
briµg both enyironmentalists, and ...
•union Underwear, tlie· company
that's responsible ·for much of the .
• discharge, to the table to discuss a''·
solution: · . , · , .
·· · ·,
Jon~ has said that_ he doesn'ibe--

· • · -A service of the Office of M~dia Relations-
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Chuck
Culpepper
Herald-leader
sports coluf11nist

··Fick$' route
to Morehead''
'a :·QOOd flick·'
· Dick arid April Fick at'.~ in the ·.
basketball business, which is in
something of a lasting ·sonic boom ..
,in this society. He coaches players,
She. supports them. As of May 23,
he has his first head-coaching job,
at Morehead State, which .plays ·
Kentucky tonight in Louisville: As"
of May 23, she revels in "early
retirement" after 20 years in the ·
title insurance business, pasting together the family prospects while
Dick trained for coaching. Life is
good.
.
. But ihe Ficks don't know what
they1re doing. They're too happy to
figure it out. They haven't led a life;
they've led an American movie
script.
· You expect that at any moment,
someone might holler, Action!
This is a couple that loaded up
the car in .1978 - two young children somewhere among the boxes
- and moved from Illinois to Indi. · ana so that Dick Fick couid have a
coaching job that paid nothing, so
. he could be a graduate assistant at
Valparaiso: For what April Fick
estimates was close to a year; they
took a hiatus from everyday conveniences.'· ·
·
• They ali' stayed in one room ·
because they couidn't heat the en'.
. tire··house. They stored milk, eggs,
cheese and·other perishables in a·
·cooler. "Getting the 50 cents for ice
was tough," Dick said. "That would
have been bad, not bringing the ice
home. That would have been guilt."
That was pressure: .
.
. . "You can laugh about it now,"
:sa_id former Valparaiso Crnich Ken
Rochlitz, who .gave F:ick the job.
"But you didn't then."
·
:
"April," Dick said, is obviously
a. saint.'} .
.,
"There wasn't any question
about it,". April said, "Of course, I
wouldn't do it now. (Pause.) No, I'm
only kidding.".
.
40

'I

The job Dick left in Joliet. Ill..
was one for which a lot of people
would hang upside down from the
Sears Tower. He was the suitably
paid coach of a major high school
program, Joliet West, for just one
year, after one year (1976-77) as
coach of Aurora Central Catholic
High School, a team that caught a
spark in March· and went to the ·
Illinois state championship finals:
"On WGN (television) and every.thing," said the 38-year-old Fick,.;:_,
who was 24 at the time. "I had no
clue."
.. , ·
The one certainty .was that Fick
wanted to get into the college game;
·and. if there was cluelessness there·
was also tirelessness, which· Roch- ,
litz noted right away. ''I didn't
,
think there was ever any doubt that
at some point, he would become a
head coach," said Rochlitz, a juniorcollege aficionado now at North- ·
west College in Powell, Wyo., near
Yellowstone National Park. "It was
j':'st a. !1'atter_ of the right place, the
nght time: Dick can relate to people. He can relate to kids' problems.
He is very understanding. Very demanding, but very understanding. I
think that's why he was a good ·
recruiter."
It became a fast-break joke with
the Ficks, April said, that once Dick
reached the college ranks, his
coaching career had to take him
wherever there was a formidable
opportunity in the title insurance
business, so that she·could work
her way toward this much-deserved
retirement: At Valparaiso, Fick was
a substitute teacher and several
other itinerant things before becoming a full-time assistant.
,,
At Creighton, beginning in
1985, Fick enjoyed six favorable
years working with head coach
Tony Barone, a 'phase that included
two NCAA berths, one NIT berth
·and one job in title insurance for '
April, u11_til last spring.
.
· "Wheri Dr. (C. Nelson) Grote ·
(Morehead S,tate president) and Mi-.
(Keith) Kappes (vice president) and
Mr. (Steve) Hamilton (athletic direc,tor) looked at me and said, 'You're
the man,' well, I thought back (to
Valparaiso). There's no color to that
story. That's live."
·
Cut!
Fick's Eagles are 3-2. They've
done all right but suffered one monstrous blowout at Clemson, losing
114-69. If the bout with Kentucky
tonight reaches similar stages, you
shouldn't worry for Fick, who always remembers that this is a lot
easier than scraping up the 50 cents
.to bring home the ice.
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.Like his team,
Morehead's Fick
is'on the upbeat,,
:By D~VE KOERNER- .. · Staff Writer
..
·- '

..

! MOREHEAD, 'Ky.·_ When' the
· Morehead Optimist Club needed a·
last-minute luncheon speaker . the ·
;other day,.·someone suggested call-·
· ing ·nick Fick, who in just seven
· months as Morehead State University's basketball coach ·probably has.
left most townspeople ·wondering
why his - picture . isn't next to the
word optimist in the dictionary.
Fick, 38, is a boundless and infectious mass ·. of energy and confidence. He, frequently smacks .his
hands together during a conversation, just to make a point. Or he
might spring to his ·feet and spread
his hands like an evangelist and go
into a dynamic spiel _remindful of
basketball analyst Dick Vitale. And
when Fick laughs or smiles, which
is often, his eyes disappear, swallowed .up by his cheeks.
"He never sits down during a
game, which probably helps our
players," Morehead sports information director Ranqy Stacy said. "A
lot of players wonder where to sit
when they come out and don't ever
want to take a coach's seat. But they
don't have to worry about taking his
chair. He never uses it. Never." . ·
And the Morehead players are expected· to match Fick's enthusiasm.
Just ask freshman Mike Helton, a
reserve guard from Ashland who
may lead the nation in being kicked
. out of practices..
,
"I told them from Day One, and I
don't think they understood, that if i
didn't see l00 percent from them in
practice, I'<! kick them out," Fick
said. "I'd tell them to go study or do
something constructive, because 50; ·
60 .percent effort on the basketball
court is not constructive." ·
It was so bad one day that eight
players were banished and Fick was
forced to use team manager and
his son Jeff;· a high school sophomore, in drills.
·
"C~ach Fick flat out doesn't put
up with any nonsense. He wants
. you to go hard all the time, like for
foose balls or take the charge," said
· Helton, who thinks he's been
thrown out of practice five times.
"Or it could be six," he said,. • .
But, Helton added: "There's no ·
. hard feelings. We understand what
he's doing, and we all love him."-...•
Naturally, Morehead's style
play reflects · Fick's personality: a
high-octane offense that is averaging 104.2 points and 40 minutes of
full-court · defensive pressure. The
brand of ball is very similar to what
. coach Rick Pitino has broughfto the ·
University of Kentucky, which plays
the Eagles at 8 o'clock tonight. in ·
Freedom Hall.
.
"But if you think we run this · ·
year, wait till next year," said Fick.
whose team is 3-2 and has beate~
West Virginia State 135-116 and
Thomas More 130:19, "We'll have ·
more firepower then."

a

of"

Among the eight future newcom.ers is swingman Kelly Wells; who·.
transferred from Tulsa shortly after
Fick was hired at Morehead to re"',
place· Tommy Gaither following
seasons as an assistant to Tony Bar- .c
one at Creighton,, .. . .
1
"I· fell in love with him· pretty
much the _day .he came to my ·
home,"· said Wells;
.
Senior forward Brett Roberts, •
Morehead's leading scprer with a •
30.6 average, was so impressed with
Fick that he put a promising base- ·
ball career on hold, Roberts was
drafted by the Minnesota Twins last
June and spent one month with the
club's Elizabethton, Tenn., rookie
team in the Appaiachian League,
compiling a 3-0 record and a 2.25
earned run averaged in 28 innings ..
"I could be playing winter ball
right now, but when I met coach
Fick I really liked him," Roberts
said. "f knew I wanted to stay at
Morehead."
·
Fick, a native of Joliet, Ill., want,
ed to be a major-league relief pitcher and once drove 24 hours to a San
Diego Padres tryout camp in Alexandria, La.
"I didn't hav.e a car at the time,
but.I wanied to play professionally
so much that I bought a car just to
drive to the tryouts," he said. "And
when I didn't make·it, I drove home
· 1 with tears in my eyes."
Fick also had aspired to be a
sportswriter, graduating from Lewis
University in Romeoville, Ill., with a
journalism degree. He was sports
editor of his college newspaper and
worked at the Joliet Herald News
· while a student.

six ·

But Gordie Gillespie, Fick's college coach, impressed Fick that
coaching was a fulfilling profession.
"He told me that he went home
every night feeling that he had
made some _type· of impact that day,
and that's important to me," Fick
said. "I'm hoping I can win and I'm
in this thing for a long time. But if I
don't, I will still have had an impact
with my teaching, and nobody can
take that away from· me."
Fick· said he "'died: and went, to .
heaven" when he landed a job In a
basketball-mad state such as Ken- ·
tucky.
·
.
But he's doing more than running·
his players up and down the court.
They're also. running around town.
in community endeavors as part-of
·Fick's infatuation with teaching..
· One project is called "Operation
Eagle," a program In which players
visit area schools and dlscuss such
issues as drugs and study habits.
Fick also initiated the "Make a Difference"· program, In which each
player adopts an elementary class.
The players visit · the classrooms
about every two weeks and ·read to
the students and participate in other
activities. ·
Fick also organized a project for .. ·
the homeless while at Creighton
that raised more than $20,000 in
three years.
.
"An athlete is always given
things, . but when they get older,
they'll find out that the. world isn't
that way," Fick said. "These pro-.
grams teach the players to give
back something and teaches responsibility,"
Morehead athletics director Steve
Hamilton said Fick's personality is neede~ to rekindle community in- •
t~rest m the program and boost sag, :
gmg attendance.
1
In 1984, when Morehead was 25-6 ,..
.and won its most recent Ohio Valley .
Conference title, home ·attendance .,
averaged nearly 4,500 a game. But it :·
dipped to 2,325 last season as the',
Eagles · struggled to their 'second .•
straight 16-13 record. ·
. ;
•. "We had' a great need ai that time:.:
to reunite a lot of people," Hamilton:'
said of Fick's hirin!f, "We needed ·.,
somebody to get the mterest back in •
basketball."
: _ ·:
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Embattled WKU -leader
.
gets Jones' support
.
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Associated Press
Tuesday· to the university's auditBOWLING GREEN ..:.western: .ing firm. Nearly all ofthe expenses
Kentucky. University President . were incurred by the Merediths .
Thomas. Meredith, who is at' the'· ' . ·: ._ ., ·
...:. · · .
.
center of a growing .controversy, .• ·. Jt n_1cludes an tt~ed hs~ of
received an almost unqualified eri-· , umvers1ty employees· htrC? smce
dorsement yesterday. from Gov.. A~g. 30,)9881 whe!1 ¥ered1th took
Brereton Jones.
".
.
?ffice; a detatled hstmg ?f w~ere
And a university• regent. has mterest earned on.the: umvers!t}".s.
accused some colleagues of being · G~n~ral Fund goes. and _how tt 1s
on a "witch hunt" as auditors used, a hst of ~onoranums B!'d
review expenses incurred· by Mer- · o/her fees authorized by Mere.<I1th
edith and his wife. · . ·
· • -. _· smce Au~st 1988; travel expenses
"At this ·point, I have 100 per- for Mere~1th and his fam!lY smce he
cent confidence in Dr, Meredith,''. took o~ce; and entertamm~nt ex,
Jones said. "! think that he not only penses i_ncurred .bY the president.
is a competent president, I think
Regent Stephen Catron of Bowlhe's way above average,"
ing Green, who attended the comA committee overseeing
au- mittee's meeting .as a spectator,
dit of some WKU accounts submit- accused some of his fellow regents
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He ,also has been.vice president!
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ry professor and department chair ·.
man.~tnce_ 1969, when he]oined th;'.
school's h1story·faculty. · . ·,
;
Hughes, president of theUniver:l
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Northeastern ~entucky bureau ·,· . .. ,
.. · ' MOREHEAD·'--"The president
of Hazard Community CClllege fa_. ·
· among the five top. candidates ,tq,;.
become the 12ih pr~sident opv!ore- •
head State Umversity: .,
. ., . ,
. G: Edward lfu~hes; 41; p~est•., .
dent of the commumty c.ol!ege_ smce,.
.1985, is. the only Kentuckian m the
· · iist of finalists. · · - . . .
,
, ,.
··
Morehead's presidential search,

cdmmittee;, . .: / . ~ ." -.

r~~

-~:Na~~J~r~~ecJ=~~~:~{
prev10us)y . dean ·of academic· and; •
. student 'affairs. at., North Country·.

,
.:•

•.•. :

, ,. Nearly

40 of them· withdrew ~r.

l

· .

Co~ege'. ;t _·,saran~ct
He also has been'.a· division,
chairman at- Mississippi ,Cq4nty:.
Community College, in Blytheville,!
Ark.: · · . · ·.-:
· None <if the finalists was on,
campus yesterd;iy, said Morehead: · ·
spokeswoman Judy· Yancy.·· - · ":
· About ·175 people applied' or'.
were ·nominated to ,:eplai:e . More,'
head's 11th president, C.· Nels9n
Grote, who will retire June 30,
·
·
··
·
·

3 · Grote, .. Morehead's. ·: president • -'

since 1987, announced his· retire-:. ·
:,nei]t)1l!,t sprjng. His successor will :
be named.in March and take office
11
2
, ~ ~~e search ccim~;~ee heard
: report from aconsultarit about his, · :..
interviews with the candidates and· ...

. ;

'

a" .

~ili~fr\~~:~:c:~~}ie,°,btal~~fro~:'
:
The"·regenis have:sch~uled
. closed interviews with the finalists·
'. Jan.' 24 through 21i. at the Marriott · ....
· Resort at Griffin Gate'in Lexingtori.,
_ The'·finalists also·,inight meet·
with faculty a_nd studen!)l at a
forum on ,Morehead's rampus; _Yancy sai~: _-.·. - ··
, .· · ·.

<

* * * .• · ., '. ...

·,

·: · ·

· ·
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dean of the.Col- ' • .
.. '
~:ay
WILSON.
niitte~. ''Wlien'r'icce~t~ ~~
· - : lege of Veterinary Medicine at Okla-'
Staff Writer'., ".. · ~-•,c.: :-:, ..• :1 '.;' •,: 0;:,:. · ': of the (search).ci>mmittee I said at the oul
•
-'homa State University· since 1985.,t
• ·· -· . ,: , ·" t ;,; f' :'"/'"1 . c•t-.,·~·•·'·· "t set that I ·wanted us· ti/identify the be.i
Before that, he·was 'chafrrrian of~ ·
Five educators,' including the president of qualified· president for Morehead State a
the division ·-of agr.icultural- ·,and
the University of Kentucky's Hazard Com-· this time," Martin. a~ded. "I _am confiden
.. urban practice at Virginia Polyte~h-r
: omunity •College, were named finalists yes- that.when the board members complete th!
· 'nic Institute' and State University.
, terday_for th~ presidency of Morehead State . fil!al selection process, we will have that ill
· fro~ 1981.to 1985. He also taught at;.
. University,
· . . · .·
·
dividual among this group." · -~ ·. ·
the University of, Tennessee from
G. Edward Hughes, president' of the two-· · C. Nelson Grofe, who has been More
1977 to 1980,
-'
. year c<illege in Hazard since mid;l985, was head's president since 1987, will retire neii
· • Ronn'ie Davis, 51, dean of t!)e:·
·the onlY. Kentuckian picked·as a finalist by June 30.. : · . · .'· · ·· .
.. .
· University of New Orleans' College:
. Morehead's presideiltil!l search committee.
~e 11!11e-member _sea_rch panel receiv~
of Business. Administration since· ..
He was 'dean of academic and student af. nommations or applications from 177 pea
. > July 1989. ·,· ·
·
. ·.:.
fairs North Countcy Community College pie; 133 of tl)em consent~d to ~e conside~
" •.: Davis ·was dean of the College .
at Saianac Lake, N. Y. befor~ taking the for the presidency, Martin said. . ..
,
• ·,, of Business and Management Stud
Hazard post. .
·
· · ; The_ full b~aro 9f. rege!l,ts has schedul«:«
fies at the University o.f South Ala-.
• ', The other finalists are:
, .'
. mte!"lews. with_the fmalists Jan; 24-26 11
bania from 1983 to 1989 and dean
' ■ Josepb·W. Alexander, 44,'dean·of the.· Lexin!l1<>n .. The ~oard expects to __ nam1
. · of the' Cpllege .of.. ~usiµess and .
·: college of Veterinary Medicine at Oklaho-' .Grote s succ,essor m early March. .
,
•"'·onom·icsat Western WashirigtoiL
ma State University· , , ·, .. ,·-,., - : •." ldoreheads-fuµ board last_month_askec
the search committee to send·.it names of U
: .:.'- ...· · : University :from_198Lto 1983: ,· -:!·
. ;,:. ■ J.. Ronrue DaVIS, ~0, dean of the {!~er•: finalists. But in a statement signed byeighi
-~•, , • Rona!d E'.'glin, 5l, chanc~llo,,:1
:· s1ty ?f. Ne~ Orleans Co_llege ,of Busmess · of the.committee's nine members, the pane
- ·· • . • of the .Uriivers1ty of.:South Caroli-.
.;Admimstration. ·. . ,
.· .
-said that it was sticking J,vith its initial pla!i
· ·' .,na'S Coastal ·Carolina- College· .at;
-: ·'!Rol!ald G. Eaglin, 51, ch~n<=;llor of the · ofsending the .riames of about six ~
· ' Conway·since July_ 1985.
-: 1
Uruv~rs1ty_ of· South Carolinas- Coastal·. dates to the full board.. . .. . . .. . . . .
: . ·:.: From 1974 to 1985, he was.vice:
. 2-: Carolina College at Conway. · ·,· , · · · -· "Our research told ·us that' a lmger ntJin:
, i~hancellor, for arademic. affairs· at;• . ,,; ■ Alan .B, Gould, 53, provo_st,at Marshall ·. ber·ofcandidates would be. unduly cumber··;USC's Spartanburg campus:·~; . : 'i•{ · · .-University in Huntington, W. Va: .. ·, . · soniirfor the board to interview: effectively,
· : ·•Alan 'Gould, 53, senior vice: , ,, · "I thin~ our commi~ee ~as brought forth ,and·would·increase the probability that the
president at Marshall UniverSity'
·,.,five candidates who will· give our full board best of the candidates would withdraw.from
since1_988:-..·.·:, :' :,.~, , .,''· ., •::,,
,.,(of_re!lentsf) some dis~ct'ch,oices, and the_ the search," the statement said.
..
.
_.maJonty o our cortnruttee ,ee1s that· any · . ltalso said that panel members had care,
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· . ,. one of these five would be highly desirable fully reviewed all applicants· and _kept the
.. . . as our·ne"1 president," said Wayne- Martin search process "free of the influence of nar. of Lexington, chairman of the. search ci>m: -row or special interests."··- . ·
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MSU presidency search:
·And then there were 5
By JIM ROBINSON
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

. MOREHEAD - Five college
administrators, including
candid~fes from .Hazard
Community. College and Marshall University, were chosen
Friday as finalists for the
Morehead State University
presidency.
-;· The five are: . .
► Joseph W. Alexander, 44,
dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine at Oklahoma
State University.
. ► J. Ronnie Davis, 50, dean
'of the University of New Or-·
le·ans' College of Business
Administration.

·

► Ronald G. Eaglin, 51, ·
chancellor of the University of
South Carolina's Coastal Carolina College at Conway.
► Alan B. Gould, 53, provost
and a former interim president at Marshall University in
Huntington, W.Va ..
► G. Edward Hughes, 41, · ·
· . president of Hazard Community College.
The names were announced
Friday evening after an arduous 4'1,-hour meeting of the .
nine-member MSU presiden:
tial search committee. The
committee selected the finalists from a pool of nine candidates agreed to at a meeting
last month.
. __ _
• · Wayn·e Martin, chairman of·
the search committee, said he
was pleased with tlie quality
. of the candidates chosen.
"I think they're excellent,''·
· he said. "I ·think there's some
choices, and yet I would be
pleased .if any of them we_re

chosen." "

·

MSU's board of regents will
interview the five ·candidates
Jan. 24-26 in Lexington.
The board is expected to
pick a successor to President
C. Nelson Grote by ·March.
Grote is retiring at the end of .
June.
The four who did not make
it into the. final group of five
were Ryan Amacher, dean of
the College of Commerce and
Industry at Clemson Univer. sity; Raymond Hornback, senior vice president for• The
. Preston Group, a Lexington
public-relations firm; Richard
Manahan, vice ·president for
-administration and development at East Tennessee State
University; and Craig Willis,
president qf .Lock Haven (Pa.)
University. . -.
· .
The nine names were leaked:
to the Louisville CourierJournal and published Friday. '

The leak clearly upset some
of Morgan County, the board
committee members, who·
asked the committee to conwere concerned that making
sider bringing 10 names.
public the names of a pool of
All but one .search comcandidates larger than five or
mittee member - student
six could. prompt some to
regent Tim· Francis ~ signed
withdraw from consideration.
· a two-page response to the
However, several committee
board explaining why it deci- ·
members said they weren't
ded not tci enlarge the short
aware of any candidates who
list.
.
had dropped out.
..
. Martin said that while the
"I don't feel as clean ·as I
five candidates represented
used to," said one committee
the consensus of the com·member, who asked not to be
mittee, opinions were divided
identified. "We were trying
about ju_st what kind of person
our ·very best to keep every- ·
would make· the best president
""for MSU.
thing confidential because we
know thaf that's .how you keep
"We all· agreed that he
good candidates in.''·
should be many things;" MarMartin wouldn't comment
tin said. "But there was no.
on the source of the leak or
way for us all to agree on
whether it was a committee
which area was· most important, fund-raising, or havmember.
"I think that the majority of
ing done research, being a
our committee worked so hard
great speaker or being a great
and conscientiously that to
intellect."
shed any light that would reMartin would. not speculate
flect on the majority would .be
on the possibility that the new
unfortunate," he said.
president would not l)e chosen
The committee rejected a
from the five candidates. He
suggestion ·made by the board
said the finalists were chosen
of regents at a meeting last
from an initial focus group of
month to increase the number
19 picked from an applicant
of candidates the board would
pool
of more than 130.
consider·.
· Originally, the committee
That focus group of 19 was
had agreed it would present
enlarged to 22, and then narfour to seven names to the
rowed to nine, he_ said.
·
.board. But at the suggestion of
new regent Helen Pennington
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2 Kentuckians :amon,g

ij.nalists· for· MSU p~st
9,, irt: c·ontention·

to replace·-. i~!t!~~il~e~~~~~r. dean of
··a· -t -. h"
t.Ires June 30 :. ·the
College of. Veterinary
: .· ro
e,
w
_o
re
Medicine at Oklahoma State .
·
. . ..
.
. University. since 1985. Alex, .'

','· .. MOREHEAD !(AP) - Fi~al· hear a report from a consult_- · and er previously was ·acting
:ists to· ·become '.the. new presi· ant-·about his interviews -with 'chairman arid chairman of the. ·
!· dent b( Morehead:· State Uni·
the re.inaining candidates and _division ·or agricultural and
': versity·
be' chosen from a information obtained· from. urban practice at, Virginia :
pool of· nine_ educators, in-· their .references. . · ;
· Polytechnic Institute and State ·
·eluding two Kentuckians. : ·
The regents ),ave scheduled University and director of the.- :
' Judy.· Yancy, a: school interviews with the finalists at university's· Vetei:inary Medt
:_spokeswoman, said the uni- Lexington's Marriott Resort cai Teaching Hospital ···there ,
versity wanted to· notify the - Jan. 24-26. .
.
. from 1981 ,to 1985. He was a·--... finalists before making their
Candidates being mentioned University of Tennessee fac_- . riames public later today.
as potential finalists included:
ulty member from 1977 to 1980, -~- · .
. Wayne Martin, .the search · ► Raymond Hornback, sen= ·.• ► Ronald Eaglin, chancellor· ,
committee's chairman, said
ior. vice president fo.r _The "of the Univ·ersity of South ·
Thursday. that he did not
Preston Group, a Lexington· Carolina's · Coastal Carolina:
know·Jiow·many.names would .. public- refations firm, since · College at Conway _·since July.
be ·forwarded to the schoors 1988. He was vice president for
1985. From 1974 to i.'985, he was
'·board of _regents for consider- university. relations at ·the vice chancellor for academic··
ation..
University of Kentucky from affairs at USC's Spartanburg
"That will be. up to the
1973 to 1988. For the previous campus.
. .
committee," he said. ·
·
17 years he was both director
_ ► Ryan· Amacher, dean of
-The finalists wili be con- of. public relations ·and later the College bf Commerce and tenders to· replace - C.Nelson
vice president for university • Industry at Cleinson. UniverGrote, the university's 11th ·affairs at Morehead. ·
· sity since 198L _Amacher·
president, who will _retire
► G.Edward Hughes, pr_esipreviously -was a Clemson
June 30.
. .·
dent of UK's Hazard Commu- economics· professor. From
· Grote, Morehead's president- nity College since June 1985.
1975 to 1981, ne was a prbfes·
since 1987, announced his reHe previously was ·dean of sor of economics and departtirement last ·spring. His sueacademic and student. affairs ment chairman at Arizona
cessor is expected to be named - at North Country Ccimmtmity . State University.
-- . " . .
by early March and assume
College _at Saranac Lake, N.Y.
► Ronnie Davis, dean of the
the.presidency July 1.
He also has been a division, University of New Orleans'.
Martin 'said the search
chairman at Mississippi ; College of Business Adminis-·
committee.· was expected to
County Community College,··' tration since July 1989. Davis
was dean of the College of
Business and Management
Studies at the University of
South Alabama from 1983 _to
1989 and dean of the College of · .
Business and Econ·omics at
Western Washington Univer· ·
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. SUNDAY. DECEMBER 15, 1991'
sity from 1981 to 1983.
.
► Alan Gould, senior vice ..
president at Marshall Univer- ·
sity since 1988, · He also has
been ·vice president for ac- .
.ademic affairs, dean qf the
Associated Press
College of Liberal Arts and a
. history professor and departMOREHEAD, Ky. - More than
400· undergraduate and graduate
ment chairman since 1969,
stu~ents received degrees during
when he joined the school's
Morehead State University's winter
history faculty.
·
commericemenf ceremony yester► Richard Manahan, vice
day.
president for administration '
University President C. Nelson
and developineht at East
Grote told graduates they have an
Tennessee State University
important role, to reach beyond
and previously vice president
themselves and help others.
for finance and administration
"! know you are prepared for a·
there: He has also been vice
· career, but you must also be prepresident for business affairs
pared for life," he said. "When you
at Radford University. _
are asked to share in a leadership
. ► Craig• Willis, president of.
· role in. your community, · get. inLock Haven (Pa.). University ·
volved.'.' -.
. since 1982. From 1974 to 1982,.
The graduates included the .first
he Was .vice president and ac•
two from the university's associate'sademii: dean· at Concord
program-in respiratory therapy.
(W.Va.) College. Previously, he · ·
was a dean at Wright State ·
University in Ohio.

will

·.More than 400 get
degrees at Morehead -
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Coach Fick is sr:u U-\.ldl tci
get some notice in his
c_ommunity. More sho11·ings
lt~e the one Thursday night
will earn Coach Fick's team .
respect quicker than anything.
But Coach Fick is realistic,
too. He knows Coach Rick's
team will always be No. 1 for
most of Kentucky. But he has
this dream about a small·
kingdom 60 miles east of
where Coach Rick reigns.
· Coach Fick thinks ·this state
is big enough for at least two
· good basketball programs.
Maybe even more. Who's to
say he's wrong? ·

own.

b~fu~h:g~~~d:~i~e~~~b~!~~ut
■
Why, Coach Rick even was·
O
IC
the subject of an article in GQ:
Now there's a place you prob•'
ably won't find Coach Fick,
LOUISVILLE - This is a · ·
who drop-kicked his suit coat
tale of a coach named Rick
less th an two minutes into
Thursday's game. That's· --·-· ··
.and another named Fick.
something Coach Rick would ,
Rick coaches college basnever do.
·
ketball at Kentucky and Fick
But that's OK, because .
,MARK MAYNARD is sports
coaches)n Kentucky. There's ·
Coach Fick has his own style .
editor of The Daily • .
a·big difference here, don't
h'
fl .
•
·independent.
you know.
.
1s own air.
. "· .. . ·
,.
First there's Rick. He's ad-·
Th_e Daily 1ndepe nd ent, Ashland; Kentucky ·:Friday, December 13 1991
ored by thousands and plays
J!fffttMARltfMA¥tffiltbWi The man was constant mo: "I' ,
·
1
his games in front of 24,000
' ···-' '
.• '
•. ,, . tion, ever energizi1:g his
· us/;i~k~!fJ.
crazies dressed in Blue and
■
players, ever work!n~ the.ref- to do that, that's big. Next . ·
White. They scream for Rick's ., IC
,erees, eve! entertammg the . year it will be in Rupp. That
team and feel privileged just
:fans. He would have made _a means 24 ,ooo ... oh boy. But it'!
to find a seat in Rick - err gre'.1,t.Eyer-ready commercial. a huge plus for us."
Rupp Arena.
, Fick is wonderful for.
Morehead which has al. Even after the game, the.
LOUISVILLE - Morehead . Morehead State. H~'s making ready played Clemson, still
fans hang on Coach Rick's
State Coach Dick Fick says _,basket~all fun agam. Too
has Louisville and Oklahoma
every word. Crowds of 10,000
basketball is all about being manf times, we lose the ento play this month. Then
have been known to listen to
tough.
·
terta11;,ment value of college . , comes the Ohio Valley ConCoach Rick talk about what
Physically tough. Mentally athletics. That won't happen ~·
h d
they just saw.
tough. Just plain tough.
'with Fick around.
erence sc e u1e.
.
th e Eagles will
's
Coach
F:1'ck,
"We
have
some
toughness"
·
After
hi
rt·
f
th
The
key
for
Then there
. . .,
,
, .
s po 10n
e
be to remember Kentucky an,
whose team is just one hour to sa,d Fick. Th'.1,t s ~hy we
P?Stgai_ne press c_ont:erenc~,
remember what it took to 1
the east of Coach Rick's. But,
have so~e crymg m the lock- ·Fick flipped at his tie askmg - the Wildcats so close
Pa
in these parts, 60 miles can
erroom right now."
reporters if they had noticed ·
mean a big difference when it
Fick's players are obviously :it. .
.
.
Tha~ s_ame kind of intensitJ
comes to hoops. Even in
catching on to all this tough F "Did you see the tie? It's not and will to win could make
Coach Fick's own kingdom, he talk.
·
like Coach Pitino's but I
Fick an overnight sensation..
isn't as well known as Coach
Just ask Kentucky Coach •thought it was a d~cent tie.•. ·. "If my team is not better at
Rick.··
·
Rick Pitino, whose Wildcats ·Italians don't make clothes big the end of the year than the
Coach Fick's. teams will play had a tough time beating .
enough for me." ·
. : . beginning, I'm not doing a
before 2,400 on a good night.
l\'lore~ead 101-84 Thursday
' Before the game, he carried very good job," he said.
Sometimes they' scream, most mght m Freedom Hall.
on with fans and the folks on
Morehead didn't embarass
of the time they don't. And
"In the three years I've been press row. You can't help but itself against Kentucky. Quite
sometimes, if Coach Rick's · ,. coach at Kentucky, I haven't like this Mike Ditka lookalike, the opposite in fact anci it
team is playing, they might
seen a team to\lgher than.
who .was flipping though a
should do a lot for what's to
1
not show up at all. Coach Fick Morehead," he said. "I know - copy of Cats' Pause - a : ·
come in January or February
would like _to just once have
they're going to be tough in. weekly publication about UK
"Anybody' in Morehead
about half of Coach Rick's
the OVC if they play that
sports - less than 30 minutes who's not proud didn't watch
postgame lisiening audience .· hard.::
before tipoff.
this basketball game," Fick
watch his team play bas- _
Enough of tough.
"I have to drive all the way said. "Toughness and effort.
ketball; ·. 1 , . . · ,•
d'dMo rehead:s players really ·to Lexington to get this ·
That's what it takes."
1. .P1ay their hearts out
. The philosophies of Rick
thing," he said. "They don't '
Tough talk from a tough
and Fick are nearly identical. agamst the wµdcats ?nlY to . deliver it to the 'Head yet." · . coach.
They are both offensive- ·
lose for the third straight
The Eagles and Fick ear- 1
·.
minded defensive coaches.
time. But even in losing, a
ned respect f;om Pitin~. "Un• - - - - - - - - - - . And they are both fun to
sense of confidence was born. fortunately, I never had the
MARK MAYNARD is ·sports
watch on the sidelines, where
The Eagles came into the 1opportunity to meet Coach
editor of The Daily
some of the best action took .game a prohibitive underdog. Fick," he said. "It's exciting Independent..
place Thursday night in
I mean, let's face it, did any- having him in this state.
Freedom Hall. .
one out there expect them to Everybody in the state plays
That's where Coach Rick
come within 25 points of
exciting basketball. That's ·
and Coach Fick met for the
nmth-ranked Kentucky?
why it's great playing these·
first time. Coach Rick's team ·. Morehead was nev~r down in-state games."
·
came away with a 101-84 vie· more than 19 points and
Pitino has made a lot of ·_
tory and a healthy respect for closed to within 89-82 with
friends in places like RichCoach Fick's team.
three minut~s r~maining. A 3· mond, Bowling Green and
_ "I like Morehead's team"
pomter by Richie Farmer
Morehead. The in•state
said Coach Rick. "I like their . triggered a 12-2 final surge.
schools, once tahoo on UK 's · .
. toughness." .
·
l,· '.'.F~;ffier's 3 was hu~e,'.' Fick schedule, have been welcomed
· Coach Fick likes Coach
. said. Boy, th ey can hit yo~. so. by Pitino.
'.
;
_
·
Rick's team, too, although he many ways, S? m;my Wa}'.S,
'_ "Our goaj tonight was·to ·.,
probably wouldn't want to·
' ~orehe~d di~n t c_ome mto. Imatch their enthusiasm," -- '
play them every night. .
this meetmg with Big Brother; Pitino said.
.
Coach 'jifck knows all about holdi~g any th mg back. They
UK obviously has an easier
Coach Rick's background, •· _promi~ed to run and gun_ with t~me .getting ready for an Inwhere he has been ·a hero in • the Wildca!s. They· promised d1ana than a Morehead State.
other kingdoms, "I still ad- · ,to_ make .th1 s a th ree-~or-all
But playing Morehead, or any
mire his Providence team,"
wi th the1r free-wheelmg of. other in,state.school, is cerCoach Fick says. "Anything fense.
.
.
·tainly more entertaining than
. he says about our team is
~ And wh~e Morehead came the Southwest Texas States of
great for us."
.
·:to play, F1_ck cam~ to coach. the world.
That's because Cciach Rick · He drop-kicked his coat less
Pitino .said Morehead was
is already a Kentucky legend. _: th an t";;o n_iin~tes into the
already mi next year's schedIn just three years he has won game. I d1dn t mean to drop- ule. .
. . .
'
kick it," he said. "I don't have
that many."

f R. k
Ta Ie .ck
and Fl

~r,i~~~I~{~

f

k tough
customer

°

0

ar1ng ·t achers ~
in them a n undeniable enthusias m for learning. This
was only one of the many
I was ready to enter the world
hopes and aspirations that I
of the career professionals.
When I walked into that
took with me on my first day
Never
again
would
I
be
a
l'la-;sroom for the first time, I
as a student teacher.
l owly student. Never again
\\'.lS sure of my intentions.
Student teacher? The very
would
I
have
to
be
cruellv
Th::it was the classroom which
first thought that I ascertained
subjected
to
the
day-to-day
I would fill with my youthful
regarding my new title was
torture of having my every
l'Jll'rgy and vision. I would
that it was a ridiculous joke action,
every
thought,
and
d0rora te it with colorful, yet
an oxymoron created by morevery opinion scrutinized acPdtll'ational posters, inspiring
ons at the college. How could I
cording
to
the
conviction
of
words of wisdom, and works
be both a stud e nt a nd a
another
person
whose
selfof artistic expression. That
teacher at the same time and
proclaimed occupation was to
would be the classroom where
devote
myself to both with
act as my warden in that forI could methodically practice
equal enthusiasm? After all ,
lorn,
unhuman
prison
that
r
l hose procedures and tactics
these are two parallel roads on
had once called a classroom.
for which my years of college
the byways of education.
Perhaps
it
was
this
dismal
preparation and training had
I became convinced that my
memory of my own educala id the foundation.
road
would be that of the
tional surroundings that inMy naive mind assured my
teacher with onl y a few short
spired
me
to
take
on
the
difdoubtful spirit that ---1 was
rest stops along the way to be
ficult task of educating others
ready for the new ct ar1enge
.
a
student - especially if I
in the hope that I could instill
that I was about to un Ccnrtake.
happened
to get lost or side•
.::,
tracked duriT)g the course of
Q.
~ Ashland, Kentucky December 15. 1991
my advent ure. Little did I
know then. that my conviction
1
about be ing a student teacher
would be drastically altered
on my very first day as a student teacher. For the first time
in my life. I was a bout to experience the joy of being a
s tudent. and l owe it all to
those yo ungsters who I
thought would be my students.
The notion of being respons ible for the education of 140
students never fully sunk in
until 1 actually began to work
with each of them. From Day
One I was bombarded with
questions and problems that
my college classes never
pre:-'ared me to handle.

By R HONDA M.

BELLAMY
F oR THE DAILY I NDEPENDENT
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"Ms. Bellamy! I had to go to
the hospita l last night because
my mother had an operation.
What do you think will happen to her? Will she be O.K.?"
"Ms. Bellamy, why is it that
I can't seem to find my

homework when I need it?'"
"Ms. Bellamy, I got IT! You
know! My period. What do I
do now?"
Now hold on just a bloomin'
minute here! Nowhere in my
college classes did anyone say
I had to answer questions like
these. These are tough! I
thought I was only responsible
for their education and would
only deal with teaching English , assigning homework, and
averaging grades. All that
easy stum
All of a sudden I found
myself in unfamiliar territory.
Not only was I their teacher,
but also their surrogate parent, their big sister, and their
patient. listening friend. I kept
wondering how I was going to
keep all of these dilTerent roles
and not manage to tack on any
more.
I came to the conclusion
that I had done a fairly good
job of managing all of my new
roles until the day that I had
to leave all of my classes behind for only one day. My
mind was tortured by nagging
question that entire day.
"How was this one handling
the death in her fam ily?''
" Would 7th period still want
to share their journals without
me there?''
"Would 'so and so' stop
talking for one day and I
wouldn't be there to see it?"
That was when it hit me!
These kids are teaching me!
The greatest educational experience that I had yet received in all my days was

happening and I didn't know
it. I was learning to feel and
care without any r eal reason
or probable cause.
Each day r had the special
privilege to be taught 140 separate lessons by 140 skilled.
patient, and caring teachers.
One lesson was received for
each unique. interesting individual that I had the pleasure to come into contact with
each day of the week. Simply
trying to figure out the diverse personality of each student was the challenge that
kept me interested in my newfound education and made me
anxious to come back for
more each day of the week. It
was like trying to piece together 140 different, expertlevel. jigsaw puzzles - very
confusing and very timeconsuming.
In the beginning of my experience. each student was a
total mystery to me. Gradually, however. each student
began to reveal a new and different piece of his / her persona lity us ing conversations,
writing assignments, body
languages. and daily gifts - a
smile here, a touch there, a
thank you. Soon, my confusion over their dilTerences was
replaced with an unexplain·
able feeling of affection and
love for each of them.
At the same time, I hardl
noticed that one week ha
been accelerated to 12 weeks
in what seemed like overnight. rt was as if I had been

the victim of some magical
spell that had taken away my
sense of time and space. I
could hardly catch my breath
when I realized how fast my
life had been transformed bv
these magical creatures that ·,
had known for such a short
period of time.
1 will leave these wondrous
and enchanted figures in what
will seem like the blinking of
my eye. As I prepare to leave,
my mind again fills with
questions.
" Will they remember me
and all that I have tried to
teach them?"
"Will they continue to show
friendship toward each oth0r
in the years to come. regardless of what life ha nds them?"
"Will they continue to open
up their hearts and magically
touch the lives of perfect
strangers just like me?"
But most of all. will they
ever realize that they have
taught me far more than r
could have ever taught them?
Perhaps the biggest question
of all is one that I must answer. When does my newfound education stop? The
a nswer - for as long as I
carry their memory in my
heart.
I

RHONDA M. BELLAMY is a

)

Morehead State University
senior from Lawrence County,
Kentucky. She currently is
student teaching at George M.
Verity Middle School in
Ashland.
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to come up with an explanation as ing, Thomas said. · Studel)ts did
to its finding that the students were about _$3,500 in damage, most _of it
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Students who took over Ken- · inside the president's office suite as from shattering a door leading to
tucky State Uniyersity's administration building_ in ~c- -· well as inside the president's private_. the student-affairs office.
.tober apparently had help from.one or more uruvers1ty. offices," the report_ said. ' · .. · -..· Another. 12 students h~ve .asked
employees, a committee investigating the takeo".er has · ·. The _exhibit~ show~d: Iha~ Deb- :.tor an all-university court hearing,
concluded.
.
·
o_rah Rice, seruor ad~tnltive as- Thomas said,. That • court, which
. But the pariel failed to determine who the employee
s1stant to the. president, had the hears serious disciplinary charges,
or employees were or exactly how st_udents gained fur- . password and all the needed keys, is composed of three faculty memther entry into offices.
.
·.
.
but that _may. not actually b~ the bers, three staff members and three
case .. Uruve:~1ty_ counsel Regm3!d students.
·
. The committee was appointed to answer those quesThomas, chairman of the comnut-.
.tions . days after the. two-day. takeover, cond~cted b;y
tee, _said in an interview yesterday
The report also presented some
about 75 students in support of then-university President John Wolfe. Wolfe later resigned, capping a bitter . . that he believed Rice's. key opened - new- evidence of what students did
battle with former Gov. Louie B. Nunn, chairman of her p_rivate office inside the presi- while they occupied the building.
dent's suite, but not Wolfe's private;: .They used word processors to write
, KSU's regents, ~ho had filed charges against him.
office as the exhibit said.
a brief letter to then-Gov. Wallace
•· ·. Sixteen KSU students may be 'disciplined for their ·
Asked ~hy the report didn't the~ · Wilkinson and an .e~otional letter
·roles in the takeover, officials said yesterday. Four sub-. conclude that only Wolfe had ·the · to KSU students, tellmg them they
milted to administrative hearings, while 12 have re- means to admit the students Thom- had been "shackled" · and "bequested- hearings before an all-un/versity court.
as · said that he would "le;ve that trayed" under "the guise of multiThe four-person committee, headed by the universi- kind of conjecture to the individual cultural diversity."
ty's legal counsel, heard unsworn testimony from 22 - . reade~" o~ t~e report. He_ said the
Students also made many longcomffilttee s Job had been to-present distance· calls, including some to
people, including some students, in its inquiry.
.
.
\
· : The committee's report, released yest~rday, said the fact~ to t_he regents, not draw con: . students at Howard University _
apparently about sit-in tactics, No·
students who entered Hume Hall at I a.m. on Oct. II clusions.
Wolfe,
who
resigned
Oct.
18
and
didn't break in. Students told the committee they en- · now works for the Rev: ·Jesse 'Jack- dollar amount was given.
. · .
.
tered through an _unlocked door..
son's _Rainbow Coalition couldn't
The report also said the mvestigaThe · committee expressed -in- be reached yesterday. H~ was not lion found that 14 file~ were, missing
. credulity at students' 1,1niformly con- .. asked to testify before the commit- after st~dents left,, mcludmg ?ne
· sistent testimony that they didn't . tee; partly because he had already concerrung. t~e ~SU Founda_ti?n,
know· how the door became un- 1 resigned, Thomas said.
the u~ve~1ty s pnvate fund-r'.'ls!ng
locked and that no university em- ,
Four
students
have
~greed
to
adorgaruzatton. ~so alleg~dly ffi!Ssmg
. ployees helped the~ get in.
'
ministrative sanctions, including do- were some offlc_e supphes.
.
.
"It is more likely a door to Hume ing community service and paying
Students questioned by the comHall was intentionally left open for their share toward repairing minor mittee denied taking anything, the
a ·small number of students," the re- damage to the admini;tration build-. · report said.
\· port concluded .. " .. ; All in all, it
does indeed appear that the ~tudents did _receive some help· from LEXINGTON_HERJ\LD'lEADER, LEXINGTON, KY.,SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1991
,, university employees." ..
"In order to clear away any,
But:the panel couldn't determine·
possible contention of racism, it is .
who ·. unlocked the outside door,
-vital .that the public be more fully·
which security officials testified was
informed"
·
~
-·
·
locked the previous evening. Nor.
. The letter was drafted by the
could it determine how stud~t~ot
council's racism commission and its
into the president's office suite _or
executive board. Council executive
his private office inside, or how they
. director. Nancy Jo Kemper said yesacquired the password to ·a word
. '
.
t_erday she did- not know whether
·. processor used by secretaries_ in his
office.
·
·
·
the letter had been· mailed.
· Kemper signed the letter. So did
While it stopped short of saying
. the Rev. Rudolph Smith of LouisWolfe or any other individual had
'
By Paul Prather
helped students conduct the sit-in,
ville, chairman of the racisni comt-:ferald-Leader religion .writer
the report arid exhibits submitted
mission; and the Rev. William
with it indicated that Wolfe - and
Brown of Lexington, president. of
The Kentucky Council of
perhaps no one else - had both all
the Kentucky Council of Churches.
Churches wants the . governor ·to
the needed keys· and the password.
_- As of yesterday, the governor·s .
investigate the resignation of forThe report said Wolfe's secretary . mer Kentucky State University
office had not se_en the letter, said
told the committee he had asked
Bill Griffin, a spokesman for Jones.
president John T. Wolfe Jr.
her for the password the afternoon
Wolfe was president of KSU for
.
The
council
says
racism
might
before the sit-in.
·
15 months.. He resigned the day he
· have caused the university's rewas supposed to answer · nine
"The committee i~- hard-pressed gents to pressure Wolfe into leaving
charges of. misconduct, neglect of
the university Oct. 18.
·
Wolfe· is black. Several regents · duty and immorality brought by
Nunn.
·
: are white, including the chairman,
· · · former Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
Nunn . dropped· . the charges
· "We believe that the public'
against him in return for his resig~
never received the full truth nor
nation, and agreed to pay Wolfe
. was Dr. Wolfe's perspective ori the
$73,228 for being a consultant'until .
· issues ever presented to the public,".
July 31 and $9,000 for· moving ·
. says a letter to Gov. Brereton Jones.
expenses.
. "It seems to us," the letter says,
"from· the resolution which allowed
Dr. Wolfe to continue as a consultant: to the-. university, that the. problems wer~ more of. a personal
or interpersonal nature than a mat-.
ter of Dr. Wolfe's· malfeasance in
office. . . .
·
By PATRICK HO\VINGTON, Btaff Writer

.

c:hurches
·/council calls
for state .
.KSU inquiry

.,12 KSU students face schoor h·eia"rTng'"tor sit-in·,
,

,

,

I

I '
durinii homecoming .w~ekend late share of da~ages to Hume Hall But telephone calls were made from
. Oct. 10, saying they wanted to a total of $3,701 - and complete the office •during the sit-in. And
preserve the mission.of _the histori- ·150 hours of community service. · only three people have keys cally black university. They left
Hearings for the other 12 will be Wolfe, his wife ana police.
'
peacefully two days· later.
next semester. If found guilty, they
The committee called this "parThe takeover aggravated an al- could _be expelled from KSU
. ticularly troubling," and said they ,
ready tense situation between stuBy Eric Gregory
Sandra Bassett, a student lead- are "hard-pressed to come up with
dents and administrators over the er, said former KSU President Ray- an explanation."
Herald-Leader education writer·
,.
tenure of then-President John T. mond Burse· was representing her
• How did students get' the
FRANKFORT - Twelve KenWolfe Jr. The embattled· president and many students. Burse, who password to use a word processor
tucky State University students will
resigned a week later, avoiding resigned from KSU under fire in in Wolfe's office? Wolfe asked his
fare a school hearing next semester
charges of misconduct and neglect · 1989, . could not be reached for secretary for her password the day
for their part in taking over the
of duty. Smith was named president comment.
before the . sit-in, she said. Only
rnllcge's administration building in
last month.
Criminal charges apparently are three other people knew the passOctober.
· Smith appointed the investiga- not a possibility. "We want to keep word.
J\n administrative committee
tive team· soon after the sit-in end- this an all-university matter," said . A student told investigators·
that investigated the sit-in said
ed. -They interviewed 22 people and Reggie Thomas, the school's· attor- that the password was on a sheet of
yesterday that stuaents had inside
'
paper inside the secretary's unhelp. But they do not ·know how canie up with 16 students responsi-. ney.
ble for, the break-in.
Stil( 'several glaring questions opened desk. The report called that
stu<lents got into Hume Hall, or
. The students were given two·· remain.·
explination "deficient."
·
who helped them.
options.
Either be punished riow, or
• How did students gel in the
KSU yesterday released· a report
· Thomas, the school attorney
yesterday on the takeover, and take their case before an "all univer- . building? Students told the commit- who also chaired the investigative
·'
sity
hearing,"
a
court
made
up
of
tee that one of the doors ·was
President Mary L. Smith said she
defended the.report yes· unlocked. But a campus police offi- committee,
was not pleased with the outcome. faculty, staff and students.
terday.
-,,.
"I think there are , a lot of
Four students chose ihe imme- cer said the doors were locked.
' "This r~port was about fact
Investigators could not deterqttcstions that remain.unanswered," diate punishment. They were
finding,"
he said, "not conjecture."
mine
who
let
the
students
in.
Eight
she said. "Though we may conjec- placed on social probation for six
ture about what happened, we don't weeks, during which time they people had keys, from security staff
"I think we did find out what
actually have the evidence to an- · could not take part in any extracur- members to Wolfe.
happened, as best as we could.
swcr the questions that I had and ricular activity or hold an elected
• How did students get . in There was just never any testimony
still have."
office.
Wolfe's' locked office? The doors or documentation that would anStudents look over Hume .Hall
They also must. pay for their were locked by Wolfe's secretary. swer those questions."

Report released;
Smith not pleased
with lack of answers
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UK mak,es job pitch
for. student athletes
11· is the first time the athletics
· department has mailed such a booklet, Bradley said. Other departments :
Need a marketing consultant for·
at UK, including the business and
your busines;s? Who better to run
home economics colleges, have doI]e
with an idea than Sonny Collins?
. similar mailings on behalf of stu- ·
. Your agency need· a social
dents, said Lawrence Crouch, direc- ·
worker to help. those in distress?
tor of student services at UK. · - '
Nobody better· with assists than.
"The resume.· book is a good ;
Sean _Lavell Woods.
idea," said Crouch, who oversees·•
Want an enthusiastic young emthe UK career center, a $330,000-a-'
ployee? Kellie Lynn Moran can dive .." year operation dedicated to lielpingo'
right in.
.
students .and alumni' find · jobs..
. Here's · the pitch: If your _busi- ·. "What it does, it allows you to send·
ness has the opening, the Universiout a co~posite of who's availab_le."_.
ty of Kentucky Athletics AssociaBut he added: "It's probably not
tion just : might have . the job·
as productive as it once was be. candidate -:- or so says UK's first. cause the economy's so bad." · · .
ever Resume Booklet featuring
The project, which cost the
graduating senior athletes.
athletics department about $2,000,
The booklet, a stapled, photowas paid (or with money from;
copied packet with cover letters
donations,
Bradley said.
from UK athletics director C.M.
· It was money well· spent, he
Newton and assistant athletics disaid.
rector Bob Bradley, comes complete
"I think the perception out there
with the resumes of 41 student·
is that athletes have it made,'.'· he
athletes ·graduating by August
said, "and they don't. They compete
1992.
like every other student.
The athletics department has
"One of C.M."s big pushes has
sent the booklets to more than 1,000
been
in the area of career developCentral Kentucky businesses on a
ment. So you're not just bringing
list . supplied by the Lexington
them in for your uses and leaving
Chamber of . Commerce, Bradley
them hanging," Bradley said._
,
said.

By Robert Kaiser ..

Herald-Leadef' st8.ff wri\er

"We believe that our graduates
may be just ·what you are looking
for," says Newton's letter.
There are football players, including Freddie Wayne Maggard II, .
Joel Couch and Collins, the former
all-American running back and "alltime leader in. yards rushing and
· - touchdowns" who returned after ·
almost 20 years to complete his
_ degree in communications.
. -;-,; There are . basketball players,
such as Richard D. Farmer, John ·
Leslie , Pelphrey and Woods, the
play-making point guard who seeks
"a challenging Social Work/Public
Relations position where· I can utilize my education and personal
skills." . ·
.
T-here are swimmers, such as
Moran.

"I think/' Newton saicl, "we earl_:!

about the student athlete more.than
just the athlete part- of it."

THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1991

Going ·10 bat ·
UK athletics department issues
booklet of graduates' resumes
Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Taking a cue
from the business. and home eco-.
nomics departments, the University
· of Kentucky Athletics Association is
publishing the resumes of graduating athletes.
The "Resume Booklet", a stapled,
photocopied packet with cover letters from UK athletics director C.M.
Newton and assistant athletics director Bob Bradiey, includes the resumes of 41 athletes.
Each is expected to graduate by
next August, including at least one
who returned to school .after years
in professional sports - football
player Sonny .Collins, . the former
star . running back and "all-time
leader in yards rushing and touchdowns" who is completing a degree
in communications.
The athletics department has sent
the booklets to more than 1,000
Central Kentucky businesses from a
list supplied by the Lexington
Chamber of Commerce, Bradley
said. Donations paid for the project,

which cost about $2,000, he said.
It is the first time the athletics department has mailed such a booklet,
Bradley said. Other departments at
UK, including the business and
home economics colleges, have
done similar mailings on behalf of
students, said Lawrence Crouch, director of UK student services.
"I think the perception out there
is that athletes have it made," Bradley said, "and they don't. They compete like every other student."
Newton's letter says, "We believe
that our graduates may be just what
you are looking fo~."
The booklet includes basketball-:
players such as Richard D. Farmer,
John Leslie Pelphrey and· Sean
Woods, the play-making point
guard who seeks "a challenging Social Work/Public Relations position
where I can utilize _my education
and personal skills."
"One of C.M.'s big pushes has
been in the area of career development," Bradley said. "So you're not.
just bringing them in for your uses ·
and leaving _them hanging."
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;•._-. er.- _epau.~uen18 a~?:,~~-t
1cal,$Cle1,1~professor...:~:-·:~--1.\:.f\ '7\
• .,1!• • :'i:: 1~_,:.,~ ~,., -•• i , ;_•1;:r,'~,_-:::·i;•:, ·;__;starting _petitions. ,,The umversttyf
,. . J,·· ~- · ·r;<,-;1;., ,.... ~.a.~_,~·:-'L.••:~?~, ~,., _
By, Erlc:Gr~g·ory··.~: .. · :.' .;; , . i·:,' ;:. has- 1,500· faculty· and .staff. -Thei.
}s:·"But-ify~u bear in mind tliat lie'i .
Heral,d-Leader,education writer:
· . ·; ·:: ·· College of Arts·anci Sciences is thei'1s the ~x-govemor who h.!s packed.:
'\. /'Unive~!ty'of Kentucky' fa~lty'; . biggest collegejnside .UK. .. '. :. :if . , !he boai:d ~thindividuals support--;
· members are calling on· Preside_nt .
Wilkinson ,angered some· UK ... _ ···Ive _of ~is VJew~, t_hen that takes on.'.•
Cha,i:les Wethington to oppose Wal:_ .. professors earlier this month when .. ·
_a:,differen,t,muster.•.:..:" :,:,.,.1., :: i;:,
lace 'Wilkinson'.s_ self-appoin~e:1t _he ~ppointed himself to the h?ard/
;:. ·.·."Wear~ the fla~hl~-in;titutiori.
as_ a UK trustee,.· .
_ · ·,, saymg_ he_ w~1;ts_ to_ refo!111. h1gh~r,.
-of this state," Yamirella said. "We .
,:• Professors.Jrom the·College .of-:.: ~ucati~n. Cnttcs said \\'.dkms?t; 1s
are not Casey County Community, '.
Arts and . ~1~~ces. yesterd~y re-' . .iust tf¥mg _to f~rther his_ Pl'.htip1l,
Colle~e's. Lexif!gton ·campus. · Btit . ·
_leased_a~ti/10n urgmg.Wethmgton·: .. :i.sprrabons.. · • ,., .. ·•: - ~ · , __, £.
·that ,1s the direction :that citizen:
,to ask Wdkm~on t().step down.: '
.
1Wilkinson wants.to take-us"· ::.
•, , Sofar,.-.thei petitimi"has 250(
·
'·
· ·· · ·
·
•--------"-"·
· naines from amimg the 385 faculty :·
THE'COURIER-JOURNAL;"TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1991. . '.·.
. and staff members in -tlfe"'."coilege>• i
·, ,, ,.ProfessorsJ'yesterday. gavedhe1.
Faculty·ask Wilkinson to step- down·1 .•
.. '·•~ntion. to faculfy0 "trustees . , Rayl;
, ~GTON,'.Ky;.;.... More than'250 of the University.of K~n-: .
mond: • !½tis -_:and · Carolyn Bratt.;
tucky's 385 College of Arts and Sciences faculty members have,
They will presehfit to the board at-i
signed· .petition opposing former Gov. Wallace. Wilkinson's self. . the)~ 21' II!eetirig;: when Wilkin,}_ ·•
· appointmentto thelJK board of trustees •. /·'. ",· .: ••,....,., ..
.,.son, 1s, expected ,to, take-the.trustee t
calls on university· !'resident Charles Wethingto1i· to defend<
·__ . -~t!t. ·{ \~>f\;·'.~'./·.~.--:~~:•r·c,l .-'::.J,~-•H_ "i: ~~, J ~' the university mission, including research, Instruction and service;.
•:•· ·,• !'{t• seeli\si a. pity.'tliat·, thiir)s /
- : by asking _Wilkinson .t9 step down. It also calls-on Wilkinson-to
· · ,_necessary,'.' said Betts, "BUt'Hhirik.: ..
. . c step ·aside without being asked, saying.the university's well-being·
the: facultf'of:-the. College·· of .Arts[
· is more important than '.'narrow political motives.".
·_,. ··;,:_- -.. •
·. -· : anq Stjen~ is, right and just ·in_/' · )"acuity trustees will present it at the_ board's Jan. 21 meeting.'. :· .
' ;, ~utting_ togethe, such a _petition:'. l
., ·-::: .Ht:iwever,:.wethington issued,a f
'·" . '.staternerlfjsai,:1ngJie wilj not askk"
· :;,
, :Wilkinson to i:esign his seat,.;;·,.,. -.,:
. . .•.
. -~, ,
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egrees -'· ". '.·',.

:.c.

.,MOREHEAD
Morehea\f
State University awarded
degrees to more than 400 . ·;,
students Saturday during
winter commencement
·.
:ceremonies_ aj the school. . ··.,
· , MSU President C. _Nelson . ·.
Grote told the graduates t,o '"
-reach.lieyond themselves ·
· and help others. .. :- • ·· , 1
, ·>'I·know you're prepared .,
for a career, but you must
also be prepared for life," ·•·:
Grote said; '.'When you're _.,,
· . asked to; share in_ a ·· :·;__, ·,,:~,
· ·1eadership role in your·· , .. ••. . ·
. community, get involved."~,, ·_·
.Holly•Anne Hayes of· ... ' ··· ·
Waynesville, Ohio, -- · -" --~s;. .
.' represented the class,>. . ..., :
· telling them that ''the ' · ~ -.
·simple, yefmonuineiltal . :".1 . ,
:lessons we have learned at :•
· Morehead:State wiff aid us,;: __
most in our future careers.:•;:,
.Hayes, a dean's list-student''
. in the College. of Arts and ·:0,

.

Sciences, received her · ,;,:.i ~ - .
bachelor of arts degree· with\ ·
a major in paralegal studies'and Spanish with a minqr· :...
in business· administration.:,
· Earlier in the day;· · ·· · ..·
commencement activities -; ·
were heid for .the ·first two''. ··..
graduates of MSU's
· ..--.._
associate de!iree program· in - ·
. respiratory therapy .. They ·
are Scotty Halsey ·or
Wellington .and Cathy
. Thurman of Vanceburg. ,
· .. ·

L_EXINGTON.'HERALD,Li;ADER, !,EXINGTON,KY:,,TUESDAY, bECEMBER-1_7, 199i'

.:~orehead State class graduates,~;" .·, '.:. · .
;·; MOREHEAD-- Morehead State University Presid~t G. Nelson

Grote told more than 400 graduates at. winter commencement to be
··active in the community.
. . · . .. ., ... , ,.. ... ,..
~, "I know you're prepared:· for a career, but you must aiso be
prepared for life," Grote said during .Saturday's ceremonies. "When ·
, you're. asked to share in a leadership role in your community, get.
involved.: ,. · ,·:.
._
•
. _
..
.

-A -service
of,. the Office
of Media. Relations.
'

Me:redith supporters
want 2 regent~· out
.

.

, By KIRSTEN HAUKEBO; Staff Writer •

-, • •

·

·

-

·

· ·

·

·. BOWLING GREEN,- Ky. - Supporters of '-'!'este1;1f
. •Kentucky University President Thomas Mef:dith _will ·
• ask Gov Brereton Jones to demand the resignations
of two ~gents they say
"harassing" and '.'intimi• .
_- dating" Meredith;· · · · · . · ·, ·
·. . ·
. A resolution will be presented to Jones dunng a
visit to· Bo_wling Green ~e has scheduled ~omorrow,
said Robert Aldridge, charrman of the Bowling Green~.·
warren County _Chamber of _Commerce.
. •. · ·'
· Asked for a· reaction . to the group's resolution,
• Jones said through his spokesman, ~ill Griffin; "I.~
very supportive of Pres!d~nt Meredi~, but feel !1 1;:
inappropriate for me to mJect myself m that conflict,
More than 40 business and civic leaders, most of'
them from Bowling Green, met at the Chamber res:
. terday to discuss ways to show support_for Meredith.
.· The resolution singles.out board Charrman Joe _Ira·
cane and Vice Chairman' Patsy Judd as regents who
"have and continue to. harass, intimidate and embar· rass Dr. Tom Meredith and this great university;;•
· The resolution contends the two re ents have 1:1~justly focused on President Meredith9s use of pnvileges" that were also used by his predecesso~s.
The board of regents has asked for an outside au-

are

diting firm to review·an internal au-

.rangement_ was. approved· are
complete, ·
,
Meredith's wife and money used for
Judd;· reached at. her home
- repairs of the president's home,
Burkesville, denied that she is tt
which- is owned by a university-· ing to harass Meredith.. "No one
foundation. - _- ·
·
· doing that, My reaction to this (ti
Last week,.a speciaJ committee of .. resolution)·. is that Kentucky Ia
the board drew up a list of 11 spend- · says the board of regents are su
ing· areas_ to be ~eviewed. l'!"early all. posed to set policy for the univeri
of the expenditures were expenses; ty. I believe it is in the best intere
incurred by Meredith' and _his wife,-- of the university to have an ·audit.
Susan. · "'
"" ,.. • · · · · · . •. c· ' , · Judd added that she had no inte1
Fonner regent Wendell Stroile · lions of resigning.
stressed yesterday that the civic and
She said that although she kne
business leaders did not oppose an of the .Meredith's entertairimei
audit; they didn't like the way the budget, she didn't know that tt
regents have asked for it, he said, - university was making direct pa,
The resolution said that the re- ments of $2,000 a month to Susa
gents "have repeatedly used a pub-. Meredith.
·
lie forum to air ·complaints instead
Iracane could not be reached fc
of discreet committees - all intend- comment yesterday, but he said lru
ed to embarrass Dr. Meredith and week that the ·regents· were not ot
discredit him."
to fire Meredith.·
·
_Strode said. Iracane and Judd
Aldridge, president of Americru
were named because ·they were on National Bank in Bowling Greei
the board when the discretionazy al- _and one of the organizers. of th,
lowance for the Merediths was ap- meeting, said the group may consid
proved in 1989. He acknowledged, er filing a lawsuit if their appeal tc
however, that the minutes of the the governor does not produce re
board's meeting in which the ar- . suits.
.
dit of some university payments to

. lEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY,. TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1991

· Group wants 2 WKU regents

to resign

. BOWLING GREEN _;_ A group. of business. and .com~unity
leaders in Warren County is circulating a petition to be given to Gov.
•.Brereton Jones. It calls for the resignations of Western Kentucky ·
University regents Joseph Iracane and Patsy Judd. ·. · ·
Bowling Green-Warren County Chamber of Commerce Chairman
· Bob Aldredge says the board's recent activities have become a source
of embarrassment to the university and the state. The community
group plans to present its petition ·to Jones when he visits Bowling
·: Green on Wednesday, Aldredge said. -- .
:
.
·
The audit committee of the board of regents last week called for
an audit of several university accounts, _including travel and expense
funds used by university President Thomas Meredith. The communi. ·ty group leaders say they support an audit but object to the way
• _~egents have handled the matter.
.
.•
.
:
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Lindsey Wilson College gets $1.5 million
; . COLUMBIA._ Lin~sey WilS(!n College President John. Begley

,said the school has received two gifts totaling more than $1.5 million ·
;from·_trustees who preferred.to remain anonymous. ·
..
; One trustee donated $1 million to the college's endowmen~ and
another trustee and his wife provided the remainder for a chapel
Lindsey Wilson's endowment now stands at $3 million, but it is
conducting a four-year drive to raise $14.5 million.
Begley said th_e chapel was expected to cost more than '$500,000. ·.

_THE COURIER-JOURNAL. TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17. 1991

Lindsey Wilson
receives donations
totaling $15 million
Associated Press
COLUMBIA, Ky. -Lindsey Wilson College has received two gifts
totaling more than $1.5 million from
trustees who asked to remain anori,
ymous, President John Begley said.
One trustee donated $1 million to
the college's endowment, and another trustee and his wife provided
the remainder for a chapel.
Lindsey Wilson"s current endowment stands at $3 million, but it is
conducting a fol,U'-year drive to raise
$14.5 million.
Begley said the chapel is ~xpected
to· cost more than $500,000.

The Daily Independent, ~shland, Kentu".kY · Monday, December 16, 1991

;failure
applauded
Helm's
Educ'at'.i'on wo·r'k1"·n··g·,·inmate, say·s
'five coursesMSU.offers in
hopes of earning an associate
degree. That would carry some
, Complex.-,_-, ·. , ·. •.'. . ,
,old Spencer County native
By J1M ROBINSON
weight the next time he comes
If Helms had beeri success- .. , serving a- life. sentence for
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
'· ful in barring. inmates from murder. "It's, the only thing.,. before the parole board, he
- - - - - - - - - - - ' - ' - - , receiving· federal· aid called proven to work. If they take said, help him get a good job if
. WEST LIBERTY - Sen., ."· PELL grants, the prisoners that away, we· don't have any: he's released and "distinguish
right from wrong better.". .
,Jesse Helms' failure to ex-· wouldn't '-have been able to
thing else."
· Inmates say they. believe
elude prison inmates from
take five courses offered at the
Goodlett's view is shared by
receiving ·some federal grants ' p,ison·. by. Morehead State : many of the 20 other members Helms and other lawmakers
to pay for college classes has . University. :· ,
,
. . . of a mass media class offered will not give up their efforts to
wipe out federal .aid programs
drawn sighs• of relief from · .. "Education is the only thing once a week at the Morgan
to prisoners.
,
·.
about 125 inmates. at the East-. '· ·working (in- rehabilitation),"
County prison ..
But they argue· the $4,000 in
cm Kentucky Correction1!1 . said Earl Goodlett, a 42-year- ·
Goodlett said he's taking all

.grantsitcoststhegovernment
. to put a prisoner· through the
. equivalent of two years of college makes economic sense
because an educated ex-con
isn't as likely to end up back
in the slammer, where keeping a prisoner for a year costs
• $20,000.
Susan Kessinger, who runs·
the educational program at the
West'Liberty prison, agrees.

; The· average rate of reci,'
,divism - returning to prison ·
\- is. 43 percent among all
prisoners, Kessinger· said.
:rhat figure.drops to between 8
and .18. percent .among prisoners who earn their high school
~~ploma · ·or more while in
i,1:ison.
·
·
, ;:;:"If· you just keep them•
i!JCked up with nothing con~ttuctive to do, then they're
jljst madder than hell when
tl)'ey get out," she said.
~::Kessinger said inmates rec~fye only about 2 percent of ali
/ P,ELL grants.
· · .
I . The 125 enrolled in the, colr lege classes and the 100 other
West Liberty prisoners en.: rolled in other courses make ·
· , up only about 20 percent of
1 the prison's population of
· nearly 1,000 inmates.
·
: Keith Kappes, a MSU vice
, president who teaches the
mass media class, said . the
university could not offer the
. classes if it weren't. for the
· PELL grants the inmates receive to pay for the schooling.
"We believe that it is good
rehabilitation," Kappes said.•.
,. "Many students have told me
, that recidivism' is· an economic issue. Education gives
1
them an econoniic.lever."
'
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Panel wants
2 regents'
resignations
BOWLING GREEN (AP) A group of business and civic

leaders who support Western ·
Kentucky University's president plans to ask Gov. Brereton Jones to demand the resignations of two of the school's
regents.
Robert Aldridge, chairman
of the Bowling Green-Warren
County Chamber of Commerce
said a resolution will be pre. sented to Jones when the governor visits Bowling Green on
Wednesday.
'
The petition singles out
board Chairman Joe· Iracane
and Vice Chairwoman Patsy
Judd as regents who "have
and continue to harass, in,timidate and embarrass Dr.
Tom Meredith and this great
l

university."
The resolution further contends Iracane and Judd have
"unjustly focused on President
Meredith's use of privileges"
that were also used by his
predecessors.
It also charges that the
regents "have repeatedly used
a public forum to air complaints Instead of discreet
committees - all intended to
embarrass Dr. Meredith and
discredit him."
Judd pushed the board of
regents to ask for an outside
auditing firm to review an internal audit of some university payments to Meredith's
wife and money ·spent on the
president's home, which is
owned by the universityrelated College Heights Foundation.
Last week, a special committee of the board drew up a
list of 11 spending areas to be
reviewed. Nearly all of the
expenditures were expenses
incurred by Meredith and his
wife, Susan.
·

UPO BOX 1100 •

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 •

606-783-2030
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Suit says KSU regents broke laws
FRANKFORT, Ky. -A lawsuit by alumni accuses the Kentucky
State University board of regents of violating state laws on contract•bidding and public meetings.
The suit was filed late Friday by a regional arm of the unive,::sity's national alumni association.
The association has often accused the board and its chairman,
former Gov. Louie B. Nunn, of meddling in the operation of the
campus. The dispute became public during a Jong standoff between the board and former KSU President John T. Wolfe Jr.,
peaking with Wolfe's negotiated resignation under charges of incompetence, misconduct and neglect of duty.
The suit alleges the board never publicly authorized the
school's accountants to conduct a special audit of homecoming
expens~s. The auditors' report said thousands of dollars could not
be accounted for.
A complaint in a lawsuit tells only one side,_',~ ..,.,:,;,"; .,_,,,.,
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, .DECEMBER 18, 1991

JCC professor elected to UK board
John Sistarenik, a political science professor at Jefferson Community College, has been elected to a three-year term on the
University of Kentucky board of trustees, He will represent the
state's community college faculty.
.
.
, .. ·
Sistarenik, 46, said he plans to work for interests of community
college faculty members that include free tuition for dependents
at UK and the community colleges, and a larger selection choice
of _health-care plans for faculty members at colleges in smaller
c1t1es.

. ,

, .

·
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•
1

•

~· "1

-He was elected Dec. 2 by a· mail ballot of faculty members at the
system's 14 colleges
and takes his seat July I. . ......., .
. .
.. .·

•

.
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School service centers announced
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen yesterday announced the location of eight regional
service centers that will provide training and technical assistance
to schools and school districts.
.
The regional centers - required by the Kenrucky school-reform
Jaw and due to open early next year - will be located at:
■ The Gheens Professional Deveiopment Academy in Louisville.
■ Murray State University in Murray.
..
_
11 Western Kentucky University, with temporary office space m
the Simpson County schools at Franklin.
■ Northern Kentucky University in Covington.
■ The University of Kentucky and Central Kentucky Education
Cooperative in Lexington.
■ Science Hill schools in Science f!ill.
.
a The FNECO Area Development District in Ashland.
■ The Big Sandy Area Development District in Prestonsburg•.
Each center will be staffed with specialists in curriculum, earlychildhood education, instructional technology and school-based
decision making.
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EKU fund .created
·in ill woman's honor
. what they are doing, because it's.;
·not just my children who are going
to benefit. That means a lot to me.
"I'm just overwhelmed by all
that has happened. I'm a lucky
woman. I really am."

By Jim Warren
Herald-Leader staff writer -

RICHMOND - Judi Noe helped

many patients fight for life under
the cold glare of operating room
lights. Now, th~ life she fights for is
her own.

*. *

Noe, a small, dark-hair.ed woman from Irvine, hopes and prays
that regular radiation treatments
will destroy the non-malignant but
inoperable tumor growing in her ..
brain. But at best her future r.e- ,
· mains uncertain.
In recognition of that fact and
Noe's many · contributions, her
friends in the Madison County medical community yesterday announced the creation of a college
scholarship endowment fund in )1er

honor.

j

,,

1

The propo_sed scholarships to
Eastern Kentucky University would
go to children of the 375 or so .
employees at the Pattie A. Clay
Hospital here, where Noe worked as
an operating room technician until
she became ill a few months ago.
, ·organizers say they are more
than half way to their initial goal of
raising $46,000, which would allow
the first scholarship to be granted
next year, said Dr. J. Michael Gordon, a Richmond obstetrician leading the effort.
The plan is that, one day, two
scholarships would go to Noe's
children, Tara, 13, and Michael, 12.
Noe has raised them alone since her
divor£e JO years ago. ·,
She broke into te:m, - several
times during a press conference
yesterday to announce the Patti~ A.
Clay Hospital Endowed Educational Fund. Bµt they were tears of joy,
not sadness.
"This is a thing in my life that
has really done nothing but good.
It's awakened me to a lot of things
; .. how valuable life is, how important friends are. It's made my
friends closer, my family closer." ,
Noe said she went through a·
period of bad luck last summer th~t
actually ended when her illness
appeared.
"I had a horrible year until I got
a brain tumor," she said.
Because of that kind of spirit
and dedication, Noe's medical coworkers were determined to reach
out and help when she became ill,
Gordon said.
. "I think that Judi has reminded
all of us of life's real priorities," he
said. ''She made us realize that the·
dedication and hard work of people
.... lend the character and quality to
the monuments that we build." .
Noe's continuing radiation treat'ments have produced various unpleasant side effects .. But she says
she is confident she will be cured,
and be around to see her children
receive their scholarships to EKU in
a few years.
.
"It's great and it's. wonderful,.

.

-

Contributions may be sent to the·
El(U Fo1111dalion, Coates Box 19A,:
EKU, Richmond, Ky. 40475-3101, .
or to the PACH Employees Endowed
Educational Fund, Pattie A. Clay
Hospital, Richmond, Ky. 40475.

.

.___ *______

'
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Jody Thompson _moving
again, this time to Pikeville
Staff, wire reports

PIKEVILLE
High school
basketball standout Jody Thompson said yesterday that he would
settle down at • - - - - - ~

a college in his

}'

native
Pike
County.
Thompson,
a
6-foot-5
shooting
guard,
has
signed up for
classes at Pikeville
College
this
spring. Thompson
And the former Feds Creek High School star
said he plans to don a Bears
uniform next fall.
"Putting it simply, I'm really
excited about being a Pikeville College Bear," Thompson said at a
news conference. "I've never been
able to say that before."

Thompson, a forme~ All-State
guard at Feds Creek High School,
attended UK for one semester as a
walk-on. Thompson left the University of Kentucky team last year,
saying he was homesick and confused at the big school. In five
games with the Wildcats, Thompson hit a three-point shot in six
field-goal attempts for a b.8 scoring
average.
Later he decided he would sit
out this season at Morehead because he .was "burned out" on the
game. Instead, he would concentrate on his studies as a secondaryeducation major in history.
Thompson graduated in 1989
from Feds Creek, where he averaged 28.7 points during his senior
year. He scored 30.3 points a game
his junior year to lead Feds Creek to
the 60th District title.

I MSU
I I
Dec. I-,O I 00
q Il\<A9-. - 3,-/~: '8r-,1
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,Kentucky loss
gives Morehead·
lift against Cards
Louisville wary - Morehead State
at Louisville
after seeing · Time:
p.m.
WLXG AM-1300.
Eagles' effort
8

Radio:

By Rick Balley
Hera:Jd-Leader staff writer

Dick Fick has been coaching
Morehead State for about a halfyear. Denny Crum has been coaching Louisville for 40 times that.
Yet, as their teams prepare for
tonight's game in Freedom Hall, the
coaches share similar insights into
their players.
"Effort'' is the operative word,
both coaches agree.
Fick praised his Eagles (4-3) for
"a lot of effort plays" in their gritty
loss to Kentucky- last week in Freedom Hall.
Crum likewise has been pleased
with the effort of his Cardinals (4-0)
in practice and in play. Crum may
be a veteran, but three Louisville
starters are newcomers.
"Any time your players give a
maximum_ effort in practice," Crum
said, "they're a pleasure to coach·
and fun to be around. They're not
always going to win, but they're
giving the maximum effort."
All of which could make for an
interesting evening when the two

. Kentucky schools play for the first
time since 1984, when Louisville
defeated Morehead 72-59 in the
second round of the NCAA Tournament.
"Louisville has so many weapons," Fick said. "Their outside
shooting is better than in the past.
They are terrific rebounders. Even
the guards can rebound.
"Another major . concern is a
press you have to beat. And they
can outjump and outrun some of
the mistakes they make. We'll have
to be strong in handling the ball
and seeing every possession as an
opportunity."
·
Crum said he liked Morehead's ·
poise and confidence against Ken·tucky.
"They shonhe ball really well
(50 percent), and Kentucky is a·
strong defensive team,". he said.
"They executed their game plan
and were in position to win. That
speaks highly of them because Kentucky is so good."
"The big thjng is we gained
some confidence," Fick said. "We

THE COURIER.JOURNAL, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1991

. College enrollment at record high
F'I½NKFORT, Ky, - Enrollment at Kentucky's universities and

colleges reached another record for the sixth consecutive year.
Enrollment !e~ch~d 1~3,476 in the 1991 fall semester at all private and P','l;>hc institutions, a 37.1 percent increase since 1986.
Non-traditional students, those 25 or older, made up 35.1 percent of undergraduate enrollment at state institutions and 49.9
percent at community colleges. The number of minority students
at public schools also increased, from 5.9 percent in 1990 to 6 I
percent in 1991.
·
•

were able to play one of the top
·te:mis and have an .opportunity to
·wm near the end. We hope that will
carry over as we go along."
Against: Kentucky, Morehead,
was within seven points with 3:16'
"remaining before losing 101-84.
Fick's goal in.his first season ate
Morehead- is. to have- the Eagles,
mentally and physically prepared
for each opponent. "Our kids handled the -Ui{ game
very well, so they should have more
maturity against Louisville," Fick
:said. "We know we're playing one,
· of the top teams ,(Louisville is ·
No. 25), so we have to· go in °f<V··
CUsed."

·

· Morehead is .led by Brett Roberts, the nation's second-leading
scorer at 29.6; Doug Bentz, the
nation's ninth-leading rebounder at
11.6; and point guard Pat Tubbs.
But shooting guard Mitch Sowards
has improved lately, scoring 20
points against Kentucky.
Sowards is getting into shape
after major knee surgery last sea,
son. He missed the rugged preseason conditioning program that
has enabled the Eagles to play at
breakneck pace. Morehead is fourth
nationally in scoring at 99.3.
"Mitch is a better shooter than
his percentage (44 percent)," Fick
said. "But when your legs aren't in
it, you're not in shape, and your
shot's not going to be there.
"But he's more comfortable, and
it's showing in his overall production."

·
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Lindsey Wilson given $1 million
_GOL~':\, Ky. - Lindsey Wilson College has received its
third ~I million pledge since July, President John B. Begley said
yesterday.
Begley said the donor couple has requested anonymity. The
mo1_1ey has been _Pled~ed over five y~ars and has no restrictions
on .its use, he _said. Lindsey Wilson, which is affiliated with the
Uruted Jl.!'.ethodist Church, received a $1 million pledge in July and
another m late November.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Morehe.ad'c- feictiness again:;_t u::
was wake-up call for U of L:
r-------------,

' RUSS BROWN
.;By
: Staff Writer

thii first five minutes of the second
period enabled U of L to gain control, but the Cards still wound up
with their worst shooting night of
'. · Weary from practice and studying for fi •.
the season, They hit only 42.3 per•
· nal exams, University of Louisville guard
cellt from the field and 51.6 from
; Kip Stone couldn't make it through last
the free-throw line.
Thursday's Kentucky-Morehead State
'1Hopefully, we'll be more ready
: game: At halftime he fell asleep in front of
to
'. play than we were against
; the TV in his dorm room.
George
Mason," Crum said. "If not,
- · But he saw enough of the scrappy Eagles'
we'll
have
a hard time beating
101-84 loss to the No. 8-ranked Wtldcats in
Morehead. I was very impressed
Freedom Hall to know that U of L (4-0) will
wi!h them. I thought they really
have no easy time protecting its new No. 25
played hard and well. They could
ranking when Morehead makes a return
have won that game."
visit to the Cardinals' home court at 8:05
Naturally,
with
Morehead's
tonight.
games against the Cards and WtldHis opinion is shared by U of L coach
cats coming so close together and at
-Denny Crum and Stone's teammates, most
the same site, fans and the media
of whom saw at least bits and pieces of the
will be searching for clues to the
UK-Morehead contest.
·
outcome
of the upcoming U of L-UK
"They hustled a lot," Stone said. "They'll
battle in Rupp Arena. But Sullivan
be like a George Mason team; if you take
an~ guard -Keith LeGree insist tothem lightly, they can come out ~nd upset
night's game won't reveal the win•
you. So we can't go in there underestimatner of the Dec. 28 showdown.
ing them, because they're going to fight the
whole game."
"You can't look at a team by the
Against UK, Morehead fell 19 points beway we played them and the way
hind in the first half and trailed 62-45 at
SOQleone else played them," Sullihalftime, then rallied within 89-82 heading
\'311 said. "There are all types of
into the final. three minutes.
things involved that you just can't
compare."
-"they hung right in there," U of L guard
Everick Sullivan said. "After that Kentucky
•:us and Kentucky play different
run in the first half, they cairned down and
styles," LeGree said. "One team
got right back into the game. If they could
might play better against another
have done it in the first half, they might
team with a different style, so you
have even ·won. So we have to watch out for
can't go by what happens (tothat and try to jump on them quick and play
night)."
really well."
M for Crum, he'd just as soon UK
U of L certainly will have to play better,
nol even be mentioned within earparticularly in the early stages, than it did
shot of his players until after Saturin Saturday's 85-66 come-from-behind win
day night's game against Louisiana .
over George Mason.
State in Baton Rouge.
The Cards missed 10 of their first 11 shots
','.I don:t even want to talk about
and trailed by nine points in the first half,
Kentucky or anything related to
causing Crum to bench his entire starting
them right now," Crum said. "The
lineup 7½ minutes into the game. A 29-6
less
said about them, the better."
stretch at the end of the first half and into
Morehead State coach Dick Fick
said that, although he has seen
U of L on ftlm, he won't be able to
judge how the Cards and Cats will
stack up against each other until.
after tonight's game.
"I just know they're both tougher
than heck," he said. "Louisville presents so many problems for us from
the standpoint of their quickness,
depth and overall athleticism. We're
nol going to be able to control Lou-;,,ille. No way. We couldn't control
-{entucky. They're both too good.
We'll just try to be really good at
what we do."
·
What Morehead does is run, score
and shoot three-pointers. The Eagles are fourth in the nation among
0

PROBABLE LINEUPS

· Game limo: 8:05 pm. EST. .
I · - Sllr. F - He1.

-,

'. TV: I\UBWlaMel-41, delayed at 10:30

p.m.

. Radio: IIW.S,\M (840). .
Series: Uof L leads 23-11.
. Favortlo: No line.
Last meeting: ·u of L
72-69 an MaJth
16, 1964, in the NCAA Mideast Regional in
Mrlwaul<ee.

"°"

Loulsvllle (4-01
WI. Cl Rb. Pt
200 So, 7.813.3
195 So. 4.a ,o.8
205 Sr. 8.510.8
180 Fr. 2310.0
190 Sr. ◄-315.3
- James Brawer, G, SJ, Jr.,
5.3; Troy Smi!tl, C, 6-ll, Jr., 7.5; DeMin
We!lb, F, ~. Jr., 4.0; Brian Hopgood, F, 610, So., 7.8; Kip Slone, G, 6-4, So., 4.5; Tremaine 'Mngfold, F, 6-7, So., 4.0; Miko Case,
F, 6-8, Jr., 0.0: Jason Mclendon, F, 6-ll. Sr.,
1.3; Todd Howard, G, 5-10, Jr., ~O; Doug
Calhoun, F, 6-5, Jr., 0.0.
Pas. Player
Ht.
F·Greg Miner ...... 6-o
F-Dwayne Morton .. s-o
C-Comefa,s Holden .6-?
G-Keith l.eGrae .... 6-1
G-Everic.Sulivrrl .. ~

!'Aorehead State (4-31
Pol. Player
Ht. Wl Cl Rb. Pt
F-Bratt Robe!1s ..... 6-ll 230 Sr. 8.9 29.6
F-Martez Ballard .... 6-2 180 So. 3.3 &7
C-0oug Bentz ...... 6-9 200 Jr. 11.616.4
G-Pat Tubbs .... :.5-11 160 Sr. 2710.0
G-Mi1ch Sowatds ... 6-5 195 Sr. 1.7 a7
Resem,s - Reese Turner, F, 6-5, So.,
,o.,; Mike MenMnga. G, 6-3, Jr., 42; PJ.
Ndlols, G-f, 6-7, Sr., 4.1; Mike Helton, G, 60, Fr., 42; Ila\ Tyndall, G, 6-10, Jr., 3.3;
Greg 'Mleelor, G, 6-4, Sr., 27; Scott Yahnl«I,
Cf, 6-8, Fr., 1.0: David Derczier, C, 7--0, So.,
0.5.

NCM Division I teams in scoring
offense at 99.3 points per game and
13th in three-point field goals made
with 8.1. Morehead has attempted
23.3 per outing, hitting 35 percent
Brett Roberts, a 6-foot-8, 230pound senior forward, presents the
most formidable challenge for the
U of L defense, which has held opponents to 25 percent three-point
shooting and 43.1 percent overall.
Roberts is second in the nation in
scoring with an average of 29.6
points and has produced two of the
top 10 performances in the country
with 47 points against North Carolina-Greensboro and 40 against West
Virginia State. He leads the Eagles
with 15 three-pointers in 39 tries for
39.5 percent and has hit 35 consecutive free throws. He had 19 points
against UK, hitting 5 of 13 shots.
Center Doug Bentz is another
concern for the Cards. The 6-9, 200pound junior is ninth in the country
in rebounding with 11.6 per game
and also is averaging 16.4 points.
Fick said that having played in
Freedom Hall and knowing the environment to expect should help his
club - to some extent, anyway,
"It's a plus, but it's not like we
live there," he said. "I think Louisville has been in there a few more
times. We're still the visitors."

,.
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Wilkinson to see if deal
to sell UK books conflicts
with his role as trustee
By JAY Bl.ANTON
Staff Writer

From July through last Friday,
Vonderheide said, Wtlkinson had
sold the community colleges about
$99,000 in textbooks; they have
bought a total of about $485,000
worth this fiscal year. UK's main
campus in Lexington has a contract
with another company.
Wilkinson wouldn't say when he
started reviewing the contract, but
said, " I'm going to be certain that
there is no conflict before my service starts."
He said he will attend his first
meeting next month. The UK board
meets Jan. 21.
UK attorney John Darsie said he
will meet with Wtlkinson, probably
after the first of the year, to discuss
any potential conflicts of interest as
he does with all new trustees.
Wilkinson's attorney, Bill Cull,
said earlier this week that the 1987
attorney general's opinion would
apply to any potential conflict of in•
terest Wtlkinson might have.
Cull said the contract through the
cooperative was the best way to
comply with the competitive-bidding requirement. The contracts are
all nearly the same because textbooks basically cost a set price, he
said.
Wilkinson appointed himself to
the six-year trustee term on Dec. 2,
one week before he left office as
governor. Wtlkinson said he wanted
to reform higher education.
Student and faculty groups have
asked Wilkinson to resign. UK
President Charles Wethington has
said he would work with whatever
board he was given by the governor.
Attorney General Fred Cowan
contested the appointment, asking a
special circuit court judge for a temporary restraining order to prohibit
Wtlkinson from attending UK's Dec.
10 board meeting, the first he would
have been eligible for.
The special circuit judge granted
the restraining order, but both the
state Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court sided with WLlkinson.
However, Wilkinson did not take his
trustee seat Dec. 10, instead attending Gov. Brereton Jones' inauguration.
Cowan has vowed to continue
with his suit until he leaves office
Jan. 6.

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Former Gov.
Wallace Wtlkinson is checking to
see if his recent self-appointment to
the University of Kentucky board of
trustees conflicts with a state law
limiting the kind of business that
trustees and regents may do with
the schools they represent.
At issue is a contract Wtlkinson
holds to sell books to UK's 14 community colleges.
Wtlkinson said yesterday: "We
believe that that situation was completely resolved (by a review) in
1987. But we want to make absolutely sure that that is the case, and
yes, we are examining every aspect
of that at this time because I want to
be certain that there's no conflict.
And we believe that there is not, but
we want to be sure about it."
According to a statute passed by
the legislature in the late 1970s, "No
member of a board of trustees or
regents shall have an interest in any
contract with a state university unless such contract shall have been
subjected to competitive bidding .. .
(and) unless such trustee or regent
shall have been the lowest bidder."
Before Wtlkinson was elected
governor in 1987, he sought an attorney general's opinion on his
holdings and business contracts.
The opinion said that all of his contracts with state agencies, including
book contracts, must be bid competitively.
Wallace's College Book Co. was
one of five companies to bid on
book contracts with the state's public universities. The bids were
sought by the University of Louis•
ville, acting on behalf of the Kentucky Educational Purchasing Cooperative.
All five companies were awarded
contracts in January 1988. Copies of
the bids and the subsequent contract awards show that each bid is
virtually the same.
. In the past two fiscal years, WtlkUlSOn has sold the community colleges about 20 percent of their textbooks, according to UK spokesman
Bernie Vonderheide. In fiscal 1991
which ended in July, Wtlkinson sold
the community colleges $307,000 of Information for this story also waa
the $1.5 million in books they gathered by mff wrtter Richard
bought.
WIison.

